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1 Avalon Hill Philosophy Part 72 
Aside from being late again, this issue comes 

to you notable both for what is in it and for what 
is not. Intheway of newgamesyou'llfinallyfind 
an advertisement for our BISMARCK game 
which has been overdue since last July. 
Scheduled for release at ORIGINS 78 and long 
feared lost by those of you who placed advance 
orders last July, BISMARCK pulled off the 
assembly line and alongside the quay of our 
advance mail order customers about March 
20th. The game advertised in this issue is now 
available and not just a figment of someone's 
hopeful promised deadline. 

The last statement is a prelude to what you 
won't find advertized in this issue. Yes, MAGIC 
REALM is once again among the missing, 
having missed its umpteenth consecutive 
deadline. This game has been a considerable 
embarrassment to us--having supposed to have 
made its debut at ORIGINS 78, then GEN CON, 
then Christmas, then the Hobby Show, then last 
month . . . Back a t  ORIGINS 78 we broke from a 
long-standing policy of not accepting pre- 
publication orders with good intentions of filling 
advance orders for this game and BISMARCK 
last fall. It is now almost a full year afterour first 
optimistic deadline and a production model 
dragon has yet to be slain. This misrepresenta- 
tion, albeit unintentional, to our loyal customers 
of promised delivery times should be a source of 
considerable shame to our R & D Department 
and will hopefully result in a cessation of any 
advance publication offers in the future. I'm 
beyond making promises for MAGIC REALM at 
this point, but hopefully, GOOD LORD WILLING, 
it will be done by ORIGINS 79. 

Why have such seemingly interminable 
delays come about? Obviously, the fault is 
primarily that of the R & D Department, although 
such unpredictable factors as staff health 
problems and the blizzard of '79 played a part. 
Basically, however, in the case of MAGIC 
REALM the problem can be summed up as 
teething problems with a completely new and 
novel game system, complicated by a "chrome" 
fetish by the designer who lost sight of his 
original parameters and constantly built on to 
the existing system in an effort to out-D & D D & 
D. I can sympathizewith the latter course having 
come down that road myself the past two years 
with the SL gamettes. Hopefully, these delays 
will result in a better final product and, in the 
long run, that is to everyone's advantage. 

For all  that, MAGIC REALM has been small 
potatoes in Avalon Hill's stew of troubles lately 
compard to the trials and tribulations we've 
faced with THE RISING SUN. Despite a year and 
a half of in-house development and one of the 
most comprehensive, beautiful & expensive 
mapboards produced to date, we are no closer to 
publishing this monster than we were in 1 978. 
The details of this sad state of affairs is perhaps 
best explained by the project developer, Frank 
Davis. 

"Most of us who play wargames have 
occasionalty suffered the humiliating experi- 
ence of total defeat, and most of the time we 
recognize the playing errors which led to this 
defeat. Ironically, most of us who design these 
games usually assume our effortswill always be 
successful. Well, after nine years of designing 
and developing games, I've suddenly made the 

embarrassing discovery that I'm not infallible! 
For the past year I've been toiling on a game 
called THE RISING SUN. Originally designed by 
Larry Pinsky, THE RISING SUN is an ambitious 
attempt to simulate the entire war in the Pacific 
Theater during World War II on a rather detailed, 
operational level. Thus, we knew from the stan 
that this project would be considerably harder 
than Avalon Hill's popular but much simpler 
VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC. As a matter of fact, 
when we first received the prototype here, the 
staff people who reviewed it concluded that 
nothing short of a miracle would be required to 
turn it into even a moderately enjoyable game. 
Even Larry admitted he had barely been able to 
play-test even the shortest scenarios! 

It wasat this point that I naivelytookoverthe 
responsibility for developing the game {Decem- 
ber, 1977). 1 was fearless. At SPI where 
I formerly worked, I had either designed or 
developed eighteen games on topics ranging 
from the Punic Wars to World War II. I expected 
THE RISING SUN to be difficult but I was 
supremely confident that I could take Larry's 
basic design and develop it into a hell of a game. 
Within a week or two, however, I began encoun- 
tering smaII problemssuch as thefactthat in the 
prototype design each Game-Turn (which 
represented two weeks) had approximately 
fourteen Naval Movement Phases and seemed 
to require an entire day to play (and here I use 
thererm "play"extremely loosely; thegame was 
hopeless& unplayable). I soon discovered a host 
of other problems(for example, the designer had 
tried to use counters representing small groups 
of six aircraft and due to the overall playing 
counter limitations imposed on the game, the 
U.S. Player would not even be provided with 
enough counters to represent the carrier 
compliments after 1942) which eventually 
convinced me that the game required an almost 
complete redesign. 

Now, to try to make a long and painful story 
brief, and to emphasize the fact that I am not 
trying to pin the blame on Larry Pinsky, I must 
admit that my own arduous effort to redesign 
THE RISING SUN was less than a complete 
success (much less). I made a host of changes; I 
redesigned the counters (air, land, and naval), 
reresearched and corrected the Order of Ap- 
pearance, changed theTurn Scale toone month, 
developed a new and simpler simultaneous 
movement system. added an interesting code- 
breaking and naval intelligence system, reduced 
the number of r6quired tables fromalmost thirty 
to six. totally revamped all of the scenarios, 
changed the game from top to bottom and 
everyone who was familiar with these changes 
considered the result a vast improvement over 
the original, unplayable monster. Unfortunately, 
about two months ago, I came to the sad 
realization that these improvements were 
insufficient. We definitely had a better, more 
elegant monster but it was still a terrifyingly 
unplayable monster! 

At that point, I decided to take a leave of 
absence to consider the alternatives. I spent 
several weeks wrestling with my conscience. I 
knew I had created a Frankenstein and I decided 
I could not allow Avalon Hill to release it on an 
unsuspecting public. When I finally returned to 

Continued on Pg. 31, Column I 
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Back in Volume 14, No. 5 of TAHG, an article of 
mine subtitled "An Introduction to Squad Leader" 
appeared. In that article I tried to give the reader 
some insights into the basic character of this 
fascinating game of WWIl tactical combat. In the 
following pages I hope, this year, to give you one 
person's view of how the system stands after the 
addition of the first SLgamette, CROSS OFIROU! 
known hereafter as COI. The inspiration for the first 
article rested exclusively upon my playtesting 
experience with SL. This article, too, draws upon 
playtesting experience, but also has some other 
roots: a year's additional experience with SL itself, 
the opportunities I've had to read what others have 
written, and the chances that have come along to 
discuss various matters with a great many informed 
wargamers. 

This article covers three major points: the 
significant ways in which COI both changes and 
adds toSLin thearea of the AFV rules; basic aspects 
of the play of thearmor gameas it now stands; and a 
look at all eight of the CDiscenarios. The major 
nonarrnor related additions to the system will be 
described as they appear in the scenarios. As was 
SL, COI is a programmed instruction game, with 
new rules being fed in with each new scenario. In 
addition to comments about the play of the 
scenarios, I'll attempt to relate a bit of how they 
evolved since, and presumably as a result of, the 
"blind" playtest which I and others were involved in. 

Most of what follows should k intelligible to 
someone who is familiar with SL, but, as yet, 
doesn't know much about COI. 

A letter in Vol. 15, No. 3 commented upon the 
playing times for the COI scenarios. In truth, they 
are not short. In any game playing time is affected 
by three principal considerations: the complexity of 
the rules; the amount of time required tocxecute the 
game's routinea and procedures; and the complexity 
of the play ofthe game. The more complex the rules, 
the more time one spends trying to find that elusive 
piece of information you need. Withfamiliarity, this 
time cost goes down. COl does introduce some new 
time-consuming routines as well. Finally, even if 
rules complexity or game mechanics don't stretch 
things out, complex play decisions can. Chess is the 
obvious example of a game where that's the case. In 
writing this article, one of my major hopes is that 
you, havingread it, will be better able to identify and 
absorb the added complications COlintroduces. A 
second hope is that the hard datagiven will help you 

become more comfortable about the decisions the 
game requires. After all, nobody needs to play a 
game in order to become frustrated. 

In looking at the basic aspects of play when 
AFVs are involved there is, of necessity, discussion 
of probabilities. These numbers will not tell you 
what to do in every situation. Rather, I hope to give 
you some sort of broad feel for how the AFV game 
plays. 

THE EVOLUTION OF ARMOR 
When you open up COI and look over its 

contents your first impression is likely to be that 
COI is all about armor. The vast number of AFV 
counters, representing the entire WWII range of 
German and Soviet vehicles, is impossible toignore. 
In truth, however, less than 35% of the COI rules is 
devoted to AFV rules. Having said this, though, it 
must be pointed out that this portion of the rules is 
by far the longest one with a common theme, and 
almost all of these rules appear a t  the beginning of 
the rules. What follows now is a survey of how the 
armor portion of the rules has changed form SL, 
and of the additional aspects of AFV reality that the 
system now encompasses. 

Changes 
In terms of length of rules, the AFV portion of 

COIis some 15% greater than that of SL. If you like 
those bad newslgood news stories, that last 
statement might well be the bad news. The good 
news is that the basic nature of the AFV rules is 
unchanged. 

Figure 1: Armor Counters Past and Pregent 

To see what has changed, let's first look, in Fig. 
I, at a pair of AFV counters, the MklVF2 from SL 
and the STGIIIG from COI. The latter counter 
displays two numbers below the movement points 
value, where the Sf. counter has none, and has 
places for three MG factors, compared with two on 
the MklV. It's hardly a secret that the SL AFVs 
were pretty much middlpof-the-line vehicles. Since 
it is the intention of the series of gamettes to present 
all of the armor of WWII, the rules must allow for 

the range of armor arrangements that saw combat. 
With separate TO KILL values for front, side and 
rear hits, SL had a reasonable representation of the 
armor distribution for the vehicles included therein. 
The two numbers below the movement pointsvalue 
are the front and sidelrear armor WRMs (dice roll 
modifiers). While SL does have armor DRMs they 
apply uniformly to all TO KILL rolls. Of necessity 
COI expands upon this. For example, the German 
JagdPzVI, as did many of the tank destroyers, 
possessed much heavier frontal armor, compared to 
that carried on its rear sides, than did a typical tank. 
As a result its two DRMs are +5 and + I .  The game 
use of such a vehicle would be greatly distorted if the 
game system were to be incapable of presenting such 
facts. 

If you look carefully at the two numbers on the 
STGIIIG you'll notice that the upper one has a box 
around it. This means that the DRM of any frontal 
shot TO KILLroll is increased by 1 when the vehicle 
is hull down. The boxes appear when the vehicle in 
question possessed turret and upper body armor 
proportionally greater than that of the hull armor 
upon which the normal DRMs are based. 

These nurnkrs also perform the task of 
indimting the size of the vehicle. If one of the 
numbers is on a circular white background, the TO 
HIT roll gets a + 1  DRM; if both values are so 
printed the DRM is +2. On the other side of the size 
coin, one or two numbers in red mean a TO HIT 
DRM of -1 or  -2, the latter modifier being reserved 
for such behemoths as the Russian KV-IlA. 

In reality, tank mounted MGs come in three 
types: hull mounted, turret mounted along side the 
main armament, and mounted atop the turret in an 
AA mount. SL lumped the first two types together. 
COI separates them because separate turret coun- 
ters are provided. No longer will you be able to 
change the vehicle facing of an immobilized tank 
when you fire the main gun. Now there's a turret to 
be moved. 

These two changes in the counter information 
do not require you to forget much of what you 
learned in SL. A careful look at the mechanics of 
movement, attack, and the interaction of AFVs with 
their environment shows that the SL structure is 
still there. With the possible exception of the 
changes introduced by the appearance of turret 
counters, the alterations are those necessary in order 
to reflect the total range of WWII armor. 

Other changes appear in the areas of vehicle 
immobilization, overruns by AFVs, the Crew 
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Exposure rules, and infantry Close Combat against 
AFVs. These points will all be considered later on, 
in some detail, when we take a look at howthe rules 
and dice rolls combine to dictate the probabilities of 
suocess or failure. With the exception of thechanges 
concerning vehicle immobilization and Crew 
Exposure, these changes were also dictated by the 
requirement that the system encompass anextreme- 
ly broad spectrum of AFVs. 

Additions 
Here is where the complexity really appears. But 

one thing needs to be made clear. The source of the 
complexity is not in the structure of the rules 
themselves. Rather, it is the decision making that 
arises from the rules that complicates things. Taken 
one at a time, the new play mechanics are rather 
simple, logical extensions of the original system in 
that they expand the things your cardboard 
warriors can do and the number of factors that 
influence performance. The burden this produaes is 
obvious. As their potentials are expanded the 
question of what they should be doing gets harder to 
answer. As the factors influencing performanae 
become more numerous it gets harder to see how 
things are likely to turn out. And all of that explains 
why, after a brief look at what's new, we turn to 
aome specifics of how things work. 

Figure 2 shows us two versions of the TO HIT 
Table, the first being from SL and the second from 
COI. The first addition to thingsis a pair of columns 
to show what happens at longer ranges. While you'd 
be hard put to get many shots away a t  over 39 hexes 
in the 20 scenarios now in existence, the clear 
intention behind the expansion beyond SL is to 
provide an open-ended system covering everything 
that could occur. 

The division of the TO HIT DRMs into three 
categories is for the purpose of organizing all of the 
effects now present. GUN TYPE MODIFICA- 
TIONS are easily dealt with by noting that they do 

nothing but reflect the effects, particularly at long 
range, of the ordnance which existed during WWII. 

Under the heading of FIRER MODIFICA- 
TIONS, A through E are from SL, with no changes 
in values. Of the others, H is self-explanatory. With 
F, G and I we meet some of the new sources of 
complexity. To illustrate, the mechanics of 
Intensive Fire are simple: if you wish to add one 
more shot to the normal rate of fire you may do so. 
The cost is a +2 TO HIT DRM and a reduction of 
"2" in the Breakdown Number. The problem is that 
you now have a new option to consider. Deliberate 
Immobilization is asimilar sort of thing. At a cost of 
the DRMs shown you may attempt to immobilize 
an enemy vehicle. If you make the modified TO HIT 
roll then required, you stop the brute without any 
further dice rolling. However, you forego any chance 
you might have had of destroying the target. The 
added decision making is obvious. Modifier I is a 
fascinating one. Having met John Hill this past 
summer, I imagine that he's quite pleased with this 
one. As we shall see in the second major section, a 
n u m k r  of factors must be considered when trying 
to decide whether or not your vehicles should be 
buttoned up as they go into action. You'll find that 
it's much easier to handle the mattersraisedin Fand 
G. 

Turning to the third category, TARGET 
MODIFICATIONS, entries J through L are 
original SL considerations with no changes in 
values. Of the other modifiers, Q has already been 
mentioned in connection with the counters. M is 
available for situations in which the gun in question 
begins the game in position, and represents the 
opportunity which would then exist forthe crew to 
have bore-sighted one single hex. The eligible 
weapons and other restrictions are logical and 
clearly stated. 

With N, 0 and P we get, once more, into some 
things that complicate play without themselves 
being complicated. N deals with the situation in 

which a weapon that needs to use theTO  ta table 
continues to fire at the ~ame~target turn after turn. 
The maximum allowable DRM, available for the 
third turn of fire, is -2. There are various rules that, 
restrict the availability of this advantage, two of 
which are apt to increase the decision making time. 
To keep the advantage, or increase it if it is not yet 
-2, the gun must fire a t  the same target in each 
player turn's Defensive Fire Phase or Prep Fire 
Phase. In addition, even momentary movement of 
the target out of the firer's LOS eliminates any 
existing advantage as does movement of firer to a 
w w  hex. For the firer, the opportunity to acquire 
targets complicated the decision making process 
because it now wsts you something to switch targets 
and there can be an added disadvantage to moving 
to a new hex. To list just one concern for the guy  
with the targets, there's the possibility that sending 
acquired targets off on brief detours will increase 
their survival probabilities. However, doing so my 
also cost valuable time. 

0 and P represent the penalties associated with 
firing a t  targets you haven't had much of a look at. 
This sort of effect is certainly realistic, and I 
particularly like the way in which, practically, it 
reflects a difference between open and broken 
terrain. However, it must be admitted that this piece 
of realismis purchased at a definitecost. Toapply it, 
you must know when a vehicle is within your LOS, 
and that can mean making a lot of LOS checks. 
When using this, try to exercise some common 
sense; otherwise, things can really drag. 

The two KILL Tables shown in Fig. 3 contain 
much less that's new that hasn't already been 
considered. The expanded range of weapons is an 
obvious requirement of the expanded scope of the 
game system. Unlike thecomparatively few changes 
in dice rolls required on the TO HIT Table, the new 
KILL Table has a number of changes. Overall, 
however, such changes have little effect. 

Figure 2: SQUAD LEADER GAME SYSTEM TO HIT TABLE EVOLUTION 

TO WIT TABLE 33.3 A 
HIT DETERMINATION DlCE ROLL MODIFIERS 3.11 

Target Type/Range 1 - 6 7-12 13-24 25+ 
........................... 

.................................... 
A. Firing during DFlcnsivc F ~ r c  Phase vs Moving largcr +2 
0. gun f i r~ng at  target over 6 hexes away +2 
C. * gun firing at targel ovcr I2 hcxcb away.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +d 
D. Tank firing outsidc Covered Arc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +2 

& E, Tank fir~ng during Advancing Fir t  Phase after pivoting 
within hex during Muvcmcnt Phabc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + I  

F. Tank f ir~ng during Ad5ancing Fire Phase after rnovlng to a new hex. .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  +5 
G. SP Gun, AT  Gun firing during Advancing Fire Phase after 

pivoting w i r h i ~  hcx during Movement Phasc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +3 
H. Targct 13 concealed.. ....................................................... +2 & I SP G u n  A T  Gun firing during orfenrive Fire Paart aftrr 

pivoting wirhin hcx during Defensiw Fire Phabe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +4 
............................................... J. Targel 1s in adja~ent hex. .  -2 

TO HIT TABLE 33.3 HIT DETERMINATION DICE ROLL MODIFIERS 3331 

' -L 7-12 13-24 25-39 40-59 *** FIRER MODIFICATIONS 
Target TypeIRange ............................... A. Tank firing oulaide Covered A r c . .  +Z 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8. Tnnk firing dunng Adv. E r r  Phaw afar  pivoting 

ellholes,en~,unc l within hex during Movement Phage + I  . . . . . .  INF in woods C. Tank firing during Adv. Fire Phase aher moving to a new hex. t5 - D, SP GunlAT Gun firing dur~ng Adv. F ~ r t  Pharc aftrr 
# ,>IMP in dther pivoting within hex during Movement Phase ................... +3 i:- , - ' chicle is hull dowr E. SP GunlAT Gun firing during I)cfcmivc Firc Phase aftcr 

................ ' C ~ C ~ C  is ~ U ' W O O ~ S  - ' pivoting within hex during Defensive Fire Phase +4 
r p h i ~ ~ c  ;. in n + h m r  t ............................................ F 1.knsi~ Fl. m , ,  +2 ' 4 5  ................ G. Deliberate Immobilization (66.2)  (side target facing) +3 

(66.21)  (rear target facing) ............................ +5 
H. Captured Ordnalxe (90.13). ................................. +2 

..................................... GUN TYPEMODIFICATIONS TARGET MODIFICATIONS I. Buttoned Up (64.47). +1 

Range/Guo Type * L LL J. Tnrget is moving [Defensive Fire) ............................ t2 N. Target is acquired 169.11 .......................... c p l m r  - I  
. . . . . .  ....................................... 7-12 htxcs +, K. Tarwt is c o n d d . .  +2 0. Moving target using I or lms MPs or MFs in firtr's LOS tl 

13-24 hexes ................................. ............. +2 L Targel is in adjemnt hex.. -2 P. Momng targct using 3 or Irss MPs in Cutr's LOS.. +I  ........................... .................. 25-39 hexes +> -, -Z M. Target is in bore-sighted hex (78.4) -2 Q. Target size (M.6). . .per vthicuhr target munter 
40+ luxes +4 - 1  -2 

A 
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Figure 3: SQUAD LEADER GAME SYSTEM TO KILL TABLE EVOLUTION 

AFV KILL TABLE 33.4 A 
AP AMMUNITION HE AMMUNITION 

MMG/HMC 50ca1/20mm 37 50 75/76 37 50 75/76 105 

4FV Rea 

@ruck. Je 8 I-? I 
< 

N A  - !ee51.4  
AFV KILL NUMBER MODIFIERS 33.41 

Halftracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -5 M4A4, T34, MkIV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
priest.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -2 M4M52, SU122, STG 111 ........... . . . . . . . . .+ I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M-I0 1 SU152, Brumbar + 2 

AP AMMUNITION AFV KILL TABLE 33.4 
20LL 37H 75* 76LL 

ATR 25L 25LL 40L 45LL 76 * 851; 75LL 75B 
f MMG 12.7 20 20L 37L ZSLL 40 45L 50 SOL 88, 75 75L 88L 105L 88LL IOOH l28L 150* 

TARGET t HMG 15 371 37 47* 37LL 47 4 Z  57 57L 57LL 122* 76 76L 90L 152 lOOL lZZL 150L 152* 
AFVfront -2 -1 0 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 4 6 7  8 9 1 1  10 I2 7 
AFVside -1 0 3 4 5  6 6 6 7 8  10 12 
AFV rear 0 I 4 5 6  7 8 7 8 9  11 13 
Unarmored* 3 7 8 8  9 11 10 I( l I 

must k w t h ~ n  normal range I2 7 = 12.7mm or .M cal H M G  15 = 14.5mm HMG ATR = anti-tank rifle (63.9) gunshields 4, guns -5 
[hcc 51 4 HE AMMUNITION & SPECIAL WEAPONS PSK MC 

Target 30+ 4at 50+ 70+ 100+ IZ0+ 150+ PF PIAT BAZ ATM DC FT 
AFVfront -1 0 1 3 6 7 7 5 4 - ' 

I AFV side 1 2 3 5 8 9  8 7 5 
AFVrear 2 3 4 7 Y 1 0 1 1  9 8 " 

1 Unarmored 9 10 1 1  12 12 I2 I2 9 10 
............ AFV TO KILL MODIFIERS E. Rangc Effects on Penetration (65.2) APArnmunition O W  

A. As pcr ind~vidual target armor modifier Gun Size/ 
.................... 0. Height advantage vr  lost topped armor (77.3). -I Range In hexes 1 2 3-6 7-12 1524 IS39 40-59 6& 

C. Height advantage vs open t o p p d  warm or77.3). .................... -3 4[lmm less -2 -1 o 0 +I t2 +4 t6 ................................... D. Critiesl Hit (68.2). AFV Rear -1 or ,, -3 -2 -1 0 0 + I  +Z +3 

1 

Of the modifien, B and C make the high ground 
(specifically, a two level height advantage) impor- 
tant. Coupled with the ability of only some vehicles 
to get hull down up on a hill, this addition can 
drastically alter the actual value of certain vehicles 
in some situations. D is a possibility whenever an 
unmodified '2" is rolled. When it happens, it 
happens. This is a rule to be fatalistic about. The 
effects of range upon penetration are a welcome 
addition in that they further distinguish among the 
guns at very little cost of any sort. 

One of the major additions tothe AFV rules is 
the appearance of separate counters for tank 
commanders. Such a counter is displayed atop the 
turret whenever the vehicle is not buttoned up. It is, 
quite simply, one of my favorite new rules. The rules 
governing their performance replace the SL Crew 
Exposed rules of 34.8. As before, the commander is 
entitled to a +2 DRM when attacks against the 
vehicle are resolved on the Infantry Fire Table. 
Now, however, Morale Check results are not 
ignored; instead, failed MCs result in the loss of the 
commander and prevent the vehicle and its crew 
from engaging in any activity for the balance of that 
and the next player turn. In addition, all future TO 
HIT rolls suffer an extra +I DRM. KIA results no 
longer cause the crew to undergo a MC, with failure 
causing abandonment and destruction of the 
vehicle. Now. the result is that thevehiclemust leave 
the board, a t  its maximum speed, via the shortest 
path that leads it back to its own lines. 

Clearly, having a commander out there in the 
open has become a risky proposition. Asif theabove 
wasn't bad enough, Close Combat attacks now 
profit by a -1 DRM when thevehicle is not buttoned 
up. In most circumstances the only reasons for 
having the commander out in the open are to avoid 
the t1 TO HIT DRM (33.31,I) and to give him the 
chance to use the AA MG if the vehicle is so 
equipped. However, not all tank commanders are 
just ordinary guys. Some of them possess morale and 
leadership ratings (from 8-1 through 10-3), just as 
do the infantry leaders of SL The morale rating is 
used in connection with IFT attacks, while that 
leadership rating is applied to TO HIT dice rolls, 
Overrun attacks and AA MG attacks. The ordinary 
joes come one per vehicle while the special ones are 
available as per the scenario OoB. In scenarios you 
construct yourself German armor leaders average 
around 7% cheaper than the corresponding infantry 
officers while Russians are about 4% more costly. 

One of the things I liked about the SL system 
from the start was the way in which, in a number of 
situations, an increased advantage could be ob- 
tained at an increased risk. As a player, I find the 
question of balancing gain against risk both 
challenging and entertaining. Here is another one of 
those situations, and I'm glad to see it. Collectively, 
such rules go a long way toward reflecting the 
character of combat at this level. 

THE ARMOR GAME 
Now that you've had a chance to learn 

something about the armor portion of the SL + COI 
system, or to see some things through my eyes, it's 
time to take a look at the numbers. As you might 
suppose, there would be no problem in generatinga 

tremendous mass of numbers about the kinds of 
things that can happen. My intention in the 
following is to translate the dice rolls and their 
DRMs into information about results in some very 
basic situations involving armor. 

Guns and the AFV 
The basic information required in order to 

determine the probability of suoEess for any attack 
that requires use of both TO HIT and KILL dice 
rolls is given in Table I. While a thorough 
understanding of how these numbersare obtained is 
not really required, a little knowledge of probability 
never hurt any wargarner, and has helped quite a 
few. 

Most of the rolls made in the SL system are 
made with two dice. Because the numbers used in 
the system are the sums of the spots, the probabili- 
ties of the different outcomes are sometimes hard to 
visualize. The chance of rolling a 2 is 1 in 36, the 
chance of rolling a 3 is 2 in 36, and so on up to 6 
chances in 36 to roll a 7. After that the chances start 
falling: the chance of an  8 is 5 in 36, that ofa 9 is 4in 
36, and so on, with a 12 once again havingjust one 
chance in 36. Probably the most essential observa- 
tion one could make about the first part of this 
paragraph is that nothing in there says that if you 
roll two honest dice 36 times you'll get 2 once, 3 
twice, and so on, with 12 coming up just once. The 
dice don't remember. Each time they're rolled the 
chances are the same. It wouldn't happen often, but 
a pair of ones could come up on all of those 36 rolls. 

When someone talks about the probability of 
something they're referring to the ratio of the 
number of chances that something has of coming up 
to the total number of possible outcomes. With six- 
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be in column 8, row 9, so that it would have a 
probability of successof 60.2%. If youelect totry for 
DI, there's a +3 TO HIT DRM, but that's the only 
roll you need to make. Thus, all you need to do is 
roll a 5 ,  which happens 27.8%of the time, and that is 
the number a t  the bottom of column 5. Obviously, 
that would be a bad bargain. Looking up the 8 
column we see that the highest KILL number for 
which the value shown is less than 27.8% is 5, and 
that corresponds to the value in Table 3. 

Personally, I am much more inclined to use DI 
than I am to use IF. My own rule of thumb is to, 
barring circumstances that require a try for a kill, go 
for a Dl whenever I have a side shot and need to roll 
a 2 or a 3 to kill. As you can see from my own 
numbers, that's conservative, but that sort of rule is 
the only alternative I can see to playing a game like 
SL surrounded with charts and tables. If you're 
wallowing in numbers and think that that last 
sentence is totally inconsistent with what's going on 
here, I. can understand the feeling. However, the 
proper use of these numbers is to help you develop 
reasonable doctrines for your square warriors. I, for 
one, derive little pleasure from looking up numbers 
in a table during a game. 

The last thing we need to look at in connection 
with guns and AFVs is the matter of indirect HEfire 
attacks. Here we find the first place at which the 
question of should you or should you not buttonup 
your tank expands the range of play decisions. 

Two things concerning this form of attack have 
changed from what they were in SL. First of all, the 
Infantry Fire Table equivalents of the 70mm 
through 120mm guns have been shifted one column 
to the right, thereby making them more lethal to 
everyone. Incidentally, this is the only change in the 
IET. COI also contains a completely altered and 
expanded version of se~tion63, and one part ofthat, 
63.39, modifies the SL routine for resolvingindirect 
HE attacks. The Artillery Barrage vs Vehicles 
Modifiers of 46.54 are still in use, but non-open-top 
AFVs with positiveamox DRMsget to add them in 
as well. Unfortunately, 63.39 dms  not tell you what 
to do if the vehicle has different front and sidelrear 
armor DRMs. It has since been decided that the 
lesser of the two should be used so long as it is still a 
positive DRM. 

Table 4 shows the probability that a vehicle will 
survive one, two, or threeattacksfrom IFT-resolved 
HE attacks. Practically speaking, three attacks is the 
most one would expc t  to experience in a single 
Defensive Fire Phase. As the rules now stand, the 
lowest possible modifier; that for non-armored ' vehicles, is -3, so that's where the Table starts. It 
ends with +5 because IFT-resolved attacks can never 
dwtroy anything with a greater total rncdifier. The 
obvious moral of the Table is don't put your head 
dawn and charge through a Defenisive Fire Phase 
artillery barrage unless there is something very 
worthwhile on the other side. 

Any vehicle commander ridingwith his head out 
would, of course, be attacked by such HEfirewith a 
+2 DRM, making his chances of being KIA'd as, 
good as those of the basic SP Gun. However, MC 
results must now also be considered. I think, 
therefore, that Table 5 makes interesting reading. 
The ordinary commanders have the morale level of 
their nationality's crew counter, while the special 
ones have values up to 10, which accounts for the 
range of leader rnorabs. In looking at these 
numbers, remember that a failed MC means the 
vehicle loses its commander and cannot move, ox fire 
for the balance of that and the following player turn. 
After that, if it's still around, it gets a +I TO HIT 
marker, in addition to the normal +I for being 
buttoned up, for the balance of the game. That +I 
DRM for being buttoned up will tempt you to keep 
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the commander out when he should be in. Resist 
temptation, and aocept the game's (and history's) 
verdict: button up when the artilltry amva. 

With these five Tables, and the words around 
them, h e  tried t o  give you a rmsonably complete 
look at guns as they arc used by and against AFVs. 
As I said earlier, generating numben is no problem, 
and a line must be drawn somewhere. Table I ,  
however, supplics you all you need in order to  work 
out thin@ like the effectiveness of a 76L AT GUN 
=us your favorite AFV. 

AFVs vmus iohntry 
A detailed, tacticallevelgame must, of necessity, 

provide rules to  cow a wide variety of events. 
Whm I first read through the originaI playtest 
version of the SL rules, that portion of themdealing 
with the interaction of armor and infanuy struck me 
as being the most complex part of the system. That 
belief is still intact. Since then, I have also found 
abundant evidence to support the belief that this 
portion of the simulation generates the most 
complex play decisions. In this connection, I have 
wi-, or had describtd to me, some examples 
of piay that boggle the mind. After some twenty 
yeam of playing these gamm, that's just not d y  
done any more. 

Thk and the thud, and final, section of the 
examination-of-numbers portion of this article are 
devoted to a look a t  this aspect of the system as it 
now stands after the addition of COI. In the interest 
of avoiding too many useles generalities, while at 
the same time providinga h i s  for further study, no 
infantry carried and used anti-tank weapons are 
considered. Thus, what we're about tosee is the best 
case for armor and the wont case for infantry. As 
you'll discover, if you hartn't a I d y  done so, that 
besb is sometimes mtber poor. while that worst is 
sometimm pretty m. 

Armor can go after infantry in two ways: It Fan 
shoot them up, or it can roll over them. We'll 
consider the possibilities in that order. 

Looking fmt a t  the m i n  armament, the attack 
resolution procedure is unchanged. The f m r o h  to  
see whether or  not be hits; if he d m  he rolls on the 
I n  to determine the outcome; if the outcome is 
neither a KIA nor a "no effect," then various rnorak 
checks must Ix made. The probabilities and/or the 
pos8ible outcome are affected by distance to target, 
aI1 of the DRMs of 33.31, the caliber of the 
armament. the firepow factor modif~rs of 10.3 
and 11.1, the morale of the t r o o p  pram& the 
numbtr of squads prfsmt, and the leademhip and 
morale wlwrs of any leaders p rwnt .  To complicate 
the general picture a bit further, we could a180 look 
at what the AFV's MGs wuld do in the same turn to 
the same target. 

UnIess Avalon Hill were to  go into the book 
publishing businas, there's no way that all of the 
pssible combinations of situations could be 
considered. Thus, repmntative situations bcome 
the order of the day. Let's first take a look a t  what 
happens when various guns and gun/ MG combina- 
tions fwe a t  a single quad. As the title of Table 6 
stam the single infantry squad Wng fired a t  has a 
morale h e 1  of 7. Howwer, the numbers for morale 
h d s  6 and 8 can be tst imatd quite accurately from 
the information in Table 6. One of the conclusions 
reached in my previous article was Ihat an increase 
in m o d e  level from 7 to 8 prduces about the =me 
rermlt as would tbe addition of a +1 terrain effect 
modifier. Thus, to convert the values of Tabk 6 into 
thm for a squad with a morale kvel of 8, imagine 
that the terrain modiims run from -3 to +2. The 
opposite mrt of thing happens for 6 level troops. 
For them, the row labels would h -1 through +4. 
while not exact, Wig procedure i s  easily good 
enough for all practical purpm.  

Turning now to the column headings, four of 
what I consider to  be representative gun calibers 
have been chosen. The fmt  three of them also show 
the change in results when the main armament fire is 
wupkd with some MG fire at the same target For 
example, 40mm12 refem to attack8 by a 40mm gun 
and a MG with a f"mpower factor of 2 on the same 
target. As per the rules, all MG fire from a vehicle 
against one target muat be bembined into one 
attack, and is m o l d  separatdy from the gun 
attack. The MG firepower factors are typical for the 
bow and coaxial MGs of vehicles carrying the guns 
with which they are li~tod. 

Parts (a), @) and (c) of Table 6 consider net TO 
HIT rolls of, respextively, 9, 7 and 5. These values 
were chosen because 9 is, practically, about as good 
as you should expect to do moat of the time. As the 
numbers show, by the time you need to roll a 5 in 
order to hit, the MGs are carrying most of the load 
w i n a t  all but wellcovered troops. The value of the 
ability to acquire t a r s t6  is clear from the gweral 
tmnd of these numbers. 

Against fixed targets (e.g., a building) the AFV 
will normally be able to select the range of 
engyment. Because of the value of MG fm, wen 
wrist +2 wvcr, I prefer a range of 8 or  less. Getting 
this clmc to enemy infantry has its own harcards, 
but if AFVs need to be used against such targets they 
need to close to within effective range. 

In dweloping a feel for the cffectivcncss of the 
AFV HE fire againut infantry, there is one 
o h m t i o n  1 fmd most useful. With a required TO 
HIT d i a  roll of 9, such fim is about as effective as 
that of "regular" Imattach one column to  the left 
of the column the gun m. In other words, the 
necessity of having to make a 9 TO HIT roll comes 
close to c o d n g  the weapon one column on theIlT. 
The basis for r ohemation i s  contained within 
Table 7. In Table 6(a) the prohbiiity of success of a 
70-79mm gun goes from 63% down to 1%. The 
fmpowcr factor (hereafter FPF) equivalent t o  such 
a gun is 12. If we now look at the FPF-of-8 column 
of Table 7, m set values of 68% through 15%. This 
observation should help you see what that extra dice 
mil d m  to thc weapon's cffectimmas. For the same 
gun a s  the values in Tabk qb) y d  an anaverage 
chance of s u m  of %for the range of IFT terrain 
mdificr shown. The averap value of the numbers 
in the FFF-of4 column is 3%, showing that the 
necessity of making a 7 TO HIT reduces the gun's 
true efhctivmas below that of a heavy MG. Were 
you to explore the numbem for other guns, generally 
similarm~woulduncrge.Tornetheksonthey 
teach is plain enough tojustify the earlier conclusion 
about a r a w  of 8. 

M o r e  going on with the next topic, afew words 
are in order concerning Table 7. Because of the 
number of factors influencing the outcomes of most 
t y p s  of attacks, obtaining a feel for what you can 
rally expect in a given situation is not particularly 
easy. In connection with attacks against infantry 
that are r e s o l d  on the I n ,  the information in 
Table 7 is basic. The r s ~ s f u l  player of the SL 
system weds to have a fnir grasp of these numbers. 
Without such an iniight into how thin@ work, 
tactia will be haphazard. I n t e l l i t  tactim require 
that you know what you can msonably expect from 
your troops, so that you will Ix able to organize 
their activitia in the face of the obstacle# before 
them. 

This  is the primary reason for two of the above 
observations. The first of these dealt with the way in 
which the effect due t o  changes in troop morale 
could be quickb m n  by thinking of it as a DRM. 
The second dealt with a look a t  the effects of TO 
HIT rolls in terms of column shifts. h o k i n g  just a t  
Table 7, we alaosee that addingenoughfirepower to 
an attack to shift it one column to the right has just 
about the same effect as a -I DRM wodd have. For 

example, the probability of success of a lZFPF 
attack with a DRM of -2 is the same ap that for a 16 
FPF attack a t  -1. 

Tabk 7 is also the h i s  for the discussion of 
Overrun attacks. As mentioned previously, this type 
of attack is aoothcr aspect of the rules that 
underwent changes to r e M  the broadened range of 
AFVs now cuvered. In SL, Overruns by AFYs are 
resolved using a FPF of 16 if both main arrnammt 
and MGx are functional; if either has malfunctioned 
the FPF fa& to 8, the same value as that p o s d  
by armed Mftmks. In COI. all vehicks attack with 
a strength of 4 plus the FPFs of all MGs used 
(andlor the inherent firepower of passengers in the 
cast of halftracks), plus half the FPF equivalent of 
the main gun. As before, halftracks must have a 
FPF attack stren@h from some source in order to be 
able to O m r u n  at all. Ingoing through the different 
vebiclea M, the Overmn champ looks to be the 
JS-I, attacking with a PPF of 24. 

Overruns continue to be possible in every type of 
terrain that an AFVis capable of entering; however, 
COInow penalizes such a t tach in woods, smoke or 
wheatfields by reducing their strength by half. In 
addition, the vehicle is immobilized if its Overrun 
attack roU is "I I" or  "12." That, wuplcd with the 
ability of squads to execute a Defensive f i re  P& 
attack from covering terrain leaves me with the 
feeling that only reckless folks try Overruns in 
anything but dear terrain or, maybe, wheatfields. 

The obvious quation to consider concerning 
these two forms of attack is which d o  you we. The 
gnn/MG combinations in Table 6 are such that 
vehicles having them would Overrun with strengths 
of 8, 16 and 16, rcspcctiveIy. For the TO BIT 
conditions of part (a), the first such vehicle (perhaps 
a Russian T2h) would, in clear terrain, do 
m t k b 1 y  k t t e r  making an Overrun attack. Our 
middle vehicle would have equal chanm of swzem 
either way, while the third would be better off firing. 
The more lightly armed vehiclcs of the earlier 
portion of the war will invariably do better 
Overrunning in clear terrain because that base 
attack s-h of 4 means so much more to  them. 
Once the conditions are such that the TO HIT roll 
required f a  k l o w  9, all AFVs do better Overrun- 
ning 

In hbbhg up this section it k necessary t o  take 
a look at the effects leaders have on the survival 
c h a n m  of a squad ~tackcd with them. The matter i s  
a compbtcd one and the decisions concerning the 
bations of Wm caa be among the most nerve- 
racking ones in the m e .  Somethin@, however, do 
stand out. The 8-1 leader is neutral as far as a 
quad'rs chances of surviving, alive and unbroken, 
go. As with any leader, its presence in a hex with a 
squad increases the cham that the squad will be 
destroyed. This foliows from the fact that a squad 
would be made to  undergo two morale ch& due to 
a single fm if the leader were t o  be bmken as a mult 
of such fire. If, then, an &l is neutral, either a 7-0 or 
an 8-0 i a me- to  the squad% wellbeing, while a 
9-1 or  better gives it an increased chance of survival. 
One good rule of thumb is that an improvement of 1 
in the morale lwel of a ieader is worth, in terms of 
the immid chance of sumivd, a b u t  one-third of 
what an imprormscnt of 1 in both m o r a t  and 
leadership levels is worth. 

Infantu vewus AFVs 
As was true in SL, barehanded infantry has two 

ways in which to go after armor. During the 
Defensive f i r e  m, squads and leaders in non- 
open terrain haw a shot a t  immobilizing AFVs that 
move through an adjacent hex. ln the Close Combat 
Phase, any infantry unit moving into the same hex 
with an AFV has a chance of destroying it. Both 
typa of attacks require that the units involved fmt  
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pass a pre-AFV attack morale check, to which any 
leader present may lend his leadership factor if he 
himself has passed the test. Only the second form of 
attack has undergone any changes from its original 
SL form. 

In order to be successful in a Defensive Fire 
Phase attack, at least one of the units attacking must 
roll 2, 3 or less, or 4 or less, with the dice roll 
dependept upon the terrain in the hex occupied by 
the unit. Each squad attacks separately. Any leader 
present may use his leadership factor to modify the 
dice roll of one attack, including his own if he makes 
one, provided, of course, that he has passed the 
required morale check. 

Of all the numbers produced for this article, 
those in Table 8 were far and away the most time- 
consuming to obtain. However, the results are 
extremely interesting (and have been checked 
carefully). Because the factors influencing the 
success of suchattacks arelimited, Table 8 gives us a 
very complete picture of this type of attack. 
Probabilities of success are given for one, two, or 
three squads attacking, either by themselves or with 
the aid of any leader having a non-zero leadership 
factor. Squad morale levels of 6, 7 and 8 are 
considered, as are the the three possible dice rolls 
required for success. In Table 8(a) the nurnkrs 
suppose that the leader attacks separately, as this is 
more effective than if he were to aid a squad's attack. 
Since a leader must always roll a "2" in an attack 
from any type of terrain, this case (infantry in a 
wheatfield) is the only one in which a leader should 
himself attack if there is a squad available. 

The first thing to really strike me was the extent 
to which the results are independent of squad 
morale. In addition, compared with most of the 
events in the SL system, the number of squads 
present has little effect. For a given required dice roll 
the central factor in success is the caliber of the 
leadership. To illustrate these facts, two entries in 
Table 8(b) are of value: the probability of success of 
a stack containing a single, morale level 6, squad 
and a 10-3 leader is equal to that of a stack 
containing three, morale level 8, squads and a 10-2 
leader. I can think of no other offensive situation in 
which two such stacks would have thesameaverage 
efficiency. 

Reading down in any of thecolumns of numbers 
quickly tells us that the leadership factor of a leader 
is immensely more important than is his morale 
level. This, by the way, is a rather generally valid 
conclusion throughout the SL system. 

In the nature of things, theavailability of suchan 
attack is normally due to movement of the AFV. 
Earlier, in commenting upon Overruns, I said that I 
considered them to be reasonable only against 
troops in the open or, perhaps, in wheatfields. In 
Tables 7 and 8 you find the basis for such a belief. 
The other situation in which AFVs come adjacent to 
infantry is, of course, that of simple vehicle 
movement in which the vehicle's wish is to just pass 
on by. In deciding whether or not to give infantry a 
shot at a vehicle by attempting an Overrun, the 
potential gain for the side with the vehicle is 
apparent: the breakingor destroying of theinfantry. 

IVI' 11 or gun/>lG con~binatirrn 
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The decision about risking a vehicle during 
movement can be considerably more difficult to 
make. At least, however, Table 8 provides you, the 
player, with a knowledge of the risks involved. 

Close Combat Phase attacks are possible by 
infantry and/or leaders who move into the hex 
containing the AFV. Such movement requires that 
the units first pass the morale check referred to 
earlier. COlstill requires that any infantry friendly- 
to-the-AFV in the hex with the AFV at the start of 
the Close Combat Phase must first be eliminated 
before the AFV can be attacked. An exception to 
this is made in the case of passengers aboard an 
armored halftrack. After an attacket has deter- 
mined how many of his units may advance into the 
hex, some of them must be assigned to attack any 
hostile infantry present. If this attack eliminates the 
infantry, or if there were none present to begin with, 
the actual Close Combat involving the A F V  is 
resolved. 

Here the changes appear. Prior to COIthe ability 
of an AFV to defend itself against infantry wishing 
to make such an attack rested upon the vehicle's 
ability to shoot them up during the Defensive Fire 
Phase. Now, however, some German tanks come 
equipped with a roof-mounted grenade projector. 
This weapon, or a manned AA MG, or the rear-of- 
the-turret MG possessed by some Russian tanks 
might get a chance to fire during the Close Combat 
Phase itself. The order of combat of all units 
(including the AFV if it has one of the above 
weapons available) involved is established by rolling 
the dice for each of them. Terrain Effects Modifiers 
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can be subtracted from the attackers' dice rolls. The 
order of combat is from low roH through high roll. 
The grenade projector attacks on the IFT, while any 
eligible MGs use the Close combat Table, 20.3. 

As before, a successful attack requires that the 
attacking unit roll its FPF or less. Now, however, 
such rolls might benefit from a -1 DRM against 
open-topped AFVs (including non-buttoned up 
AWs) and an additional -1 DRM if the vehicle has 
no manned, functioning MGs. 

The first thing that I was curious about was the 
extent to which an AFV's newly acquired Close 
Combat Phase defensive ability really helped. The 
values in Table 9 were the result of this curiosity. 
Comparing the first two columns shows that the 
Nahverteidgungswaffe, to give the weapon its 
proper name, definitely reduces the chance of a 
successful attack. Results reported in the last three 
columns show that the rear turret MG is superior to 
either of the AA MGs due to that -1 DRM the 
attacker receives &cause the vehicle is not buttoned 
up when the AA MG is available. From Table 9 it's 
clear that this new Close Combat Phase defensive 
ability should not be counted on to  add much to an 
AFV's chance of survival. 

One of my local playtesters remarked that the 
most fearsome anti-tank weapon in the game is a 
stack of 8-3-8s. Table 10 shows that there certainly 
isn't much room for improvement over that group. 
Their 8% success rate is formidable. Few of the 
numbers in the Table are small enough to bring 
much gladness to a tanker's heart. AH in all, these 
numbers should tell you quite clearly that having 
unbroken enemy infantry along side of an AFV at 
the start of the Advance Phase spells trouble. 
Enemy leaders just make the picture even darker. 
Leader effectscan be seen for 2,3 and 4 FPF infantry 
units, in the values in Table 8. From our knowledge 
of probability and the values in Table 8 it follows 
that leader effects become less significant as the 
unit's FPF goes up. 

Taken together, the message of Tables 8 through 
10 is that an AFV must do its defending against 
infantry at a distanoe. I, for one, am pleased. In the 
SL article I stated that, in SL, infantry will always 
have some claim to being queen of the battlefield, 
and that one needs to be able to appreciate the 
interaction between the foot soldier and the iron 
beast. Successful utilization of armor, when there 
is any significant amount of infantry about, requires 
cooperation between armor and friendly infantry. 
AS we have seen, unsupported armor is vulnerable 
to bare-handed infantry,and some of them will have 
something besides their hands. 

N u m b  of nnih 
Unltmorpte 

Unit FPF 
2 
3 
4 
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6 
7 
U 
9 

In what you've just finished reading, I hope 
you've found some things that will be of use to you 
in directing your two dimensional troops. Many 
things remain unexplored, but the basics of armor 
and armorlinfantry interactions are there. Good 
luck, and, please, do me a favor: take care of Cpl. 
Medrow. 

Tnble 10. Thc pmbabihty o i  dcslroylng an A N  by a Cloge 
Combat Phsat attack. 
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FOOTNOTES: CROSS OF IRON 
by Arnold Hendrick 

You thought SQUAD LEADER was complex? 
Hah! CROSSOFIRONis here to prove you wrong, 
and provide the latest word in minutiae. Perhaps 
AvaIon Hill should mint a special Iron Cross for 
every wargamer who actually understands and 
remembers those hundred thousand words of 
SLl COL. 

Before an  inquisition is begun, I wish to confess 
my various sins as oneinvolved in the nefarious plot 
to curdle your brains. True, I was only responsible 
for AFV and gun data, and then only in very late 
stages, but unfortunately accessories to a crime 
must pay full penalty. Right now, somewhere in this 
great land of ours, John Q. Expert, self-appointed 
genius, is scrutinizing and badmouthing the data in 
COI. Indeed, if it weren't for the snail's pace of our 
illustrious postal service, poor old 4517 Harford 
Road would have long since been buried in sacks of 
similar mail, filling the entire hollow occupied by 
the building, and perhapsgiving the softball team its 
first stadium. 

First the excuses. When originally created, the 
AFV data had to fit into now defunct 'to kill' tables, 
and a spectrum of modifiers already in use. Only 
later, a t  the last minute, was the'to kill' table revised 
to account for such details asgunmuzzle velocity or 
shell weight, as opposed to strictly going by the bore 
diameter in millimeters and barrel length in calibers. 

The thing armor buffs always examine first is the 
AFV armor, which in CROSS OFfRONappears as 
'to kill' die roll modifiers (DRMs). Due to the above 
excuse, a sliding scale was created: 5-8mm armor 
was a -5 DRM, 9-13mm was 4, 14-19mm -3, M- 
29mm -2, 3043mm -1, 44-62mm 0, 63-87mm +I, 
88-1 12mm +2, 113-I42mm +3, 143-184mm +4, and 
185mm or larger was a+5. Thickness was divided by 
the cosine of the slope angle for "true" thickness or 

I bias, where 0" means a vertical angle. In retrospect a 
I sliding scale and only a -5 to +5 range was perhaps 
' too simplistic, but only avery few buffs haveenough 

data to judge this issue for themselves. And those 
are surely aware that thicknessesvary so much, over 
all parts of the vehicle, that simple rules and 
procedures atways present complex interpretative 
problems. 

The 'to hit* DRMs naturally represent vehicle 
size, which is primarily based on the height of the 
silhouette, those vehicles 66" or lower rated +2,67- 
89" a +I, BO-109" no modifier, and I 10" or higher a 
-1. Especially massive vehicles got an extra -1, for 
pure bulk and target area. 

On the other hand, few fanatics of WWII armor 
look deeply into mobility evaluations. The listed 
road speed for a vehicle is of very little help, and the 
'tross country" speed given in many sources is at 
best statistics from a proving ground, at worst the 
author's own estimate cooked up by a Iittle 
numerical juggling and guesstimation. Personally, I 
actually prefer the latter to the former, as anyone 
familiar with AFV design, proving, and acceptance 
procedures can understand! However, I like to do 

my own, and used a rather simple formula for COI, 1 
since the movement system itself was basically j simple: 
(Rl3 .7)  + (m+ (401G) 
where R is the road speed in mph, H is the engine 

1 
horsepower, W the vehicle weight in tons, and G its J 
ground pressure on the tracks in pounds per square 
inch. The net result emphasizes the HI W ratio and 
thus going over solid ground cross~ountry, with 
soft ground cross-country corning in second, and 
road speed taking a weak third. 

Wheeled vehiclesjust used road speed divided by 
1.45, as the special MP cost tables represented the 
special problems of cross-country movement. This 
is slightly unrealistic, as it does ignore suspension 
characteristics, transmissions, etc. However, one 
must draw the line somewhere, and in 99% of the 
cases consideration of these extra factors wouldn't 
influence the M P  value. Or rather, shouldn't, in my 
opinion. 

There is sure to be hue and cry over the "to kill" 
tables, as Russian 76mm and German 75mm guns 
appear similar. But then remember, the game wlll 
also include American 75mm's and 76mm's in later 
mmettes, etc. Furthermore, you can't kill until you 
hit, and in hitting the Russians are at a very serious 
disadvantage. A Russian 76L will only hit 57% as 
often as a German 75L gun, given an equal 
distribution of game ranges (with some emphasis on 
closer ranges due to the densely packed terrain 
found in SLJCOZ). If the Germans are able to hold 
the fight a t  longer ranges for a significant period of 
time, the Russians will suffer much worse than just 
57%! In short, the overall probability of getting the 
other guy must be examined, not just one or two 
tables that only compose a piece of the procedure. 1 

Since armor DRMs appear to distinguish 4 
between front and side AFV protection, it may seem 
redundant to have front, side and rear "to kill" 1 
numbers on the firing tables. Again, this is perhaps ! 

because of the existingSLsystem. However, there is 
some point to separate side considerations. Super- 
high velocity shot gets lesser advantages on side , 
shots, compared to relatively larger rounds travel- , 
ing a t  slower speeds, due to the increased probabili- 
ty that a big heavy round that fails to penetratemay 
do "fatal" damage to wheels, tracks, turret ring, 
periscope, etc. Furthermore, the side of a tank 
presents a greater area in the first place. 

On the other hand, some weapons, especially in 
the 25-57mm range, fare poorly in the side armor 

I 
This represents the relatively lower rate of fire 

I 
sweepstakes, a few having no improvement at all. 

compared to lighter guns (which sometimes make 
up in luck from volume what they lack in physical 
power), and a light (three to six pound) shell 
compared to the 75-90mm guns (with 15 to 25 
pound shells). The 25-57mm weapons were peculi- 

i 
arly anti-tank "can openers", and were already 
becoming obsolete in 1943. Although some margi- 
nal improvement for greater target area may be 
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appropriate, the numerics of the dice system aren't 
sensitive enough to show every minor variation. 

A few have commented on the spare fuel tanks 
carried on the outside rear deck or sides of many 
Russian AFVs. Given the mania for trivia of this 
sort in SLICOi, some are surprised that there 
wasn't a rule for this too! However, think some, and 
credit Ivan Ivanovich, tank commander, for the 
same. Once a vehicle has driven a few score miles, 
the spare tanks can be emptied into the main fuel 
tank, keeping it full, while eliminating danger of 
external fire. Given the Russian propensity for 
running their tanks nearly into the ground before 
refueling, rearming, and refitting, it is fair to assume 
that most of the time those external tanks were 
empty. 

For those interested, the main sources of AFV 
data were GERMAN TANKS OF WWilby F.M. 
von Senger and Etterlin, and RUSSIAN TANKS 
1900-1970 by John Milsom. Among the host of 
AFV books, these are the most 'scholarly' in the 
English language (in that the authors recognize their 
limitations, among other things). Additional 
sources are naturally useful, and a great many were 
used. The casual reader, however, must be wary of 
the "popular" war history books, often published in 
serial form, that include tidbits of hard data, often 
badly scrambled and hopelessly interpreted. Accu- 
rate data for gun penetration is hard to find, and 
details on shell characteristics impossible. I f  anyone 
has ballistic coefficients for WWII ammo types, this 
author would be greatly indebted for the informa- 
tion. With that, plus muzzle velocity, shell weight, 
and bore diameter, one can use ballistics tables for 
fairly accurate penetration computation. Lacking 
all that, this author used a "short cut"formu1a used 
by the US Navy in WWII, which runs as follows: 
(2.2591 105) (d) (w/dJ) 0.75407 (v) 1.50814 
to yield penetration in inches, where d is bore 
diameter in inches, w the weight of the shell in 
pounds, and v the final velocity in feet per second. 
Ballistics is a complex field, and before considering 
the above equation useful, one is urged to get a 
couple good texts, to appreciate the many limita- 
tions and inaccuracies involved in the above. 

Picking Nits & Sowing Discord 
The first edition (Origins IV Special Edition) of 

COI was rushed, and some technicalities escaped 
attention. For those who can't get enough trivia, 
harken to the following changes which, for the most 
part, have made their appearance in the 2nd 
Edition. 

The German 251 ( 1 W "rocket" halftrack CAN 
carry the normal troop complement of a SPW 25 1. 
The six rockets were hung on the outside of the 
vehicle, in external frames, and used as a one-shot- 
only proposition. Conceivably, the internal capacity 
of the vehicle could be sacrificed for another six 
reload rounds (procedure similar to Maultier), but 
judging from photographic evidence, if heavy firing 
was contemplated an ammo carrier accompanied 
the halftrack, with rounds passed forward as 
needed. 

Rule 75.83 regarding wide tracks in bogs 
probably came about when one of those mail sacks 
fell on someone's head at 4517 Harford Road, 
rattling things a bit. The problem is this: wide tracks 
mean nothing per se, it's the ground pressure (total 
tank weight over total track area) that makes the 
difference. Wider tracks increase the area, and 
reduce the ground pressure, but that is the ONLY 
reason why wide tracks are more desirable. LOW 
ground pressure is helpful in any type of soft 
ground, including bog, mud, deep snow, etc. The 
famous T-34/76 had a ground pressure of 9.1 to 
10.2, the increase in later modelsas more armor and 
better guns increased weight faster than the track 
area (a frequent tendency in later models of any 

version AFV). If onetakes 10.2 psi asthe upper limit 
for rule 75.83 effects, a great many vehicles qualify. 
The list should not include T-34/85 tanks, as if it 
does, just about every tank in the world would also 
qualify! 

Another major simplification is the interpreta- 
tion of red M P  values and related breakdown 
possibilities when 2/3rds of the listed speed is 
exceeded. Actually, the original AFV data didn't 
use 2/3rds, but instead a specific value for each 
vehicle. For those loving such trivia, the original 
figures were: 

8T-5 or BT-7M: at 18-22 M P  breakdown B12, 
after that decrease by I / MP. 
BT-7-2: at 17-22 M P  breakdown 812, after that 
decrease by I / M P. 
PzKw V D: at 1 1-15 M P  breakdown 312, after 
that decrease by I /  MP. 
PzKw V1 B and Jagd Pz VI: at 8-12 M P  
breakdown B 12, after that decrease by I IMP.  

The T-35-2 should have 12 M P  according to my 
calculations, with B12 breakdown at 8-12 MP, and 
decrease by I /MP after that. However, these 
ancient relics probably had serious engine prob- 
lems, like old Aunt Lizzie's car, so t 0 M P  with 7-10 
M P  for B12 breakdown, as given in the game, is not 
unreasonable. 

Speaking of speeds, my figures for the K V  series 
are slightly different from those in COI. I arrived at 
13 MP for the KV-I, KV-IA, KV-IC, and KV-8, 
while only I I MP for the KV-IlA. All speeds are 
based on horsepowerlweight ratios, ground press- 
ure, and maximum road speed, in that order of 
priority. Suspension characteristics are ignored, 
which accounts for disparity in views on the KV (or 
any other vehicle). However, things like suspension 
quality are difficult non-mathematical judgements 
impossible to make from dry facts and figures. For 
example, the game also ignores the poor quality of 
the PzKw I11 or IV suspensions, or the tendency of 
PzKw V and VI types to get junk stuck between their 
interleaved road wheels. One can also go into the 
quality of transmissions, gearboxes, and much 
more, until matters become so complex one might 
as well just roll a die to establish thecurrent M P  of a 
vehicle. In fact, random reduction of listed game 
speeds for all vehicles is not a bad idea, to take into 
account equipment in bad repair. This should be 
done on a vehicle by vehicle basis (suggest roiling a 

single die, reducing the result by two, and then 
subtracting the result from the original MP of the 
vehicle). 

Finally, it is worth remembering that the hull- 
down armor bonus (64.35)is printed on the counter. 
Personally, I prefer writing up a file card for each 
vehicle type, giving all data from the counter and 
rules, for handy reference, especially when the 
vehicle is buried under CE, turret facing, target 
acquisition, and/or passenger counters! 

0 

SO YOU WANT TO WORK FOR AVALON HILL??? 

We are constantly receiving resumes from Frankly, about the only way to demonstrate this to 
gamingenthusiasts whose apparent vision of heaven us is through publication of your work elsewhere. 
on earth is employment as an Avalon Hill game The GENERAL is in constant need of quality 
designer/developer. Many H S  seniors write us for material and this often turns out to be a major 
our recommendations as to courses and colleges to proving ground for prospective applicants. Getting 
prepare oneself for the lofty position of  game your foot in the door around here to get a free lance 
designer. Well fellas, it's not that easy nor desirable. design published is even more difficult than gettinga 

Resumes mean very little to us and college job, so if you're going to be noticed among the 
educations not much more. The best advice wecan crowd the GENERAL is a good place to start. 
give you is to seek another line of work, but if you Possession of other talents makes things easier 
truly have something against eating and mom of course. We are looking for a good graphics artist 
promises to send you an occasional CARE package who can handle not only minor pasteup chores but 
then maybe we can use you. Despite thegreat fringe major art assignments and also possesses a keen 
benefits (low pay and long hours), openings in our R interest in the games themselves. The latter is a must 
& D dept. are very rare and are not handed out on because the opportunity to play games fora living is, 
the basis of college degrees. Experience is the final after all, the major advantage of working for Avalon 
and only criteria. What positions we d o  have open Hilt. If you are such a person, send samples of your 
will be offered to those who have proven to us in the work (please no game ideas or prototypes) and 
past that they have a firm command of the English (what the heck) a resume to Don Greenwood c /o  
language and possess plenty of gaming savvy. Avalon Hill. 

SERIES 100 
CROSS OF IRON SCENARIOS 

SERlES I00 is a pad of ten new scenarios for 
CROSS O F  IRON printed on the same index 
stock and in the same style used for both SQUAD 
LEADER and CROSS OFIRON. These scenari- 
os were designed by COI playtester Courtney 
Allen and playtested by members of his Interest 
Group San Francisco playtest group. Afterwards, 
they were retested by other regional groups of the 
COI playtest team-most aotabiy Jon Mishcon. 
Joe Suchar, and John Kenower who contributed 
greatly to their final evolution. For those 
disdaining the "design your own" approach, here 
is your chance to experience more COl scenarios 
which have been tested for balanceand constitute 
top quality playing aids. Now is the chance to 
employ more of those special armor units 
provided with COlwhich don't see action in any of 
the official scenarios. 

The ten scenarios comprising SERIES 100 are 
titled as follows: BLOCKING ACTION A T  
LIPKI (1941), SLAMMING OF T H E  DOOR 
(19411, BALD HILL (1941), THE PENETRA- 
TION OF ROSTOV (1942), NIGHT BATTLE 
AT NOROMARYEVKA (1943), BEACHHEAD 
AT OZEREYKA BAY (1943), DISASTER ON 
THE DNIEPER LOOP (1943)- BLOCK BUST- 
ING IN BOKRUISK (1944), COUNTERAT- 
TACK O N  THE VISTULA (1944). T H E  
AGONY OF DOOM (1945). 

SERIES 100 is available by mail only from 
Avalon Hill for $4.00 plus usual postage chargcs. 
Maryland residents please add 5% state sales tax. 

, 
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COUNTING DOWN THE SCENARIOS 
An Introduction to Squad Leader Plus One, Part Two BY ~ o b  Medrow 

THE SCENARIOS 
Each of the soenarios in COZcould profitably be 

studied at considerable length. My purposes here, 
however, are fairly limited. I hope to be able to give 
you some insights into the peculiarities of each 
scenario by first examining the forces available to 
each side and their objectives. In general, this will be 
accompanied by a specific setup and a discussion of 
what factors influenoe my thinking concerning how 
things might begin. After that you can expect to 
learn some thin@ about how play could then 
proceed. The last thing considered will be how the 
scenarios changed from the original playtest version 
to what they are now. Mention will also be made of 
significant new units or rules where it's most 
appropriate. 

That last paragraph contains a pair of weasel 
words, "might" and "could". However, they really 
belong there. Most of the COIsaenarios offer a rich 
variety of courses of action. In addition, having 
determined a strategy for any tactical game 
scenario, a player must be prepared to make 
adjustments as the dice roll and his opponent acts. 
My comments will reflect this fact. Part of the 
attraction of the SL system for me is that it requires 
a considerable amount of player reaction and 
adjustment as a game proceeds. 

Most of what insights I have to offer were 
acquired during the playtesting of COT. Locally, 
that involved games with and among a group of 
interested players. In addition to playing, we spent 
several Saturday afternoons discussing what 
seemed to workand why. All together, I reported on 
the results of 79 playing8 of the eight scenarios. The 
principal players in this group were Tom Black, 
Bobby Carver, and Dave Quigley. Good playtesting 
requires players who both are interested in  playing 
under playtest conditions and are competent 
players: this article gives me the chance to 
acknowledge their contributions. 

Scenario 13-The Capture of Balta. 
This scenario finds us back in August of 194 1, 

120 miles northwest of Odessa. Initially, the 
Russians hold the town of Balta, located just north 
of the point a t  which the Germans wish to  build a 
bridge across the Kodyma River. The German force 
on the board a t  the start, aided by their turn 3 
reinforcements must, by the end of turn 10, insure 
that no Russian unit occupies any of the road hexes 
marked with a V on Figure 4, or any hex adjacent to 
these hexes. 

The main strength of each side lies in its infantry 
squads, of which each side has thirty, although 
twelve of the German's do not arrive until turn 3. 
Brightening the German player's prospects, four of 
his initially available squads are 8-3-88, who bring 
along four demolition charges and twoflamethrow- 
ers. Three others, carrying one demolition charge, 
appear as reinforcements. His joy is partially 
balanced by the fact that six of his squads are 
Rumanians, at 3 4 7  each. As always, the German 
leadership is good, consisting of nine leaden, 
including two 9-29 and just one, an 84,  with a zero 
leadership factor. The Rumanians are led by 
Captain Radiu who, at 74, probably wishes he were 
elsewhere. To command his thirty squads, and five 
crews as well, the Russian player has about what 
you might expect: a 7 0 ,  two 8-Osand a 9-1. The MG 
picture is also what we've come to expect on the 

eastern front: eighteen to four in favor of the 
Germans. In heavy weapons, the Soviets have a 
57LL AT gun and an 82mm mortar plus, on turn 5, 
one module of IOOmm artilIery support. Armor is 
restricted to four T26S's (two of which don't arrive 
until turn 5) for the Russians and a STGIIIB for the 
Axis. Under miscellaneous, the Russians have the 
necessary radio, one roadblock and ten entrench- 
ments, while their opposition's assault engineers 
have unlimited smokemaking capacity. Thus, the 
confrontation places the burden of attack upon the 
Germans, who are much the better equipped and 
led. 

The rules introduced in this scenario include the 
new onesconcerningartillery and almost all of those 
concerned with armor. Everything in these rules 
pertinent to this scenario has already been dis- 
cussed. In addition, there ia an optional infantry 
movement rule, use of which eliminates the infantry 
road bonus-except that a unit spending all of its 
normal MFs on a road gets to move an extra hex- 
and replaces it with something more elaborate. 
Using this option, any infantry unit can increase its 
M F  by two at the expense of penalties concerning 
portage, Advancing Fire and Close Combat 
Capabilities. This rule is, 1 feel, moreconsistent with 
the general level of sophistication of the system and 
I recommend i t s  general use. 

Allied Troops, in this case Rumanians, also 
bring along some rules. The rules surrounding their 
use have the general effect of making leaders and 
support weapons of one nationality less useful to 
allied, but foreign, troops than are their own. Also, 
the rallying morale level of these troops in their 
broken state is one less than their normal value. 

The last new rule introduoed concerns a new 
type of terrain, Marsh. In this scenario, hill 547 in 
the southeast comer of the playing surface is 
considered to be not a hill, butamanh. A marsh isa 
cursed wheatfield; that is, it's like a wheatfield 
except that it's out of bounds to all vehicles and 
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affects the movement, firepower and morale of 
infantry in it. Any nonroad hex adjacent to a marsh 
bogs down a passing vehicle one time in six. The 
other three hills on board 3 also vanish. The one 
north of the marsh becomes a wheatfield while the 
other two become clear terrain. Treesand a building 
on one of the hills are also ignored. 

Since the Russians set up first we'll consider 
them first. The Russian player knows that the initial 
German force will be east of row H on board 3 while 
tho Rumanians will be on whole or half hexes along 
the north edge of board 4. Unfortunately, the use- 
fulness of this knowledge is reduced by Russian 
deployment restrictions. These are illustrated by thc 
setup shown in Figure 4. Let's begin in the north. 

Restricted to hexes 4 through 7 on board 4, this 
arrangement shows the entrenchments, each of 
them containing one squad, positioned toward the 
south edge of this limit. Their placement is vital to 
the Russians* survival because the German rein- 
forcements enter the north edge anywhere west of 
row H, and the units deployed in these entrench- 
ments are the principal force opposing their drive 
toward the western victory hexes. Initially, only 
Russian infantry in an entrenchment can be present 
on board 4. The setup rules require that each 

entrenchment contain just one squad or crew, in 
addition to any leaders one wishes to use. Here, in 
addition to the squads, there's an 8 0  leader in W4. 

A number of factors must be weighed in 
connection with the problem of where the board 4 
forces are to go. The two I consider most important 
are theability of these forces to inflict damage on the 
attackers and their ability to survive once Axis 
forces have passed south of their original position. 
Part of the latter factor is the problem of rallying 
broken Russian units. Were the entrenchments to 
be located at the northern limit of the band of 
allowable hexes, the Russians could bring many of 
the pdssiblc entry hcxcs undcr normal rangc fire. 
Alas, as is the case with the setup shown, those 
hedges in the northwest would still cause trouble for 
the Russians. A careful look at ranges and lines-of- 
sight shows us that a good coverage of those pos- 
sible entry hexes requires a commitment of MGs 
that the Russian player cannot really afford. In 
addition, the further north they start, the harder it 
becomes to get the survivors back. A common 
German tactic is to attempt to isolate, rather than 
kill, enemy squads by getting south of them and 
using MGs to cover open ground hexes which the 
Russian squads would have to cross. On balance, I 

prefer to position the Russians as shown, being 
willing to trade a better chance at chewing up the 
enemy as they appear for a bit more longevity. 
Occasionally this pays a bonus when the German 
player loses valuable time by too great a concern for 
softening up the defenders. 

To finish up the discussion of board 4, 
positioning the entrenchments in adjacent hexes in 
order to have the option of combining the fire of 
adjacent hexes is a good idea. The three to the west 
are intended to slow down an Axis end run. Those 
lonely folks in N5 will, hopefully, provide a 
minimum flank guard for the central force. Once 
evcnts rcndcr that unncccssary, thcy can wandcr 
south, hopefully worrying the German player. 
Finally, the unaccompanied MMG in XI should 
help to anchor the second (very thin) lineof Russian 
defense. 

On board 3, the restriction on Soviet units of one 
per building guarantees that nearly every building 
will be occupied. This  represents a poor defensive 
posture, so the initial setup on 3 is only a starting 
point. Competent Russian play requires that you 
know where your forces will head when it's your 
turn to move. Unfortunately, other than for his 
tanks, the Russian player, who moves first, can 

Figure4 Rugsian A =44-7 ,  HMG, radio. 9-1; Gcrman B=three347$.  MMG;C=three347s.  7 0 ,  MMG;D=4-6-7.8-3-8.9-1. L M G .  DC: E=4-6-7,8-3-8.91. L M G .  DC. FTiF14a7.8-3-8. 8-1, L M G ,  DC, C =three 
4-67s.8-1. threeLMCs:Hz two4-6-7s.8-34.9-2, two LMG. DC. FT. 
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move nothing during turn one. Most of the 
movements discussed below should be possible 
during turns 2 and 3, although the available paths 
do, in some cases, depend upon enemy positions 
after turn 1. As you will see, most units move, with 
one of the major exceptions being group "A", which 
consists of one squad, the HMG, the radio and the 
9-1 leader, upon the second floor of N2. 

Here are the movements: 010 to 06, P2 to M2 
(ground floor), P4 to N1, P6 to M8, R3 to 05, R5 to 
PS, R6 t o 0 5 , S I  to P4,T3 t o R l , T 4 t o Z I ,  U6 to 
XI, V1 to BB5, V3 to RI, X3 to XI, Y6 (crew only) 
to 4x1, YS to 4x1, ZI to AAl,  and CCS to DD9. 
Mow let's consider what concerns these moves 
represent. Movements given indicate a willingness 
to fight for N2. The dispersal of the five squadsin or 
adjacent to N2 indicates respect for theflamethrow- 
e n  and demolition charges of the engineers. In 
general, dispersal into adjacent hexes is one of the 
Soviet responses to a lack of good leaders. The 
specific locations of these five squads should not be 
taken aa hard .and fast. They are a reasonable 
response if the German player starts some units in 
the marsh. If he does not, movement into such hexes 
as L2 and N3 is attractive. 

The second center of immediate resistance is 
around the AT Gun in the stone building in 05. Any 
squads broken in this position retreat into P5 so that 
they'll have at least a chance to rally. Other 
immediate defensive measures include sending 
troops up to 4x1, DDB and BB5, where the latter 
two are to attempt to entrench as soon as possible. 
These last moves are intended to help shore up the 
west flank of the Russian position. 

Movement of two squads into both RI and TI is 
a more long term, if you can think of such a thingin 
a tactical game, move. These squads are to stay put 
and roll for entrenching until they make it. Their 
success is reasonably probable. There's only a 27% 
chance that four squads will entrench nothing in one 
turn of trying. 

The remaining units, including the two tanks, 
are the Russian reserves. Given the time frame of the 
scenario, the mortaxlradio combination stands 
little chance of great success, but one must be 
prepared to try. The70  leader needs to be preserved 
for the rallying of broken units toward game's end. 

What to do with the tanks was a problem at the 
start, and experience has really served just to refine 
the problem. However, our experience inclines me 
towards their use, early in the game, in a high speed 
reserve role. The major alternative involves going 
after the SP Gun at the start. Part of the attraction 
of that path is, I'm sure, the simple notion in the 
back of many player's headsthat armor should fight 
armor. As a player, I feel no need to labor beneath 
any historical doctrines concerning theemployment 
of armor. I should like very much to do in the STG, 
but the tools are weak and the need elsewhere is 
great. 

Turning now to the German player's problems, 
one of his major decisions concerns where on the 
north edge his forces should appear. Avoidance of 
an immediate confrontation with the defenders up 
north having proved to be an unrewarding tactic, I 
favor an entry toward the western edge. The 
Rumanians' task is to survive until help arrives, 
while doing as much damage as possible to the 
defenders. One choice is that shown with groups B 
and C. Each stack consists of three squads and one 
MMG. The good captain is in group C. On the first 
Axis turn the leader remains where he is while the 
other squads move, along with their MMGs, to 
hexes T9 and US. The reader can use the discussion 
of the previous section to determine whether or not 
the Russian player should send a tank up north to 
contest such a move. 

To have a reasonable chance of success in this 
scenario, it is necessary that the German player 
maintain the initiative. By this I mean that he must 
seek to keep the Russian player responding to 
German moves. To this end, I prefer a brisk opening 
by the German f o m s  on board 3. One possibility 
starts with what is shown in Figure 4. 

Group D consists o fa  9-1 leader, one 4-6-7, one 
8-3-8, one LMG, and one demolition charge. 
Groups E and F have the same structure, except that 
the leader in F is an 8-1 and group E has a 
flamethrower. The first group has the task of 
assaulting building M7 from hex L7, while E and F 
attack that squad in L4 from L5 and K5, 
respectively. Group G, consisting of an 8-1, three 4- 
6-7s and three LMGs, moves into the woods at 54, 
from which it will open fire on building N2. Each of 
these advances can be kept within the wheatfield, 
and no two groups need pass through the same hex. 
In support of these activities, the assault gun, 
unbuttoned, fires smoke at the hex containing the 
HMG. The last group, H, is the strongest of the lot, 
with a 9-2 leader, two 4-679, each with a LMG, and 
a 8-3-8 carrying a demolition charge and the second 
flamethrower. Beginning in a marsh hex, this group 
can only move in the Advance Phase, whenit enters 
HO. 

In any game withjustafewturns, the question of 
the proper tempo of activities is a vital one. The 
opening just proposed will almost certainly cost the 
aggressor some casuaities. Delay, we found, cost 
more. 

From this point on the action should be heavy 
and sustained as the Russians fall back, taking and 
inflicting losses. Perhaps the major Russian concern 
is to prevent any significant German breakthrough. 
The need to rally broken Russian squads probably 
runs a close second, however. 

Against competent Russian play, the Germans 
advancing from the east should expect to fight a 
series of battles as they work their way toward the 
eastern victory hexes. Initially, the emphasis should 
be on clearing building N2, but, as soon as this has 
been accomplished, some forces need to be used to 
clear Russians out of the hexes north of the road 
running from 3S2 to 3N4. The northernattack force 
will find that large western wheatfield to be its best 
route south. Unfortunately for them, however, 
cover becomes more sparse as the advance contin- 
ues. If the Russian player has kept his forces under 
reasonable control, this drive could well bestoppd, 
thereby, in all probability, costing the German 
player the game. On both fronts, the essential factor 
in keeping the drives going is the l ihral  use of 
smoke. For this reason the combat engineers should 
be kept distributed throughout the stacks. 

In closing, the presence of those Russian tanks 
adds a very nice touch to the scenario. More than 
once they've turned the tide, but, even when they 
failed, the problems they posed for both players 
went a long way toward making thisscenario one of 
our favorites. 

Compared with some of the scenarios, this one 
underwent few changes. The Russians picked up 
that 7 4  leader while receiving a smaller caliber AT 
Gun. Their opponents lost one LMG and gained an 
easing of the victory conditions. Originally, these 
had required that victory hexes not even be in the 
LOS of unbroken Russian units. The latter 
requirement produced some weird eventsand is well 
lost. 

Scenario 14-The Paw of the Tiger 
The title may be a bit gandy, but it'sappropriate. ! 

This time it's January, 1943, away up north near 1 
Leningrad, and everything we had so muchfunwith 1 
in 13, particularly the wheatfields, is covered with i 
snow. In fact, there's so much snow that all vehicles , 
lose their normal road bonus, and all German forces I 

are hidden at the start of the game. I 
The forces of mother Russia have the burden of 1 

attack in this round. Entering on turn one on the 
, 

eastern edge of the mapboard arrangement shown : 

in Figure 5, they must, by turn ten, exit four tanks 1 
from the western edge. On the player turn in which 
the last one leaves there can be no mobile German 1 
vehicles on board 2. In order toaccomplish this feat, 
the Russians have a pure armor force of nineteen 
tanks: three T34/76As, six each T34176Bs and Cs, 
and four KVICs. Against this the Germans have 
mustered but five AFVs: three PzKwlVFZs and 
two PzKwVIEs, the dreaded Tigers of the scenario's , 
title. Aboard one of the AFVs is Cpt. Bolter, a 9-1 
armor leader. Additional German forces consist of 
three squads, one crew and two leaden: an 8-1 and a 
9-2. In terms of support weapons we find one MMG 
and one 37L A T  Gun. One module of 150mm 
artillery support is immediately available, for which 
a radio is provided. To improve thechances that this 
module will be used ina timely fashion, it can also be 
utilized by the armor leader through his vehicular 3 
radio. Rounding things out, there are three 1 entrenchement marken available. Neither side 
receives any reinforcements. 

This scenario introduces just over two pages of 
I 

rules, divided almost equally into two parts. The 
first portion concerns the last of the new armor 
rules. Of these, the essential features of those 1 
involving armor leaders, armor height advantage 
and bore sighting havealready been mentioned. The ! 
other new rule opens up the possibility that your 
AFVs might immobilize themselves by going too 
fast. Excessive Speed Breakdown mandates a one- 
in-thirty-six chance that any vehicle will become 
immobilized if it utilizes its entire M P  allowance. 
Alas, this not only slows down the vehicles, it also 
slows down the game by virtue of its mechanics. 

Briefly (don't laugh), if you wish to use an A W s  
full M P  allowance you must so indicate before 
moving it; at the end of its movement, if you roll a 
12, it breaks down. Should that occur, you then roll 
two dice to determinejust where it brokedown. The 
sum of spots, not to exceed the vehicle's normal MP 
allowance, is the vehicle M P  allowance for that 
turn. This means that, in most cases, the vehicle is 
backed up to some location short of the hex it would 
have occupied had it not broken down. Any 
defensive fires that had been directed at the vehicle 
between the hex it truly reaches and the one you'd 
hoped it would reach are supposed never to have 
happened. 

The drag that this imposes upon play is 
apparent. Players spend time counting hexes out 
ahead of time to see whether or not they'll need to 
announce a full movement effort. In moving any 
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such vehicle they then need to keep careful track of 
its exact route, in case it needs to be returned. It's a 
nifty rule, but you pay a price. If you find that it 
makes things drag too much for your tastes, the 
rule's effects can be approximated by rolling for 
breakdown for any eligible vehicle at the end of its 
movement, without having had to declare yourself 
ahead of time, and without a second dice roll to alter 
its final resting place. 

Most of the remaining rules concern board 5 and 
its two new terrain features, gullies and forest-road 
hexes. All P A N Z E R B L I E  veterans will recognize 
most of the gully rules. Forest-road hexes have an 
important effect upon movement. This becomes 
clear if you attempt to move a vehicle around 
another vehicle or wreck in such a hex. As always, 
you pay a 2 MP penalty; however, the other terrain 
in this type of hex is woods, not clear, as it is for the 
other type of road hex. This makes a wreck a much 
more serious proposition here. Fire into sucha road 
hex is also quite difficult. 

Now, let's look at the German setup, remember- 
ing that the Russian player will see none of this as he 
ponders the problem of where to enter and how to 
proceed once he's on the board. Since German 
armor is the big part of the defenses it gets first 
priority. In positioning the tanks, the first two 
factors of significance are those of armor height 
advantage and bore sighting. For offensive pur- 
poses, each is limited to a maximum range of 24 
hexes, while the former's -1 TO KILL DRM 
requires a two level height advantage. The third 
factor is the requirement that the Russian AFVs 
enter the eastern map edge via road hexes. A quick 
check of board 5 shows us that the only ways to 
leave the board edge without risking a one-in-six 
chance of immobilization in the woods are via the 
bridges a t  Y8 and 29. The German player's dream 
opening would be to wreck the lead two tanks on 
these two bridge hexes, causing a huge traffic jam 
upon which he would then dump his artillery fire. 

Bore sighting Y8 can be done from a number of 
second level hexes on board 2, so that's not a big 
problem. The other bridge, however, is. Because the 
trees in the gully hex adjaoent to the bridge are a 
LOS obstacle, any fire into 29 must come from the 
southern end of board 2. Unless the Russian player 
is careless in moving, the only hex from which a side 
shot is possible is 2F7. Bolter, in a Tiger, has, from 
Figs. 2 and 3, and Table I ,  a 30.1%chance of halting 
anything but the KVICs. The decision as to whether 
or not to park him there is a biggie. The major 
argument against such a location is that if he fails to 
block the bridge, he is far south of where most of the 
action will probably be. The facing rules concerning 
AFVs make advancing along either the northern or 
southern edges much safer than is advancing across 
the center of the board. The early knowledge that 
the most serious German threat lies to the southwill 
bias the competent Russian player to pursue the 
northern route, which is also the natural one. 
Bolter's location will be known early since the whole 

FIGURE 5: A s T34176A: B = TM176C C = T3417hC K = KVlC 
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idea of trying a shot at the bridge is to block what's 
behind the target vehicle. On balance, I consider the 
disadvantages of the block-the-bridges strategy to 
outweigh the advantages. 

The armor setup on board 2 in Fig. 5 shows a 
more balanced approach. Bolter's Tiger is at CC8, 
where he might have 5Y 10, one ofthe Russian entry 
hexes, bore sighted. The other Tiger is at S7 and 
should bore sight 5Y8 if Bolter does not. The IVs are 
positioned as shown. Reading from north to south, 
possible choices of boresighted hexes for the 1Vsare 
5EE2, 4R2 and 5H3. In general, I prefer to bore 
sight on fairly distant hexes. 

However, the German player has other re- 
sources as well. The best leader, with the MMG and 
one squad, is well positioned at CC9. MMGs have 
limited anti-tank capabilities against enemy armor 
of the types present, so their most useful role is to 
keep Russian tanks buttoned up. With a 9-2 leader 
in command there's a 24% chance of killing or 
breaking an exposed tank commander. Hex 0 8  
gives the second, r a d i ~ q u i p p e d ,  leader the kind of 
vantage point one really likes for artillery direction, 
while the last squad at E9 will have a crack at any 
Russian tank that tries to pass between the trees. At 
37mm the AT Gun is not a long range threat. While 
the scenario rules require that the location of all 
German AFVs be revealed at the close of their first 
Defensive Fire Phase, whether or not they fire, the 
AT Gun is not required to do  the same. For that 
reason I like to stash it somewhere to wait for a 
Russian tank to pass by. Experience shows that the 
hex selected is at a high traffic level intersection. 

The first and most significant problem the 
Russians face is getting on the board. This process 
cannot be long delayed bemuse of the possible 
arrival of those 15Omm rounds and the pressure of a 
stiff timetable. Under the circumstances, I prefer to 
enter nine vehicles at both YIO andQl0, while one 
lone tank comes on at 110. The rules require that, in 
efiect, the vehicles be lined up on road hexes 
stretching to the east of the playing area's edge 
before the scenario's start. Precommitrnent of 
vehicles in this way means no changing of entry 
hexes as a result of what's happened to units already 
on the board. In addition, Tor example, the fifth 
tank to enter does so at a MP cost of five. 

In a game, the actual routes taken by each tank 
after entry will depend upon what's been discovered 
about the Germans by that time and by their 
shooting success. What's shown in Fig. 5 illustrates 
some useful principles. Of the nine tanksentering at 
Y 10, only the KVIC at U4 has crossed the bridge in 
Y8. With its frontal armor modifier of +3 it has a 
chance. The KV, along with the T34 trailing it, are 
intendad to take up positions near the center of the 
board and annoy the Germans as best they can. The 
seven vehicles north of this pair are the rest of the 
nine that enter at Y 10. Since half hexes are playable 
(3.7) at least one vehicle should be sent around the 
northern edge of the northern-most gully to 
determine whether or not a German tank is sighted 
in on the route. Rapid movement of at least one tank 
along the extreme northern edge of the board will 
greatly annoy the German pIayer. In general, I 
would suggest avoiding the bridge at EE2 until you 
know who's watching it, if anyone. One last 
comment before looking a t  the other tanks: the 
Panzerbush phenomenon of armor darting from 
woods hex to woods hex isn't common in the SL 
system because of the chances of immobilization. 
However, even when a woods hex can't completely 
conceal you, it can frequently shield you from a side 
or rear shot. 

Initially, the group coming on at Q10 takes its 
chances with the woods in S8. If asouthern threat is 
to be developed, speed is important. Should a 
vehicle get stuck, the crossing point switches to V8. 

These hexes were selected because a vehicle in either 
hex has a reasonable field of fire. Even though a 
vehicle stuck in either hex may have a poor chance 
of destroying a hull down German tank, it takes 
pretty good nerves to ignore them as they gain the-2 
acquired target DRM. The lone tank making a try at 
crossing H9 will, if it's suocessful, prove vexing. 

From this point on the advance should & 
pushed, with movement favored over fire. In closing 
with the Germans, use terrain to shield you and to 
break his LOS when he has a vehicle acquired. 
Movement out of the Covered Arc also causes 
DRM problems. Both sides should keep their 
vehicle commanders out in the open as much as 
possible. With care, the Russian player has a 
chance, but play is very demanding. 

If one compares just the OoBs of the published 
version with that of the playtest version, there 
appear to have been few changes, all ofthem minor. 
Combining such a look with an examination of the 
two versions of the AFV KILL TABLE and the 
relevant vehicle characteristics, however, reveals a 
collection of changes that, in total, improve 
considerably the chances of the Russians in what, 
originally, was a rather unbalanced scenario. 

Scenario 15-Hube's Pocket 
In this round we encounter something very 

different. It's the spring of 1944and the First Panzer 
Army, under the command of General Hube, is 
seeking to break through encircling Russian forces. 
Elements of the 2nd SS Panzer Corps have the task 
of fending off a Russian force seeking to halt 
Hube's move. To win, the German player must exit 
a t  least ten of sixteen trucks, representing a portion 
of the escaping force, off the western edge of the 
mapboard arrangement shown in Fig. 6. These 
trucks enter the eastern edge of the mapboards in 
convoy. 

This convoy is totally incapable of doing 
anything for itself, other than moving, so its safe 
passage must be provided by the break in forces 
entering from the we$! edge o l  boards Zandlor 5 on 
turn I .  The north edge of board 4 is where the 
Russians appear, aIso on turn 1. Central to the 
German problem is the fact that the convoy can 
enter no earlier than turn 5. Roadbound, it travels at 
no more than 12 hexes per turn. By either road it will 
take the tenth truck five turns to exit if there are no 
delays, and the trucks must exit no later than turn 
13. 

The German blocking force consists of 12 SS 
infantry squads, with four leaders, nine MGs, 20 
assorted anti-tank support weapons, five tanks and 
six halftracks. Three of the tanks are Panthers (one 
of which should have the 41212 MG configuration); 
the other two are IVHs. Of the halftracks, two are 
armed with MGs. The opposition fields eighteen 
squads (eight of them 6-2-Ss), three leaders, three 
LMGs and nine tanks. At this point in the war the 
Russian AFVs are impressive: six T34/76Cs, two 
T34185s and a single KV 85. 

Approximately one-third of the rules cover 
convoys and how they interact with other vehicles. 
ProbabIy the single most relevant rule states that, 
should a gap appear in the normal nose-to-tail line 
of vehicles, those ahead of the break must slow 
down enough to allow the others to catch up  during 

the next turn. This has the obvious effect of 
stretching out the time required for the convoy to 
cross the board if they encounter opposition. 

The remaining rules cover SS units, Panzer- 
schrecks, Panzerfausts, and anti-tank magnetic 
mines (ATMs). At 6-5-8, the Waffen SS infantry are 
first class troops. To further reflect the special 
character of their situation on the eastern front, they 
rally with 9 or lxtter, and their Desperation Morale 
is only two below that. Interestingly enough, they 
are also subject to the same berserk rules that often 
plague the Russian player. As a slight change, a 
berserk SS unit can be returned to normal status 
after it destroys an enemy unit. 

Panzerschrecks are only slightly below the US 
bazooka of SL in capability, so present nothing new 
to the SL player. Panzerfausts are also old hat as a 
support weapon. Thechange in COIis that thereare 
now four versions, representing models that 
appeared from late '42 through the first part of '44. 
Only the last of these has the three hex range of the 
SL version. It is superior to the original in that the 
TO HIT numbers are all one greater. The first two 
types are significantly poorer, largely due to their 
one hex range. Scenario 15 gi*es the German a 
dozen of these useful weapons, but it's necessary to 
roll a die for each one in order to determine what 
type it is. Normal luck would give the Germans six 
of the best. ATMs can only be used when the unit 
carrying it is in the same hex with an enemy vehicle. 
Sucessfully placed, it's highly effective. 

With that by way of background as to cast and 
capabilities, let's now look at how things might 
start, and what factors should influence your 
thinking. The major German problem is to prevent 
the Russians from seizing a position from which 
they can interdict both roads at the very start of the 
game. Depending upon where they enter and how 
they move, Russian armor, on turn 1, can reach the 
south edge of board 4 with a cost of as Iittle as 9 
MPs. As in an earlier scenario, board entry costs at 
each hex are sequential. Practically, this causes the 
Russian little problem. If not halted by the enemy 
they can occupy a strong position, in the east. 
around the base of hill 538, in the first turn. 

With the burden of sequential entry costs, the 
German player must plan carefuIly if he is to avoid 
holes in his initial deployment. The one shown in 
Fig. 6 serves to illustrate several aspects of 
thoughtful play. Beginning in the east, group A, 
consisting of two squads, the 9-1 leader, four PFs, 
two LMGs and a demo charge, arrived there aboard 
those two nearby halftracks. The vehicle MPs being 
what they are, only German infantry hasa chance of 
survival at this end of the line. Support weapons 
were selected so as to provide both anti-tank and 
anti-infantry capabilities. 

To  continue looking at the dismounted infantry, 
the group in R2 should give the Russian Player 
second thoughts about having his vehicle com- 
manders out in the open. Those in 0 1  and MI 
provide a measure of security for the nearby 
vehicles. Of all the infantry, only group 3-two 
squads, the 8-1 leader, two PFs and a MMG-are 
walkons. As is true with group A, this one is to 
interdict possible exits from board 4 into the heart 
of board 2. 

The eastern-most and western-most tanks have 
the same mission. The Panther at PI would have 
moved the next turn to engage the Russian armor, 
had the Russians not moved as shown. Being what 
they are, the victory conditions prevent the 
Germans from running and hiding. Russian armor 
must be engaged, and the loss of this particular 
vehicle is not a major blow, unless it isaccomplished 
at no loss to the Russians. Realistically, the German 
player can hope to do  no better than to trade his 
tank force for the Russian's. That leader-equipped 
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Panther can reach 05 by the end of the next turn, the Defensive Fire Phase. Some infantry support of 
ready to enjoy a considerable advantage over this central group is necessary to guard against the 
ground-level Russians. very real possibility of a charge by German squads. 

Finally, the lone western tankalso provides security 
Both armed halftracks still have squads on for his biethren to the east. 

board. Given a chance, the one at 0 2  will try to 
overrun Russians, while the one a t  5DD7 has 
several options open. Like the IVH on board 5 ,  it is Beyond this point, agreat deal dependsupon the 
moving to reinforce the eastern end of the line. outcomes of the initial fights. In my experience, this 

scenario can develop in a number of ways. Its 
In response to all of this, the Soviets have present status is a tribute to the developmental 

followed one reasonable path. A major effort is procedure. Originally, the armor balance was I I to 
being directed at the eastern end. In addition to four against the Germans, and board4 was not used. 
providing flank security for this thrust, the three Yes, that's right; after the Germans moved, the 
best-armored Russian tanks in the center form a Russians popped up a t  the edge of the world for an 
tank hunter group. One of the impacts of the new extraordinaky firefight. Unfortunately for the 
rules can be seen in that, as a result of their entry at Germans, the Russian ability to materialize right 
K1, these three tanks give the central Panther next to them was devastating, leading to an almost 
nothing better than a +4 DRM on itsTO HITrollin unbroken string of Russian victories. 

Scenario 16-Sowchos 79 
In December, 1942, the Germans find them- 

selves reacting toa  Russianeffort to thwart the relief 
of the Sixth Army a t  Stalingrad. Attacking across 

Plpr t  6: A = two 6-5-8s.9-I. lour PFs. two LMGs. and a DCfromnearby halflrackh. B =  two6-54s. 8-1, two PFs, and a MMG which move there by foot to anchor thc cablern flank. V = Panther: P = Panzerlaust. 
Z= Panztmchrcck; D = Demo Charge: 6=6-5% L = LMG: M = MMG: H r HMG: S = 2511 I. T =  251/2.1V = PzKwlVH: E =ATM; F =  10-2. R u s s i a n : 4 = 4 4 7 .  C = T34176C: G = 8 4  K = KVSS. T = T34185; 6 = &2-8: 
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the Chir River, Stalin's forces have seized the 
collective farm that gives this scenario its name. To 
win, the German player must have been the last to 
occupy any twelve of the buildings between rows L 
and V (inclusive) on board 3. These stmctures 
represent the farm. In addition, he must also 
eliminate at least twice as many units as he loses. In 
this case, "units" include squads, leaders, vehicles 
and crews. Both goals must be reached within ten 
turns. 

As would normally be the case in this type of a 
scenario, the Russian phyer sets up first and moves 
second. The forces available to each side are varied, 
and reinforcements enter the map during half of the 
game turns. At the beginning, the Russians arc 
located in two widely separated regions. Twenty- 
one squads, three leaders, a MMG. two LMGs and 
four anti-tank rifles (ATRs) are in possession of the 
farm, setting up between rows Y and L. Fig. 7 shows 
their deployment, along with that of the rather weak 
enemy force that can set up anywhere on board 5. 
The dispersed character of the Russian force is a 
reasonable response to the victory conditions and 
the fact that the artillery module that goes along 
with the German radio is a lOOmm one. However, it 
may also become something else, a point I'll return 
to later. 

'Way up north, on the road hexes stretching 
from GG6 through Y3, four unarmed, lend-lease 
M5 halftracks and five ZIS light trucks start the 

game. On board are eight squads, two leaders, 
two LMGs, and one crew; in addition, one of the 
vehicles has a S7LL AT Gun in tow. This  group's 
journey south. however, will be anything but 
peaceful, as the first of what's almost a flood of 
armor enters on turn I, and it's German. Some- 
where on the western edge of board 2, between rows 
A and Q, eight tanks, an armored car, and a gun- 
armed halftrack enter. While the snow rules are not 
in effect, road movement now costs AFVs 1 
MPlhex. Even so, as the German deployment 
shows, this still allows German armor to reach the 
only road south. 

Before continuing, let me explain what is shown 
on Fig. 7. The setups on 3 and 5 show positions at 
the start of the game. That's the information needed 
there for the later discussion. Up north, however, 
what you have are possible positions just before the 
Russian Advance Phase. Hopefully, the insights 
into play discussed arc worth the possible confu- 
sion. 

To continue, trucks have improved their off- 
road performance since SL Now it only costs 4 
MPlhcx. It's pretty obvious, however, that this will 
still prevent the trucks from detouring around the 
enemy by going off the mad. A truck beginning at 
Y3 and leaving the road from S3 can get no further 
south than 04. A halftrack's chances are obviously 
better. One starting a t  Y3 could get all the way to 
column E. Unfonunately,that speedy little armored 

car in 4B3 is well positioned to get off a shot. It! 
Defensive Fire chance of success is 38.2%. However, 
come the German Prep Fire Phase of turn 2, itll kill 3 
89.1% of the time. Of course, the armored car would 
not be left all alone. For example, the tank at V4 
coutd reach 4F5 without even running the risk of& 
breakdown. 

A study of the possibilities shows two things 
wrong with a mad dash south by the Russians. First 
of all, not many vehicles will make it. In addition. 
south is the way the Germans want to go. Now let's 
look at some other aspects of the situation. 
Following, on turn 2, on the heels of the armor, 
come the panzer grenadiers: five squads, as many 
MGs, three leaden, and one radio, good for another 
IMlmrn module. All of them ride in style aboard five 
MG-armed halftracks. A light truck tagsalong with 
a 76L AT Gun and crew. Any anti-tank capabilities 
are welcome by the Germans, because soon it's the 
Russian's turn: six T34176Cs on turn4, three T28Cs 
(three turrets each!) and three KVls on turn 5, 
followed by another KVI and four 76Bs on turn 8. 
Thm all appear on the east edge of 3, from QIO 
south. 

One Russian response to all of the above is 
shown on boards 2 and 4. Instead of running he's 
fgbting. As you may have guessed, the squads in 
4U1 will try to Close Assaultthehalftrack, while the 
forces stacked with Lts. Dubovich and Eastonov 
will advance into hexes 2UI and 2R2, respectively. 
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Until the force in U1 is removed, mnninga halftrack 
past that hex will be dangerous. The best of the 
entering leaders, a9-2, willget himself and his squad 
past in good order less than 22%of the time. The 8-1 
lcadcr will do abuul haKay well. Then, too, there is 
the matter of what might happen to the halftrack 
itself. Exposed tank commanders are now also in 
danger. To cap it off, having delivered their 
passengem, all surviving trucks and halftracks will 
flee east)northeast. While they can be pursued and 
destroyed, that will take time, as will dealing with 
the Russian infantry, and the German player has a 
tight timetable. 

To return, aspromised, to thesouth, think about 
what could happen if the Germans run into troubIe 
in their initial effort, that of clearing the two story 
building. Should anything happen to that stack in 

I 5U I, a sudden Russian push south is not impossible. 
1 The usual psychology of "I'm the attacker, you're 
1 the defenderm sometimes causes players to overlook 
; the true potential of the situation. The territorial 

victory conditions require that German squads be 
' conserved. In addition, the artillery module is so 

important to ultimate success that neither the radio 
. nor its accompanying leader should be risked. 

That's the reason for their initial location in SQ5. 
Only after the squads in Q4 have dug entrenchments 

L should the radio be moved to the tree line. 
With an opening like this one, a large number of 

directions for subsequent play are created. The 

terrain and forces available normally lead to a very 
dynamic situation. 

New rules for this scenario fall into two groups. 
The first group involves new hardware: armored 
cars and ATRs. For practical purposes, anarmored 
car is like any other AFV, except that it can neither 
tow nor carry passengers, and has its own M P  cost 
column. From the point of view of usage, an ATR is 
just like any other AT Gun in its offensive 
capabilities, except that it has no effect on anything 
but vehicles and guns, and has a maximum range of 
12 hexes. In terms of movement and usage 
capabilities it follows the same rules as do, for 
example, MGs. 

The second group of rules expands the scope of 
the simulation. Under the heading of increased 
capabilities, it is now possible to take prisoners, and 
the wholematter of the use of captured weapons and 
vehicles has b s n  expanded to include just about 
everything. Motivation for the taking of prisoners is 
provided by the rule that has a captured unit count 
twice as much toward victory conditions as does a 
destroyed unit. The attendant mechanics of the 
prisoner rulesare not essential pieces of information 
here, but I'd suggest that you read through them 
carefully. Personally, I think they are among the 
cleverest, in the SL system, in the net effect they 
produce. The last new rule simply states that 
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infantry subjected to direct fire from a lower 
elevation enjoy a + I  DRM unless they arehigher up 
by virtue of being in a building. 

Other than a vehicle here and a leader there, this 
scenario emerged from playtesting almost un- 
changed. My feeling is that balance is particularly 
difficult to judge in this one because of thevariety of 
options available, and the scope of possible re- 
sponses. 

Scenario 17-Debacle at  Korasten 
The nearby town of Korosten, in the rear of the 

German Sixth Army, provides the name for this 
August, 1941, scenario. Here, as twilight falls one 
day, the industrious members of a map depot are 
suddenly attacked by a horde of Cossacks. In this 
case, that amounts to 18 squads, led byfourleaders, 
and carrying three LMGs and one MMG. To be 
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victorious in this scenario requires that the Russian 
player destroy any 11 of the 13 German squads and 
crews who begin on the board. In addition, a t  least 
five mounted squads must exit the south edge of 
board 5. Any prisoners carried off count as two 
units destroyed. 

These map depot folks are a far cry from what 
we've come to expect of the Wehrrnacht. True, the 
three squads and the ten crews do have seven 
leaders, but only two of them, a 9-1 and an 8-1, have 
useful leadership modifiers. Befitting a place like 
this, the 6 + 1 leader (Col. Rosenberger, not 
Lozgony) heads up things. However, help is on its 
way, sometime. Six halftracks, carrying five squads 
and a 9-2 leader arrive turn 4, or later, depending 
upon a roll of the dice. 

Only two rules sectionsare added, both ofwhich 
have considerable impact. The first, and by far the 
longer section, running to over a page, details the 
mechanics of using cavalry. In plotting tactics for 
this scenario, it is necessary to know the capabilities 
of this new branch of the service. At 5-3-7, cavalry 
squadsare, except for their morale, an exact average 
of the two previous types of infantry squads. 
Practically, they are slightly inferior to a 44-7 in a 
firefight because a stack of 5-3-7s will do no better 
than will an  equal stack of 48, and their range is less. 
Defensively, dismounted cavalry has an advantage 
in close combat over a44-7. If the44-7getsagrade 
of 'C", give the 5-3-7 a "C-", as an infantry squad. 

But, of course, when you think of cavalry, you 
think about the combination of man and horse. 
Mounted cavalry has 12 MPs, and it pays for terrain 
as does infantry, except that a woods hex costs 4 
MF. While mounted, it suffers a -1 DRM with 
respect to incoming fire, enemy Close Combats, and 
enemy Overruns. Its own fire and Close Combat 
strengths are halved. This leaves us with Overruns to 
consider. To execute such an attack requires that a 
charge be declared at the beginning of movement. 
This ups the MFs to 18, but does prohibit changing 
direction in the last four hexes of a charge. The 
attack strength is doubled and the Overrun receives 
a -2 DRM. Defensive fire is executed during the 
Movement Phase, but has a twist. If the defending 

unit waits until thecavalry is adjacent, it must pass a 
normal MC: i f it passes, the MC roll is used to 
determine the outcome of the Defensive Fire. The 
problem the defender faces is when to shoot; the 
problem for the guy with the cavalry is whether or 
not a try at riding over the enemy is worth it. 

Because it's the situation of interest in this 
scenario, let's look at an attempt at Overrunning 
either a 2-4-7 or a 4 8 7 .  From the movement 
restrictions in a charge it generally follows that the 
defender will have a choice about whether or not to 
wait until the cavalry is adjacent before trying his 
luck. The crew will break or destroy a cavalry squad 
48% of the time if the crew waits until it's adjacent; 
shooting earlier is successful 51% of the time. For a 
squad the corresponding values are 54% and 60%. 
Assuming that these numbers don't dampen your 
saber rattling urges, here are the outcomes against a 
prudent crew: 51% of the time the cavalry breaks or 
dies; the crew gets it 33% of the time; and 
everybody's okay 16% of the time. For an attack 
u p m  a squad the corresponding percentagesare 60, 
27 and 13. If you are bound and determined to ride 
over someone, a minimum of two squads, charging 
through different hexes, is required. Even so, you 
must be prepared to accept the loss of a cavalry 
squad as  a consequence. 

The second rule coven the decline in an entire 
side's morale as it accumulates losses. Subject to 
modification due to armor and AT Guns, the basic 
rule says that all morale levels drop by one when the 
losses reach 40%. They then drop an additional 
point for each additional 20% losa. These percen- 
tages are based upon the point values of all leaders, 
squads and crews. The obvious effect of such a rule, 
in general, is to magnify any advantage gained. In 
this particular scenario it makes those weak leaders 
quite dangerous to their own side. 

Returning to the scenario, let's takea look at the 
Germans in Fig. 8. Specific placement hexes for the 
10 crews, the trucks and the armored car are a11 
dictated. The squads must set up in buildings 
without other squads and crews being present. 
Leaders, the MGs, and the two kubelwagens go 
where one wishes. No special rules reflect the shock 

referred to in the scenario sheet's description of 
events, so all of these forces will function normally 
throughout the game, until losses reach the morale 
drop value. Since the Russiansmust set up on board 
5,1 prefer to position the squads as shown, each with 
a LMG. The best leader goes into N2 where, along 
with the MMG, he hopes to make considerable 
trouble. The general idea of the initial placement i s  
to prevent easy Russian movement around all of 
those tempting targets. 

From the Russian placement shown, we get to 
witness a pair of chargingunits. To start, thecavalry 
squad in I10 charges 3V5 after first moving to 327. 
Should they survive, they exit 3VS into U5 and then 
head back south. Their chances of surviving the 
Defensive Fire from the crew in V5 are enhanced 
because it must take an adjacent shot. Assuming 
that the crew survives, Cohenov leads his squad out 
of M10 and charges from V6, exiting into W6 and 
ending in V7. Together, these two charges have an 
80+$ chance of a t  least breaking the crew. The 
second squad in MI0 rides, with the LMG, into U7 
and dismounts. If they survive, they move in the 
Advance Phase into T6. 

You may be wondering what the Germans are 
doing to interfere with d l  of this. Well, hopefully, 
they are firing away. In particular, the Russian 
player should shed no tears if the forces in N2, 47 
and R6 bang away. If they do, the Germans will 
have problems. If N2 fires, the group in CClO rides 
up to 3K7 and dismounts. If N2 does not fire, 
prudence suggests that dismounting take place in 
K8, followed by Advance Phase movement into K7. 
Should 47 and R6 fire, the stacks in V9 and UIO 
move into Q8 and R7, respectively, dismount, fire, 
and Close Combat the adjacent enemy. If 47 and 
RB remain silent, such movement is foolish, and the 
stacks head northeast. The one with the leader 
finishes the turn in 3P8. 

In hopes of being able to take a prisoner, the 
thm squads in GIO, taking a slight risk, advanw 
and dismount in 3x4. The remaining Russians ride 
to YI, with the long range purpose of swinging 
around north of the defenders and making escape 
that way a little harder. 

Figure 8: All Russian unita are mounted 
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From the victory conditions, it's clear what each 
side will try to do thereafter. Becabse of the variable 
arrival of the German reinforcements, this is no 
scenario for people who have to win. You play this 
one for grins, with the Russian player getting to 
bellow all sorts of blood thirsty things when his 
cavalry charges. 

I would imagine that, because of the variable 
arrival of reinforcements, that this is a hard scenario 
to judge as far as balance goes. For whatever 
reasons, it changed little from the original version. 

Scenario 18-The D e f e ~ e  of Luga 
As was the previous scenario, this one is set near 

the start of the war in the east. In July, 1941 
(remember the wheatfields), a bypassed group of 
Russians, including armor, regular infantry, and 
militia, is going to attempt to seize the city of Luga. 
This city, along the German line of communication 
south of Leningrad, is held by infantry stiffened 
with anti-tank weaponry. 

The victory conditions require the arriving 
Russians to seize a majority (16) of the stone 
buildings on the boards. Of course, stone buildings 
mean the return of board 1. It is probably destined 
to lx the most fought-over piece of wargaming 
terrain to ever come off a press. All of the German 
forces available for defense begin the game on the 
map, while the Russians start arriving on turn 1. 

Thirteen German squads, led by six 8-1 or better 
leaders, and provided with eight MGs, form the 
infantry portion of the defense. Six crews serve six 
weapons, ranging from 20L to 50L. As a correction, 
this force should contain two 37L A T  Guns and two 
ML AT Guns, rather than the indicated three and 
one. The 2OL and one of the 37Ls have some 
valuable characteristics because they are AA 
weapons pressed into emergency use. However, the 
unique character of this scenario is really shaped by 
the use of Hidden Initial Placement (hereafter, 
HIP). Compared with Scenario 14, HIP causes 
much more uncertainty here. As he looks at the 
board, all the Russian pIayer knows is that the 
enemy is south of row K on boards 3 and 4. 

The invasion force is a hodge-podge. In terms of 
infantry, it's normal Russian: 39 squads, only four 
leaders, six MGs and an ATR. But the armor, ah, 
that's something else: two T28Cs, three T40As, 
three T26Ss, two BT12s, a KVIIA, and a T34176A. 
To  put this force into proper perspective, the 
German 20L AA gun, if it hits, has at least one 
chance in thirty-six of killing eight of the twelve 
vehicles out to a range of 24 hexes. And that's 
against frontal armor. ASOL has at least that good a 
chance against any Rusaian AFV present all the way 
out to 39 hexes. That's not to say that all the armor 
must or should cower in a corner, but it should make 
us all realize that this is a situation in which some 
caution is required. 

With just over a single column of new rules, 
there's not much new to learn. Twelve of the 
Russian squads are 4-34 militia. In general, such 
counters are used to represent inexperienced 
infantry. Rules for their use fill about half of a 
column. Their major flaws are that they have a basic 
M P  allowance of only three, and havea rally level of 
five. The remaining rules describe sustained fire by 
MGs. Now, a t  the expense of a reduction by two of 
the breakdown number, a MG can get a one column 
shift on the IFT. While the new rules are rather 
short, it's a good idea to review everything back in 
the new section 63 before playing. 

Bearing in mind that the Russian player will see 
none of this when he starts the game, let's takea look 
at what the German player can do. With 39 counters 
under his command, he is required to have at least 

some unitsoneach board. No more than twelve may 
begin on any one board. Thus, a defense in depth is 
necessitated by the special rules. Even i f it were not, 
however, the relative strengths of each side and the 
psychology of HIP would dictate something similar. 
In trying to hold back the Russian hordes for 
thirteen turns, the German player requires uncer- 
tainty as an ally. A major Russian goal is the rapid 
development of information concerning German 
deployment. In contacting anenemy force this is the 
first requirement of the battle. Here, HIP goes a 
long way toward recreatingone of the facts of war at 
the tactical level. 

Uncertainty can be produced in various ways. 
All have in common thegoal of keeping the Russian 
player cautious. When he's cautious, he searches 
trees and buildings, looking for the hidden foe. His 
armor does not advance boldly, and his precious 
leaders lag behind the advance.. 

A defense in depth, however, is just one of two 
major tools used to create uncertainty. The other 
involves the timely exposure of German units. By 
this I refer to the idea that the first available target 
need not be the first one attacked. Fire at the second 
or third one to pass by does bad things for the 
Russian player's concentration, forcing him to 
wonder about what else might be lurking some- 
where behind his most advanced units. 

The German deployment shown in Fig. 9 reflects 
the words above. To  start with some overall 
observations, neither boards 3 nor 4 contain the 
maximum allowable number of pieces. Group A on 
board 3 consists of a 9-1 leader, one squad and a 
MMG on the second floor, and one squad on the 
first floor. If a dozen counters begin the battle on 
either 3 or 4, an intelligent Russian player (i.e., one 
who's keeping track of how many pieces have 
appeared on each board) will be very pleased when 
he's found the twelfth counter. Any deployment 
should bear this in mind. As a matter of good 
mannew, the question of how you count pieces 
located on a pair of half-hexes belonging to two 
different boards should be known to both players 
before the game is begun. 

Of the six available AT weapons, four are 
located well back and only the one on board 4 is 
really up forward. The goal is to keep the Russian 

Figure 9: Group A consists 01 a 9-1 leader. a - 7  squad and a MMG on the second Iwcl. with another 4-6-7 squad on thc first level ready tn move up l o  the xcond floor to man [he MMG should thc othcr squad 
ialtcr. 4=4+7; L =  LMG. M: MMG, H = HMG.8.8-1: 50=50LATClwcrcw;37=37LAA!wcrew: 20 = 20L AAiw m w :  9 ~ 9 2 .  B = 9-1: 4: 447.7 = 74: 3 = 4-3-6:C.84: K =  KVllA:lb=T26S: 40 = T40A. 
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player guessing. Good play on his part will force a 
reasonably cautious armor advance while his 
infantry feels for the enemy positions. Expcrienae 
shows that a suwessful Russian campaign in the 
streets of board 1 requires that some Soviet armor 
survive to do two things: function as a taxi service, 
and provide direct fire support against enemy 
infantry positions. Unless strongly supported by 
friendly infantry, AT Guns located near the 
northern edge of the allowable hexes will bequickly 
discovered and destroyed by Russian infantry. 
Providing such support will delay theoutcome, but, 
particuIarly on  board 3, has twoundesirable aspects 
for the German side. The first is that, in doing their 
job, the German infantry will almost certainly be 
cut-off and destroyad. The second is that a force 
large enough to be effective will exhaust enough of 
the 12 munter limit to give even a carefut opponent 
a quick passage the length of board 3. 

In deploying the AT weapons the other 
significant concern is fields of fire. German forces 
are too thin on the ground to allow one to be very 
cute in picking spots. However, there is an area, 
duting play of the game, where you can try 
something of that son. With the defense given, 
particularly if the stacks off of board 4 include 
several vehicles, I'd let the first tank go past the gun 
at NS without taking a shot. The second would be 
attacked. My purpose in so doing would be to 
establish my will ingn~s to wait. 

Infantry positions in 3M2 and 305 are pretty 
obrious, and I'd fire M2 a t  the first attractive target 
I had. 0 5 .  however, would wait a bit. When p r t  of 
your defense is psychologic~l, you can't afford to be 
too predictable. Moving over to board 4, the L9 
squad is intended to infiltrate back into the village 
after the action has passed by. If this appears to be 
an unlikely possibiIity because of enemy search 
parties, it takes off and heads south. Those forlorn 
souls a t  T4 will be revealed when they advance to 
3T1, which they will do as soon as any kind of 
Russian effort on that board becomes clear. Maybe 
he'll think that there were already 12 pieces on board 
3. The last force on the northern boards, a t  Y9, is 
there because I just couldn't bear the thought of 
leaving the road wed of there uncovered. 

On the southern boards, the HMG positionsare 
strong ones with good fields of fire. BB4 should 
open up as soon as targets appear, but you might 
want to wait a bit with AA7. The three squads on 
board 5 closest to board I will move west as the 
situation dictates. So too will thorn in VS, but their 
initial purpose is to provide some security against a 
Russian assault on board 1 from the wast. 

The invaders are hobbled in the use of their 
armor by a special rule requiring that one die be 
rolled for each multiple of six (or fraction thereof) 
AFVs still mobile. What you roll equals the number 
of vehicles you can move to new hexes that turn. 
O d y  the T34176A is immune from this nstriction. 
The intent of the rule is to reflect the confused 
nature of things on the Russian side. In order to 
prevent a very unrealistic ability to react to initial 
German fire, all Russian forces must be positioned 
adjacent to their entry hexes &fore things begin. 

What youseeat thenorthernend of the boards is 
one way in which the Russians might begin if the 
dice rolls allowed just five vehicles to enter, Infantry 
positions are thoseprior to the Advance Phase. Two 
T40As have been used to deliver squads to L8 and 
L9. Assuming no opposition, the squads will 
advance into M8 and M10. Such a procedure will 
flush any foe within those eight forest hexes or the 
building in M7. To complete the action on the 
western edge, the Advance Phase would see the 
squads in F9 advance into G9, while the 8 4  leader 
and the squads in D9 all enter EIO. During the 
Movement Phase of turn2, two of thesquadsshown 
in F9 wiH board the tanks in row L. 

Other tank-transported units are in IS and K5. 
Each will advance to the southeast, one to gain 
cover and one to w u t  building LA. The infantry 
along the road hopes to explore building M2. 
Movement of the KVIIA into H5 would be my 
response to fire from that location. Even in the 
absence of any German response it's not a bad 
move. 

Similarly, a Russian MMG in 3H2 by the end of 
the second Movement Phase makes sense because of 
its fine field of fire. As was the case in the west, the 
leader joins a second group during the Advance 
Phase. The same thing also happens on the other 
side of the hill. Russian leaders are too valuable to 
be risked without a good cause. Following second 
turn movement, the trio of squads seen in FIO will 
k in J9, ready to split up and start exploring 
possible concealing hexes north and east of M2. As 
an alternative, they, and the three behind them, 
might form a firelassault group if M2 turns out to 
be held. 

The six militia squads are going to continue 
southward along board 4, looking for enemy 
positions. The need for intelligence is greater than 
the need for six militia squads. That T26S is also on 
an intelligence gathering mission. Complete with 
squad, it will head south as long as it'sabk to move. 
Two other vehicles, a second T26S and a BT72, each 
with a militia squad on board, are waiting for a 
c h a m  to enter at 4A6. They too will go south, on 
the same mission. Collectively, they pose the 
German player a pretty problem. Tomaximize their 
effect, they should be kept well separated. 

If the enemy is found, the cleanup group consists 
of a T28C with a LMG-carrying 6-2-8 on board. 
Its armor means the tank has nothing to  fear from a 
37L frontal shot, and its ten MG factors make it a 
formidable anti-infantry weapon. On this board. 
however, the destruction of enemy fo ras  is 
secondary to the task of determining where and 
what they arc. 

The main effort will be on board 3, and 
every t King else the Russians have is adjacent to 3A6, 
waiting for the chance to  enter. Enough vehiclesare 
available to transport the remaining infantry and 
their support weapons. 

From this description, my ideas of sensible 
Russian play should be pretty clear. Basically, it's a 
matter of gaining information without paying too 
great a price in pieces or in time. The advance must 
be kept concentrated enough so that, along the main 
line of advance, heavy fire can quickIy be brought to 
bear. Some squads must always be mounted up, 
available for rapid movement. 

Even after this length of time, I am still uncertain 
as to the ultimate balance in this scenario. However, 
of one thing I am certain: it's one of my favorites. 
From the time playtesting began until now, such 
changes as were made generally favored the 
Russians. The KVlIA was added, as were three 
T40As and a 7 0  leader, while only one T26S was 
lost. In addition, the game length was increased by 
one turn. 

Scmrio 19-A Wbrta Melee 

If you thought the Russian armor of the 
previous scenario to be a bit d d ,  then "bizarre" is 
probably the word you'll use to describe the mix of 
this scenario's Russian squads. In Febmary, 1942, a 
German recon group has seized the village of 
Okorovovo, thereby, at least momentarily, frustrat- 
ing a Russian partisan resupply effort. The burden 
of attack falls upon the Russian player. Within ten 
turns he must gain uncontested control of all five 
stone buildings on board 3. 

The German force, initially restricted to any 
whole hex of board 3, consists of ten squads, four 
leaders (8-1 to 9-2), three LMGs, two M MGs, and 
three SPW2511 Is, MG-armed halftracks. This 
group is deployed after the Russian player has 
plactd the first of three distinctly different forces 
upon the board. This one consists of 10 3 - 3 4  
partisan squads led by 9-1 Taravich and 8-0 
Markovitch. By way of weaponry they have two 
LMGs, two ATRs, and four Molotov cocktails 
("Drink up comrade, we need the bottle.") Allof this 
goes on any whole hex of board 5. After the German 
player sets up, two more Russiana are added: a pair 
of snipers. 

All of these Russians represent the force to be 
resupplied. The group intemtcd in revictualing 
them enters the south edge of board 4 on the first 
turn. It consists of twelve cavalry squads with 8-0 
and 9-1 leaders. On each turn through number 4 
there is a one-in-four chance that the third Russian 
group will appear: 20 6-2-8 parachutists, complete 
with three LMGs and 9-1 and 10-2 leaders. Thirty- 
two percent of the time they wiIl not arrive until turn 
5 ,  when they then automatically appear. 

Taking the new infantry units in the order of 
their appearance, partisans are similar to other 
types of second class infantry in that they rally one 
spot below their normal morale value. Except with 
respect to partisan squads, partisan leaden cannot 
do any of the things normal leaders a n  do, but 
regular army officers can do the usual things for 
partisan squads. Partisans use all support weapons 
as if they were captured weapons. On the positive 
side, they get a +2 DRM against fire when they're in 
the wods,and pay only 1 MP per woods hex. They 
are able to impart the latter ability to any friendly 
forms stacked with them. They are similarly useful 
with respect to their combat specialty, the ambush. 
Subject to a rather moderate restriction concerning 
contiguous hexes, partisans advancing into Close 
Combat in a woods or forest-road h e x g t  toresolve 
their attacks first. Only such enemy units as survive 
can retaliate. 

Snipers (1-8-8s) stack, move and can rally 
themselves as do leaders. UnIike any other unit they 
may fire and still remain hidden. In exchange, they 
are totally incapable of doing anything in the way of 
portaging or  using support weapons. Their unique 
combat capability Iies in the fact that tach comes 
with his own IFT DRM, from -1 and through 4. 
When hidden (as per HIP) or  under a Concealment 
marker, this DRM is used in addition to any normal 
ones which might apply. Point blank and long range 
fire effects modify this DRM rather than the basic 
firepower of the unit. In firing at a stack, the sniper 
must select a target piece. A KIA result ki if the 
target represents a single individual; otherwise, it 
produces a normal MC result. All other results are 
to no effect. In addition to the usual way of losing 
hidden status due to enemy movement, unbroken 
infantry units in a target hex get a free guess as to the 
loation of the fire. A correct guess muses the sniper 
to be phced on the board beneath a Concealment 
marker. 

Aa you might imagine, the rules for paratroops 
are concerned with themechanics of getting themon 
the ground. In this scenario the rules leave us with 
the requirement that what's airdropped must te 
divided into four groups, each consisting of five 
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squads and no more than two leaders or LMGs. The 
Russian player selects a drop hex for each group, 
subject to the restriction that they must be a t  least 
'five hexes from one another. The rulesprovide for a 
5b50 chance that the drop hex selected will be the 
.location of one end of a string of paratroopers. The I other half of the time the drop hex is displaced to  the 
same hex on a different board. Once all such hexes 
are located, the parachutists are strung out from 
them along parallel hex grains, on top of their 'chute 
counters. Each such counter (and there are separate 
ones for each leader and each LMGl then rates a 
pair of dice rolls for scatter. One die gives direction 
while the second specifies distance. If you'll take a 
look at Fig 10 you'll see what scatter can do. In this 
case the drop hexes were 4AA6,321,3Y7 and 5x2, 
and the strings of jumpers all ran north from these 
locations. Leaders and LMGs are shown on top of 
their'chute counters. The 6-2-8s have been removed 
from theirs for the sake of clarity. 

At this point in the proceedings, enemy 
Defensive Fire takes place. After that, all unbroken 
units get to shift themselves one hex in any direction 
and land. This ability to shift is to be prized because 
landing in a buiIding, forest, or forest-road hex costs 

' a  normal MC. Other rules cover Close Combat in 

the turn of arrival and the procedure followed for 
units that happen to drift off the map. 

For the pyromaniacs we havea new weapon, the 
Molotov cocktail. At your request, it can be used in 
an effort to torch buildings as well as vehicles. 
Except in bulk, it is not an effective weapon. To 
have any real chance in a Defensive Fireapplication 
you need to be in the same hexwith yourtarget,and 
even then all you0lI get is a 17% chance of sucoess. 
That's the same chance a 6-level morale squad has of 
a successful Close Combat with one of the things. 
These chances reflect the favorable modifications 
due to the halftracks being open-topped vehicles. 

Because the special rules require the retreat of all 
partisans into forest hexes on board 5 as soon as five 
such squads are lost, their initialdeployment is close 
to board 3, but in terrain where they are quite safe. 
As you might imagine, the variables in this scenario 
make play balance calls quite difficult, but the 
German deployment represents my feeling thatjust 
sitting there and waitingforit isanexcellent way for 
the German player to lose. 

The force in W5 has a comparatively good field 
of fire, and will be free, since the Germans move 
first, to try entrenching on turn 1. Such a force is 
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well-placed in the event of a drop either across the 
town, or to the west. The cavalry arriving on turn 1 
will receive the attention of the forcein N1, or that in 
W5, and the two southern halftracks. Prior to the 
horsemen's arrival, the vehicle in G3 moves down to 
4C7, while his partner goes to 4410. Once the 
cavalry appear, they are to be attacked by every 
possible means in an effort to reduce their numbers 
to the point at which they do not form a major 
independent threat. Meanwhile, the other halftrack 
keeps an eye on the woods to the north. Leaving two 
of the victory condition buildings unoccupied is a 
temporary measure. Movement of the T4 force 
depends upon the entry area of the cavalry. 

In response to all of this, the snipers have been 
positioned to try their luck against the squads on hill 
522. My ideas about cavalry entry and the airdop 
are based upon two observations: that the number. 
of positions around the vital hexes on board 3 that 
have good fields of fire is limited; and that the 
German force is small for its assigned task. From 
this, it seems best to attack from two directions. 
Thus, the cavalry enters toward the eastern end of 
the south edge, with the goal of reaching the woods 
southeast of building M2. 

. Fiylre 10: All chutes signify a descending &2-8 squad 
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While this is going on the partisans move to the 

tree line and bring the halftrack under fire. This will 
normally cause its retreat. 357 is a nice location. If 
the paratroopers arrive within the first three turns, 
I'd drop them as indicated earlier, with an eye 
toward developing pressure from both east and 
west. A later arrival pretty well eliminates a tidy 
fight, forcing the drop hexes further east. Once the 
paratroops have landed, a general assault must 
follow within three turns. After that, it's a wide- 
open brawl. 

Not much happened to this scenario, from start 
to finish, in terms of the forces involved. One of the 
special rules, however, did change. Originally, the 
entry turn of the paratroopers was determined by 
selection of a Fire Mission chit prior to the game's 
start. Now a chit is drawn by the Russian pIayer 
each turn. If it matches the turn number the 
paratroops arrive that turn. If it does not match, 
back it goes. The resulting loss of advance 
knowledge, plus the possibility of an additionaI 
turn's deIay, certainly make things more interesting. 

Scenario 20-Breakout from Borisov 
COT finishes up with yet another early war 

scenario. This one is a meeting engagement between 
an assortment of Russian units and elements of the 
52nd panzer grenadier regiment, with the former 
seeking to crush a bridgehead across the Berezina 
River which thelatter is seeking toexpand. The time 
is July, 1941, but the feel is that of a different period. 
The reason for this doubtless lies in the general 
nature of the scenario, in that each side must be 
capable of aggressive action. 

This is reflected in the victory conditions. After 
ten turns, victory goes to the side having control of 
the most boards. To have control it is necessaq to 
have a t  least a two-to-one advantage in unbroken 
squads on a board. A fully functional AFV counts 
as two squads; an immobilized AFV, or one with 
some malfunctioning armament, counts as one. In 
the last turn or two of the ten turns, the victory 
conditions produce some militarily peculiar events, 
but the overall flexibility of play in the situation 
more than compensates for this. 

Of the twenty scenarios to date, this one is 
unique in that it is the sole meeting engagement. 
Referring to Fig. I I ,  all of the Russiansenter boards 
4 and 5 from the east, while all of the Gerrnansenter 
at the western edge of board I. The "missing" map 
section is flat, impassable marsh. To add to the fun, 
a die roll decides which side moves first. As a 
penalty, the units of the side moving first have just 
half their normal movement allowances. Which side 
suffers most, initially, from moving fint is unclear 

to me. What is clear, however, is the end game 
advantage of moving last. 

No illustration is given for Sit. 20 because 
of two factors. First of all, there are really two 
openings due to the questions as to who moves first. 
Secondly, the opening turn activities are not as 
revealing in this scenario. For these reasons I've 
chosen instead to spend time on matters of force 
composition and strategy. 

The German infantry consists of 24 squads, six 
of them 8-3-8s. Among them they carry 14 MGs, a 
flamethrower, and three demo charges. Leaders are 
handled in a unique way in this scenario. The 
German player picks up to ten regular infantry 
leaders whose total leadership modifiers do not 
exceed 11. Since the unnamed leaders of the SL 
Campaign Game can be used, I like two 8-Os, two 8- 
Is, three 9-Is, one 9-2 and two 10-2s. Other 
nonvehicular ground forces consist of three crews 
and their AT Guns: two 28LLs and one 50L. One of 
the new elements to appear (maybe) in this scenario 
is what I think of as a Stuka module, but moreabout 
that later. Three radios provide access to four 
lOOmm fire missions. 

No less than 20vehicles accompany this band, 10 
of which are halftracks of four different types. Four 
are the unarmored SdKfz 7ts. Of the six SPW251s, 
three are MG-armed and a fourth has traded its 
squad carrying ability for a 37L gun. The infantry 
lift capability is helped considerably by the presence 
of three heavy trucks. Six of the remaining vehicles 
provide the main gun capability: a PzKw IVFI, 
three IIIEs, a PzKw 38t, and one assault gun, the 
reliable STGIIIB. Speed is what the last vehicle 
gives one. It's a PSW222 (20L) armored car. The 
lone 8-1 armor leader probably belongs with the F1. 

Against this we find arrayed no less than 54 
Russian squads: 36 44-7s, and six each of 6-2-8s. 5- 
3-75, and 4-3-6s. In terms of support weapons they 
are not all that badly equipped, having nine MGs 
and five ATRs. For a Russian force, it's in pretty 
good shape with respect to leaders: no more than 
eight with a total modifier of seven. I would select 
two g a s ,  two 8-Is, three 9-1s and a 10-2. 

The remainder of the Russian force consists of a 
dozen tanks. Seven of these are BT58, BT72s and 
T26Ss. Two T28Bs, a KYI, a KVllA and the lone 
T34, a 76A, round out the lot. That rule back in 
scenario 18 limiting armor movement by dice rolls 
also applies here. 

Two minor rules make their appearance. One 
covers misses by lWmm and larger HE rounds. 
Obviously, they have to land somewhere, and hereis 
where you learn how to handle the situation. The 
second permits some previously forbidden acts (e.g., 
firing a panzerfaust from inside avehicle) at various 
costs. Airpower, or more specifically, Stukas. 
provides the biggest part of the new rules. When air 
support is available, the owning player rolls a die 
during the initial Rally Phase of each turn. On a "I", 
the first time it'srolled, he gets it, subject toa  second 
die roll that determines how much hegets, from one 
to three aircraft. In this scenario the chances of 
getting no, one, two or three planes are I6%, 28%, 
42%, and 14%. In almost all cases any air support 
received must be used during the turn of its 
appearance, and that appearance cannot bz delayed 
once the die says that it's time for air power. As you 
might suppose, the rules provide for misses and, I 1 
times in 36, thechanceof mistakenattacks, in which 
case the German player may well end up blowing 
away some of his own forces. Close air support is a 
chancy thing in Cot. 

Starting fires has always had an appeal to some 
SL players, and in the past they've been forced to 
rely almost entirely upon flamethrowers. Now, 
however, things are different. Matches have been 
issued to all troops so that every unit now has a t  
least a chance to set everything but clear terrain 

ablaze. Environmental conditions (in six categories, 
mud-snow through very dry), modified by time-of- 
year (five categories) adjust the chances. Wind 
direction and velocity influence the spread of a fire. 
There is, at each Rally Phase, a small chance that 
one of these two conditions will change. In a ten turn 
scenario there is a 57% chance that the wind 
conditions set prior to starting the scenario will 
remain unchanged. The easiest thing to burn is a 
wooden building, while the hardest is a woods hex; 
stone buildings and wheatfields fa11 in between. 
Depending upon the weather rolled for this 
scenario, wooden building go up 42 to 83% of the 
time, per try. The numbers forawoods hex are 17 to 
58%. 

These numbers speak to the possibility of using 
fire asa weapon. I have found its most reliable use to 
be defensive in character. It can be used to deny 
territory to an enemy or to block his LOS. Thereare 
problems with this, but offensive uses of fire seem to 
have more. In any event, the potential produces 
additional problems for the game player. 

I'm sure that all of you are aware of those old 
sayingsto theeffect that plans do not survive the fint 
contact with the enemy. As with a lot of catchy' 
slogans, this one tells something less than the total 
truth. Both players have enough in the way of units 
to make some sort of planning a necessity if they 
wish to avoid participating in a rather dull brawl. 
That what you devise will undergo modifications is 
certain, but that's a poor excuse for not looking 
ahead. 

The first thing to consider is how victory is 
determined. The possibilities include controlling 
three boards and ignoring the other two, and 
holding two boards while keeping two more out of 
the other players control. Winning with just one 
board under your control has a dreadful bloodbath 
as a prerequisite. In my experience, barringa rout of 
one side, most games are either draws or go to the 
player controlling two boards. In this connection, 
control of hill 498 and the region west of it on board 
3 will not insure victory, but it is hard to win without 
having it. From this area iris  possible to interdict 
north-south movement across board edges. 

Turning to forces, the obvious German advan- 
tage is mobility, while the disadvantage lies in 
numbers. For the Russians, things are reversed. 
Because his superior mobility will give the German 
player at least a chance to hold the initiative during 
the opening turns, let's first consider what he might 
try. 

The nature of the terrain will make German 
chances for control of board 3 quite poor should the 
Russian player make a major effort on board 4. 
German hopes for a victory do require that such an 
effort fail to reach board I. Thus, a German player 
moving first is forced to dispatch troops into board 
3 with an eye toward controlling east-west passage 
across it. Control, of hill 534in the northern sector is 
essential. The 50 L ATGun, supportd by squads, at 
least one MMG, and a radioequipped leader dug in 
in hexes such as 356 and 3K7 represent a minimum 
investment in the area. While none of this will get 
there in turn 1 ,  the potential must be established by 
how forces enter. They can always be diverted 
elsewhere. The bulk of the German forces should be 
divided between Q I O  and YIO, with tanks leading 
the advance. True, they are slower, but the German 
halftracks are essential to success and ought not to 
be risked for a few extra hexes. 

Because of the terrain, the favorite Russian entry 
is along the edge of board 4. If that course is chosen 
when the Russians move second, the first priority is 
to get the Russian infantry across board 4. The 
technique of shifting leaders back and forth, during 
the Advance Phase, between two stacks is useful. 
Congested terrain with good cover is of greater 
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$due to the Russians, and board 3 offers this. 
Russian cavalry is well-equipped to go after 
building 3M2 andlor the woodsaround it, while the 
main force drives across the center of board 4. If the 
Russian player is lucky with the dice, some infantry- 
transporting armor can head toward hill 498 at the 
~outhern end of board 3. 

No such adventure is reasonable when the 
Russians move first. If board 4 is the entry area, the 
armor needs to be kept close. Against such an 
opening the German player will be able to occupy 
the village in the center of board 3, but should 
probably avoid the buildings and trees along the 
a a m  between boards 3 and 4. In the long run, the 
restricted fields of fire tell against the German 
weakness in infantry. 

Tactically, each side has the aim of reducing the 
other side's mobility. For this reason it is impracti- 
cal, over the long m, for either side to separate its 
armor fromits infantry. The AFV weaponryand the 
terrain are such that infantry support is required if 
rhe AFVs are to survive. 

With an opening such as the one above, the 
'Battle will be concentrated in the northern portion 
sf the playing area. A Russianentry on both sides of 
;the east-west boundary between boards 4 and 5 
kern to produce a much more mobile situation. 
:Here the Russian player seeks to isolate the 
!southem boards by using armor on board 5 coupled 
yith an infantry advance across 4 in the area of the 
{lalarge wheatfield. I feel this to be arisky opening, but 

ha$ proven to be successful when the Germangets 
bmself tangled up with conflicting efforts and splits 
$8 own force. 
1 This scenario is the second to have a board 
;change during playtesting. Originally, a second 
'board I was to be used in thesouthwest. Its removal 
!restricts the German advantage of greater mobility. 
(In a further move to strengthen the Russians they 
host a T35 and received the KYs in its place, along 
?with the six second class infantry squads. The 
:bimt change, however, came in connection with 
ithe limits on the total leadership modifier. Original- 
,ly it was set by dice rolls, using three dice for the 
:Germans and two for the Russians. If ever the dice 
;decided a game, it was under that special rule. 

$Some Final Remarks 
I consider the SLsystem to be themajor event in 

.tactical games. The system has withstood the COI 
,additions and changes with considerable grace, 
+demonstrating the caliber of the basic game 
$mechanics. Twenty scenarios displaying consider- 
:able variety are, of course, a major aspect of the 
games, but the open-ended aspect of the systemand 
its components are a real plus. And just think, 
there's more on the way. GI 

I A.R.E.A. RATING SERVICE 
As outlined in The General, Vol11. No. 5, Avalon Hill 
offers a lifetime service whereby players are rated 
in relationsh~p to other pame players. Return 
coupon NOW, along with $5.00 lifetime service 
fee for complete details on the Avalon Hill 
Reliability Experience 8 Ability Rating. 

o I don't object to having my name and address 
printed in The General with the rating lists. I rate my 
self: 

A-an excellent player 
0-a good player 
C-an average player 
0-a novice in my f ~ r s t  year of gaming 
E-a beginner 

NAME 

I ADDRESS 1 
CITY STATE - ZIP- 

THE ASYLUM, No. 2 
THE PICNIC ~y Allan Moon 

You've turned a Sunday at the in-laws into a 
gaming session with your buddy, by wvwingit with 
a day in the country with the wives. You are such a 
clever man. Your smug reflection almost cracks the 
rear-view mirror. 

"We shouldn't have left the kids with Dad and 
Mom", your wife says, "we could have brought 
them along." 

"They'll be fine", you reassure her, "your folks 
love them, they're never any trouble." 

"Well, what about my hay fever?', she whines. 
"You brought your pills, didn't your" 
"Yes." She looks doubtful, but gives up the fight. 
Your only fears, wind and rain, are gone too, as 

the sun and sky are motionlessly clear. You can 
smell victory in the air. You find a spot near the lake. 
Lay out the blankets. Beer. Chips. Sandwiches. 
Pretzels. The wives begin to sunbathe and lay there 
half asleep. You break out the game. 

Branches hang over you, looking on expectant- 
ly. The lake is as glassy as your eyes. The grass limp 
to your desires. Even the ants have chosen another 
field of battle. The ground is flat and the set-up 
proceeds without a hitch. Just have to be careful of 
the green units. 

It's d l  set. But, there's no die. Not in the box. 
Didn't fall in the grass. OH NO! No randomizer 
chits either. 

You wake up the wife. Your die? She doesn't 
know. "What would I bedoing in your silly games?", 
she asks. "Maybe the children took itn, she suggests. 

'Why do you let them touch my games?"', you 

ask horrified, as you shake her violently. 
'Well, can't you use something else?'' 
"What? Cut off fingers and label them one 

through six? Find six different size rocks? Use sugar 
cubes? A sugar cube; that's it. You have one, don't 
you?' 

"Yes, you know I do", she says in a meek voice, 
"but you can't have it." 

"I need it." 
"It's for my coffee. I hate coffee without sugar." 
You plead, she refuses. You beg on one knee, she 

cries. You yell, she slaps you. You cry, shegives you 
the cube, and runs off towards the lake. 

Unconcerned by her flight, you begin to dot the 
c u k .  It is a delicate operation. Your buddy claims 
you put the "one" on the slightly crumbled side. A 
chronic complainer. The game begins. 

Screams are heard off in the distanae, from the 
direction of the lake. Oblivious, you begin the 
advanoe on the enemy positions. His flank looks 
weak. The cube has turned out to be 1ucky.for you. 
How sweet it is! 

There is a lot of commotion down by the lake. 
Lots of people milling around. A couple ofguys 
with long poles and nets. Meanwhile, you have 
advanced within range of the enemy capital, your 
objective. But you are overextended and failure to 
take the city could mean the game. The critical die 
roll; the cube breaks in half. 

-It's a one!" 
"It's a six!" 
The picnic is over. @ 

FACTORY OUTLET 
Whenever in the Baltimore area feel free to session with lnterest Group Baltimore and get 

drop in at our Factory Outlet store located in our involved with whatever playtesting happens to be 
design offices at 900 St. Paul and 20 E. Reed St. going down. Or just drop by and play or talk the 
This store is the world's only retail outlet featuring games of your choice on Saturday with any of the 
a complete selection of Avalon Hill games, parts, locals and enjoy the competition. 
magazines and accessories. Pay by cash or check Hours: AH Factory Outlet-Tuesday thru 
or bring your credit card, and if visiting on Saturday; 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
Saturdays feel free to stay and attend a gaming IGB Playtesting-Saturday; 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
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REALISTIC 
Aside from my bitter disagreement w i ~ h  the 

author's caustic remarks reference WAR A T SEA 
being a "horribly imbalancedparent game" and U- 
boats being only of4'nu~ance value", ~kefollowing 
makes inreresting reading whose timeliness cannot 
be denied in light of the recent public~rion of the 
WAR A TSEA Variant counters which he dhcwes. 
Ail of the counrers alluded to in the followingarticle 
are either in ihe respective games or uvailnble from 
our Purrs Dept. for $2.00 phs usual postage 
charges. me earlier varionts referred lo can be 
found in Vol. 13 #3. 14 #3, I4 #4, and I5 #3. 

One of the most fast-moving, playable, and 
aesthetically pleasing games to come out in recent 
years for WWII enthusiasts has been VICTORY IN 
THE PACIFIC. a much improved evolution of 
WAR A T  SEA, a good game in its own right, 
though much less realistic. Richard Hamblen is to 
be (and no doubt has been) congratulated on 
making such an  enjoyable contribution to the realm 
of playable wargamm, and the crowning achieve- 
ment. published in the Nov. 1977 GENERAL, was 
the excellent Vicrory at Sea, a combination which 
saved the horribly imbalanoed parent game from my 
discard pile and boosted the revered offspring from 
one of my favorite games to the top of the rather 
cumbersome heap, which covers a footlmker full of 
them going back to 1964. However, this game's very 
appeal led me into considerable research which has 
bared some minor (easily correctable) and some 
major (if forgivable) flaws. Although a number of 
updates have come out, this enthusiast must k g  
your indulgenoe for a few more minor corrections 
and suggestions which will enhance the realism 
without affe~ting the playability. 

LETS START THIS 
THING OUT RIGHT 

In the full scale Victory at Sea, having done 
away with the silly rules about having to rolladit to 
see if American or Russian forcescan play this turn, 
and utilizing the extra f o r m  available, including 
American obsolete battleships diverted from the 
Pacific (where they are less useful), the Germans no 
longer have the lopsided advantage of the original 
WAS. This will be even more true if the board 
extension with the Black Sea is being used, since this 
is (realistically) an extremely difficult place to deny 
the Alliesancxtra point per turn. Therefore, include 
the only two German capital ships which are 
omitted from WAS, the Schlesien and the 
Schleswig-Holstein. These two venerable old tubs 
were already obsolete when the High Seas Fleet 
sailed for the battle of Jutland in 1916, though they 
were only eight years old at the time. They were 
about the tonnage of the pocket battleships, and 
also mounted eleven-inch guns, two forward and 
two aft, but these were an older variety, with less 
than haif the range and fired at only 60%of the rate. 
They were also slow, the only slower capital ships in 
the war being the Lemnos and Kilkis. American pre- 
dreadnoughts which had been purchased by the 
Greeks and were sunk in harbor anyway. Therefore, 
give t k  twoold clunktrsfactorsof 1-1-3. This will 
insure that they will be useful for little more than 
Baltic patrols, and this is precisely how they were 
used. This can be a quaint piece of nostalgia, 
bemuse the Schkswig-Holstein fired the first shots 
of WWIIat Danzig harbor on Sept. I, 1939,and this 
is where you will want to use her on turn one, 
picking up that free Baltic point and allowing your 
better ships to sail in greater strength against 
defended waters. 

In August, knowing that conflict was imminent, 
Hitler sent the pocket battleship ~ t s c l n l a n d t o  sea 

VICTORY AT 
in order to get the jumponallied shipping. In VAS, 
when the German surface raiders are placed (in any 
sea area, after all else is set up), also place the 
Deursckland in any sea area where German forces 
are allowed. (N.B-fearing the loss of prestige if so 
named a ship were sunk, Hitler ordered her name 
changed to Lutzow in mid-voyage.) 

ABOUT THAT GERMAN 
ATTACK BONUS 

While there is, perhaps, something to legendary 
German efficiency with arms and armament, the 
attack bonus blows some of their ships out of 
proportion (and many an Allied ship from the 
water!). While this bonus is justified on the 
Bismarck-class battleships, it is probably not on the 
others. The German high command itself ordered 
the Scharnhorsr and the Gneisemar not to engage 
any enemy capital ships, even obsolete ones. 
Together they fared poorly against the old Renown 
in the Norway campaign, and the only other clash 
with a battleship, against Dukeof York in the Battle 
of North Cape, was the end of Scharnhorsr. The 
pocket battleships were even more vulnerable, 
losing the only engagement with a ship powerful 
enough to register in the game, and the Battle ofthe 
River Platte in game terrnswould have beenallies I -  
1-7 w. axis 2-2-5 with attack bonus. Actually, the 
fight was nearer even. 

On the other hand, the argument for the attack 
bonus is that without it the Germans will seldom 
have situations on the high seas where they can risk 
their fleet. While this was exactly the case, it makes 
the game much l ea  interesting, so this compromise 
is offered. Don't give the attack bonus to  the 
Schleswig- Hohzein and the Schlesien because their 
armament was inferior, older guns. Also, don't give 
the attack bonus to the surface attack factor of the 
Graf Zeppelin, which, like any aircraft carrier in the 
game, receives its strength from a proliferation of 
small*atiber weapons and had no big guns in its 
dtsign. 

CAN QUEEN ELIZABETH 
OUTCLASS JULIUS CAESAR? 

The answer to this one should be an emphatic 
yes. The Andrea Doria and Conti de Cuvour class 
Italian battleships (the latter including Guilio 
Cesare) were built during WWI to counter the 
Austrian Viribus Unitus battleships, and it was 
probably much the ltalians'good fortune they never 
met. Like many of the period, these ships were 
extensively refitted and rebiilt during the period 
between the wars, but in every respect except speed 
were considerably inferior to the Queen Elizabeth- 
class, five other famousgebuilds represented in the 
game as 444.  These British relics of Jutland had 
been built from the d e ~ k  up anew, and like all other 
ships in the game which mount eight fifteen-inch 
guns (e.g. Hood, Royal Oak, Richelieu, Bismarck), 
bas a gunnery factor of four. The obsolete Italian 
battleship represented as 4-3-5. having had their 
center turret removed in rebuilding, mounted a 
triple and a superfiring double turret both fore and 
aft, for ten 12.6 inch guns. This is far more 
comparable to a couple of the ships added to the 
combination game, the obsolete U.S. Arkansas, 
rnountipg twelve 12-inch guns, or the French 
Lormine, mounting ten 13.4 inch guns. Sinw both 
of these ships are assigned a gunnery factor of three, 
it seems reasonable to represent these four old 
Italian battleships as 3-3-5. Although there are any 
number of places you can logically argue for afactor 
here or there, the purpose of this article is not to nit 
pick, but in order for the British to cover their area 
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of responsibility all the way from Iceland to Ceylon 
is a big order, and the only way they were able to 
manage at all was to hold the Italians in check with 
qualitatively superior forces. Inany event, if youare 
using the expanded order of battle for the Italians 
suggested in the same article as the addition of the 
Black Sea Fleet for the Russians and the Greek 
navy, they get three of the four b s t  points back. 

One thing is certain--even though the Italians 
had a sizable navy with some of the best battleships 
at the start of the war, they never really seized the 
initiative in the Mediterranean the way the British 
(and for a short while the Germans) did. Therefore, 
in the combined game have the Italians move with 
the Japanese patrolling forces, before the allies, with 
only the Germans getting the drop on the British. 
This might make the Italian more reluctant to risk 
his fleet, and again is historical. 

THE ERRATICALLY TIMED 
TURN RECORD TABLE 

Never in one of Avalon Hill's games can I ever 
recall a more time obfuscating turn sequence. Since 
turn ending dates are given for VITP, and the 
surprise attack that starts that game is the end of 
turn three (unless using the optional Japanese early 
attack rules from the Nov. 77 GENERAL, which 
are excellent), it can be assumed that we have d a t a  
for the fourth through tenth turns of the combined 
game,as wellas theending date for turn three. These 
turns vary from four to seven months. Therefore, 
using four to seven month intervals, we should be 
able to work backwards and come up with the time 
reference frame to which we history lovers are so 
hopelessly addicted, and which was so baldly 
omitted from WAS. Since the game begins with 
Norway and Denmark already in German hands 
and ready to be used fora  jump off into the Barents 
Sea and beyond, the game must begin later than 
April 1940. Since France is not available as a 
German port on turn one, we can assume that turn 
one begins earlier than August 1940. This narrows it 
down fairly well. Since the Italians are in it from the 
start we can also assume it goes past early June, too. 
The absence of the French fleet on this turn is no 
problem, since the political turmoil of impending 
capitulation would have kept their navy off balance. 
Since the Russians are available on turn t h m  and 
not kfore,  we know that summer 1941 must occur 
during turn three (which ends in December 1941). 
Hence, the following track: 

Turn 1. May 1940/Dec. 1940 
2. Dec. 1940IJune 1941 
3. Jun. 1941/Dec. 1941 
4. Dec. 19411May 1942 
5. May 1942lSept. 1942 
6. Sept. 1942lJan. 1943 
7. Jan. 19431June 1943 
8. June 1943tJan. 1944 
9. Jan. 19441May 1944 

10. May 194410ct. 1944 

WHEN TO PULL A 
SNEAK ON A GREEK 

In the aforementioned article in the GENERAL 
(Vol. IS, No. 3) which added the sea area of the 
Black Sea and beefed up the Italian Fleet, the 
Greeks' small navy appeared, two 2-2-3 ex- 
American predrcadnoughts, and were made 
available on turn three. The article stated that since 
the Germans attacked Greece and Crete on turn 
three with considerable air support, it wasmandato- 
ry for the Germans to place their air strike in the 
Mediterranean that turn. A auick reference to the 
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analysis and that much esteemed author's. Even in 
accepting placing this mandatory air strike south in 
the same turn as the jump off against the Soviet 
Union (the Barbarossa campaign was delayed by the 
Balkan campaign, remembefl, to stretch turn three 
to cover the attack on Greece (Kilkis and hmnos  
were sunk in April) and Pearl Harbor both would 
seem to stretch the fabric of time a bit thin in a game 
where the average turn length is just over five 
months. Also, the sinking of the Greek fleet in 
harbor predated the cruise of the Bkmarck and 
Prinz Eugen (which become available on turn two!) 
by about a month. Since the entrance of the 
BiFrnarck and its epic voyage were wntemporane- 
ous with the attack on Crete, and since both these 
events fall neatly into turn two on the preceding 
time record track, try the following rules for use of 
the Greek fleet in the Mediterranean: 

The Greek fleet must remain in harbor on turns 
one and two. On turn two, to symbolize the massive 
air attacks that were made in conjunction with the 
Balkan campaign, the Germans must place their air 
strike in the Mediterranean, and they receive the 
attack bonus for their air strikes on turn two only 
(on turn one they were too involved in the Battle of 
Britain, and thereafter in Russia to achieve this 
superiority-the British, who used inferior bomb- 
ers, still never get the attack bonus). Furthermore, 
since support of the Greeoe operation was the 
primary purpose of this concentration, one of the 
three augmented airstrikes must be used against 
each ofthe two Greek ships, eventhough they are in 
harbor and not at sea at the time. The third air strike 
may be used against any British ship at sea in the 
Mediterranean on turn two. If either Greek ship 
survives the Luftwaffe attacks, it may join the 
British fleet on turn three, thoughit may never leave 
the Mediterranean. On turn two, if it survives, it 
would be too busy fleeing the German air umbrella 
to take part in control of the sea area. 

" W E  CHANNEL DASH"- 
RUNNING THE GAUNTLET 

The North Sea, in WAS, borders on the b e n t s  
Sea, the North Atlantic, and amusingly enough, on 
the South Atlantic as well. I don't want to take issue 
with the distorted oceanography of the WASboard, 
such as butting the French coast against the South 
Atlantic instead of the North Atlantic. Actually, 
from an operational standpoint, it is a correct idea, 
since the "North Atlantic" referred to is not 
necessarily the entire Atlantic Basin north of the 
continental bulges of Africa and South America, 
but rather the area of the Atlantic along its 
northernmost extremities where the lifeline of the 
British Empire, and later the Soviet Union ran from 
the greatest soup line of all time, that arsenal of 
democracy, the U.S.A. The soxalled South Atlantic 
of the game can only claim as much importance in 
victory points (okay, POC, if you will) because of 
the immense area it covers. I also like this 
arrangement of dividing the North Sea from the 
South Atlantic in the middle of the English channel 
because it presents a realistic twist to the game in a 
way completely ignored by its designer. 

Strictly speaking, in WAS the Germans may 
pass from the port of France to the North Sea or 
between the North Sea and South Atlantic as 
between any other two sea areas adjacent to one 
another, thus blithely sailing along the cliffs of 
Dover, passing through a very constricted sea lane, 
often within sight of R.A.F. bases, and certainly 
under the nose of the radar a t  the Isle of Wight, and 
escaping into the next sea area totally unmolested 
except by whatever forces are on station there, and 
which the German is presumably going there to 
fight. This is not to say that such passage could not 
be made, but you may be sure such a trip was not 
made with impunity. In fact, history provides us 

with one example of German warships doing so in 
February of 1942. The Schmhorst and the 
Gnehemu, back from one of their famous raids (in 
which they avoided combat with anything larger 
than a cruiser), and the Prina Eargen, awaiting new 
assignment since parting ways with the hmarck ,  
were all based at Brest, at the tip of the Brittany 
peninsula in France. AH had arrived from the North 
Atlantic (an option available to them in the game). 
They were ordered to return to Germany by the 
most direct route, and for that ordeal all were 
equipped with considerable additional A.A. arma- 
ment. They came under heavy air attack, as could 
only be expected, but all three made it, though not 
without damage. The Gneisemau, in fact, was never 
repaired, and sat out the rest of the war. The Prinz 
Eugen was turned into a training ship, and only the 
Scharnhorsr saw action again. To simulate these 
conditions, try the following "Chamel Dash" rule: 

Whenever German ships move between the 
North Sea and the South Atlantic in either 
direction, or enter the North Sea from the port of 
France, the British player may make one airstrike 
against each ship, regardless of the number of ships. 
These air strikes are in addition to the three 
landbased airstrikes which the British normally 
receive, and the shipsareattacked by these airstrikes 
before (and may be attacked additionally by) 
airstrikes from carriers in the area they are 
attempting to enter. Disabled ships stillarrivein the 
area they attempted to enter, but must then put into 
port before any combat of any type is resolved in 
that area. If attempting to enter the South Atlantic, 
disabled ships go to France, nor Neutral. If Franceis 
not an active port, they must return to Germany. 

CLEAR THE HARBOR, HANS, 
I'M BRINGING HER IN 
ON ONE BALLAST TANK 

As mentioned early in thii article, the combined 
game of Victory at Sea has an  overalI unfavorable 
affect on the German player, balance-wise, which 
can be aggravated by such things as the easy point 
for the Black Sea, and even more so making the 
Italians move before the British. Here is an optional 
twigt, ridiculously simple in application, profoundly 
subtle in effect: In the ASW segment of combat 
molutions U-Boats are affected only by a die rollof 
six. 

This rule willnot reduce U-boat casualties, but it 
will double their effectiveness, thus tempting the 
German to make wider use of them, and thus 
increasing their casualties. The doubled difficulty in 
maintaining control of an area will tempt the U.S. 
player to keep a couple of carriers in the Caribbean 
for insurance, which could profoundly affect the 
Pacific theater. The submarine campaign in the 
Atlantic was by far Hitler's most widely employed 
and most successful naval endeavor. This rule 
elevates it in thegame from nuisance value to critical 
importanae. Furthermore, there is some realism to 
it. After all a submarine attacked by a surface ship 
would usually either get away or bedestroyed, since 
a hit on those fragile little boats was so likely to be 
the end, especially if submerged. Since the 
Sub/Anti-sub portion of the game is so abstract 
anyway, it is satisfactory to assume that a disabled 
sub is not really disabled (at least by the enemy) as 
much as just run away from its prey, but if you find 
the Allies mopping up, see if this doesn't put an edge 
back in the game. 

SAKI TO ME, BABY, 
I FRY RAST SORTIE 

It may seem odd that for an article about the 
combined WAS and YITP virtually all comments 
have been directed towards the older game. Perhaps 
that is because I consider VICTORY IN THE 
PACIFIC too close to perfection to tamper with. 

However, for my fellows frustrated with coming to 
the end of turn eight of VITP(turn ten of VAS) and 
seeing the battle hopelessly decided &fore you ever 
get to use kamikaze attacks and the giant carrier 
Shinano (1-9-5, converted sister to Yamato and 
Mwmh~)  try this last desperate gamble before 
committing hari-kari: 

If the Japanese player i s  losing at the end of the 
t~ rnend in~bc tobe r  1944, he may still obtainadraw 
by holding the Japanese Islands onlvin the o~t ional  
tirn, regardless bf the score. ~ a m i k a z e  i l e s ,  of 
course, are in effect. If the Japanese player is ahead 
in October of 1944, then only the Japanese Islands 
count for points, and they count for either side. 
In either case, on turn 9 of VITP (turn 11 of VAS) 
the Americans must control every sea area on the 
VITP board to win. If the kamikaze option is used 
for VAS the WAS score is unchanged by the 
additional turn, although allied forces may be 
transferred from that game to VITP by the usual 
methods (basing to Pearl Harbor from N. Atlantic 
or  Caribbean, or to Ceylon from Cape of Good 
Hope or Mediterranean at the end of turn ten, or 
patrolling from Cape of Good Hope or the 
Mediterranean into Bay of Bengl starting turn 
eleven), but in no case may ships be transferred 
unless the allies have won WAS. 

TAKE THAT, ANGLO- 
IMPERIALISTS 

Bavingjust tried the first incorporation of all the 
rules above with the Greeks, Russian Black Sea 
fleet, German WWI leftovers, and no disablement 
of U-boats, the results after ten turns was a German 
victory by three points, and a Japanese victory by 
one point, in which the Japanese were twelve points 
ahead at the end of nine, meaning a defense of the 
home islands would just win it. In the optional 
kamikaze turn the arrival of four land-based air 
units lost on turn nine took out four big American 
carriers, giving Shinano and friends enough air 
parity to hold the islands one more turn to insure 
victory. Ah, if only all games could be so closely 
balanced. Of course with U-boats being disabled on 
a five roll that side of the picture would have 
probably swung about an equal length the other 
way. I think that rule just evened out with the Black 
Sea points (where the Italians never managed to 
venture. 

All in all an enjoyable game made more 
enjoyable, and my hat will be forever off to the 
honored Mr. Hamblen for creating this gem, and 
doubly so for his excellent grafting of the two 
original games. Overall an excellently researched 
game, in the areas in which I disagree with the. 
factoring of warships i refer the reader to my 
primary source materials, Fighting Ships of World 
War I1 by J.N. Westwood (Follett Publishing, 
1975), and The Encyclopedia of rhe World's 
Warships bu Hugh Lyon (Crescent Books, 1978). 

FOREIGN 
READERS 

Due to contractual obligations with our 
exclusive distributors we cannot accept mail 
orders for games from Australia, Britain, Ger- 
many, Greece, Italy or Japan. Such orders must be 
placed with our exclusive distributors whose 
addresses you'll find listed on Page 2 of this 
magazine. Orders for parts and airmail subscrip- 
tions to the GENERALare not subject to this ban. 
APO and FPO addresses of U.S. servicemen 
likewise are not subject to this ban. We also urge 
you to get in touch with the distributor for your 
country in regards to placing your GENERAL 
subscription through him which in most cases will 
result in considerable savings for you. - 
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Situation S-7, El A1 
(and what the Israelis can do about it) 

By Richard Boughton 

The other day a friend of minecame over to play 
THEA RAB ISRAELI WARS. It was decided that 
he would play the Israeli sideand it wasagreed that I 
would select the situation to be played. I suggested 
Situation S-7, El Al .  My friend began to show 
immediate signa of discomfort-shifting nervously 
back and forth in his chair, small beads of sweat 
appearing on his forehead. It was easy for me to 
sympathize with his reaction, as I had played this 
particular situation once before, solitaire, and I 
knew that the Israelis, in situations S-7, are up 
against a formidable task. The game turned out a 
Syrian substantial victory which, I suppose, might 
have been predicted, though one must, perhaps, 
take into account the lethargy andlor the hint of a 
defeatist attitude with which my friend approached 
the situation. 

I got to thinking about the situation in terms of 
what the Israelis could do to produce a more 
favorable effect and I finally sat down and played 
the situation several more times, implementing 
different strategiesfor the Israelis. I was surprised to 
find one strategy that altered the course of the 
situation significantly. 

First, however, a word on the deployment ofthe 
Syrians, and how that deployment, in my opinion, 
tends to direct the actions of the Israeli opponent. 

The Syrians are allotted three improved 
positions and I have found that an effective 
placement of these are on hexes Q8,O-4, and 0-3, 
where they will block the northern and southern 
roads on board D and where the units in them will 
benefit not only from the +2 die roll effect of the 
improved positions but also, in most cases, from the 
die roll additions for hull down positioning. 
Manning the I.P.'s should be the infantry, the anti- 
tank, and the mortar units, and they should remain 
there throughout the game. Although they will 
eventually be destroyed, they will also slow the 
Israeli assault to some degree, take some of the 
Israeli fire off the Syrianarrnor force, and generally, 
be a thorn in the side of the Israeli player. The 
Syrian armored force itself can be set up in hull 
defilade positions with good fields of fire (assuming 
they started the game with four or five T-55's in 
reserve) and the Brdm-1s function well khind crest 
hex-sides. 

The popular (and enticing) practice of an  
armored assault is not to bother with infantry units 
in prepared positions, if at all possible-to simply 
by-pass the improved positions and engage the 
enemy armor in dazzling shoot-run-shoot style. This 
is what I mean when I say that the Syrian position 
tends to direct the Israelis actions. It seems to be 
extremely enticing from the Israeli point of view, to 
move right up the middle of board D, forget about 
the improved positions, (let the armored infantry 
take care of them) defeat the TSSs with your 
superior tanks and, at least tank for tank, fire 
power, and then skip onto board C and off the east 
edge for three points a unit. 

But the Syrian player could wish for nothing 
better. He's got 19 T-SSs, 3 Brdrn-1s (which need 
only to attack a couple of times each to prove very 
costly against the Israeli effort) and the movement 
up the center for the Israelis proves to be slow, 
considering the many ridge hex-sides, the slopes, 
and the threat of opportunity fire. Not only are the 
Syrians able to put downeffective firepower, but the 
rows of ridge, crest, and slope hexes allow for good 
depth in their position. Adding to their problems in 
this situation is the lack of Israeli off-boardartillery 

or air support. If the Israeli takes the center 
course-Voila!, the trap is sprung and they have 
made a fatal mistake. 

The next obvious course of action for the Israeli 
player is to take the north and south roads and 
knock over the improved positions. Surprisingly, 
for me, I found this strategy to be much more 
effective. If the T-55s attempt to move up and 
defend the 1.P.s they quickly become sitting ducks 
for the superior Israeli armor, which is neatly 
gathered together on and near the roads. Once the 
Israeli approaches the improved positions he can 
knock out or disperse the anti-tank guns with his 
armored infantry units, thus clearing the way for a 
rather easy overrun of the 1.P.s by the tank units. 
The improved positions, when the Israeli im- 
plements this strategy, become priority targets, 
along with the Brdm-Is, which are always priority 
targets. Once the LP.s are out of the way the Israeli 
player can begin to look ahead to board C. 

If the Syrians committed their tanks for the 
direct defense of the improved positions then, after 
those positions fall, the Israeli player will probably 
find verylittle left to hinder his progress onto and off 
of board C. But if the Syrians laid back, then that's 
another thing altogether. This is where the fight will 
truly begin for the Israeli armored force as he is 
faced with penetrating a layered defense consisting 
of T-55s and, if the Syrian player was not careless, 
two or three Brdm-Is. It is unlikely, in this case, that 
many (if any) of the Israeli tanks will ever get to 
board C, but it will still be a close and heated armor 
fight, and the Israelis have a good chance of pulling 

out a victory. So do the Syrians for that matter. 
Thus, the situation becomes quite exciting. I have 
played the situation twice, solitaire, using this 
strategy for the Israelis (and laying back, sacrificing 
the units in the 1.P.s for some time withthe Syrians) 
and the results have been two Israeli victories-one 
"marginal" and one "minor". The victories are 
nothing spectacular (in terms of the degrees of 
victory possible) but they are far more acceptable 
than the catastrophic nature, in this particular 
situation, of the 'down the center of the board' 
course. 

ORDER BY PHONE 
We will now accept game orders by phone 

from those individuals with currently valid 
MASTERCHARGE, BAWKAMERICARD 
(VISA), or AMERICAN EXPRESS credit cards. 
The number to call is 301-254-5300. Ask for Clo 
Newton or ext.34 andstate that youwish toplace 
an order for a game. You must give the order taker 
the number, expiration date, and name of your 
credit card along with your order and shipping 
address. Phone orders are available every Mon- 
day-Friday from 8:30 AM to 5 PM. Absolutely no 
collect phone calls can be accepted. 
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SCENARIO #/2: SKINNY CIVIL WAR 
Another Starship TI'OOPeIS by Charles D. Maisen 

Thc problem wirk variants based on variants is 
that they presuppose the reader is familiar with rke 
original varinnt. This one makes reference to such 
new features as neodogs, breathers, and heavy tanks 
which first appeared in Richard Hamblen's variant 
"Saga ofthe Bug War"in Vol. 13, No. 6 .  The latter is  
no longer avui/uble but for those late subscribers in 
low with STARSHIP TROOPERS who feel they 
rnlcrt have it, our customer service dept. willprovide 
Xerox copies of the article for $2.00. Address your 
inquiries 10 Ron Loporre, c/o Cusromm Service. 

After events related to Scenario 4, the Terrans, 
believing all of the Arachnid garrisons destroyed, 
resumed the offensive against the Arachnid home 
planets. However, unknown to the Terrans, or even 
the Skinnies who negotiated the peace treaty, the 
three Humanoid mpital planets had double 
garrisons secretly built by the Arachnids. A Master 
Brain of one of these double complexes convinced 
large numbers of Skinnies to rejoin them. Soon all 
Humanoid planets were locked in civil war, which 
forced the Terrans to dispatch platoons to various 
planets. This scenario portrays a Terran relief force 
landing on the capital home planet where the 
Master Brain who started the uprising is located. 

Rules Additions for Skinny Civil War 
I. Neodogs have an  attack strength of 2 against 

workers. 
2. K-9 Corps (Neodog units) were actually 

attached to platoons and as  such were separate 
units. Therefore Neodogs will not land with 
marauders but will drop with these units, 3-3-10. 
They may drop with 9 man sticks or alone. If a 
specified Neodog's man counterpart is WIA or KIA 
it may not turn over enemy unita but may still kill 
spotted workers. If a man's Neodog is killed a die is 
rolled, if a 6 is rolled he may not attack for therest of 
the scenario and must go to the retrieval area, any 
other result and he may still function as a marauder. 
K-9 units may not carry or deploy SW & E. 

3. After the devastating effect of the M.I. on the 
loosely organized Skinny infantry, Humanoid 
Scientists went to work and developed an armor 
piercing grenade which proved to be very effective 
against the M.1, armored suits. At the start of the 
soenario each Skinny warrior carries one armor 
piercing grenade. Warriors may exchange these in 
the same manner as Terran SW & E. Each Warrior 
may carry two grenades a t  a time. A Warrior may 
fire a grenade during either the ranged weapon 
phase or close combat phase or one each phase. 
Each grenade has an attack strength of 6. This 
attack strength is used instead of the regular attack 
strength and the range is the same hex as the firing 
unit. The target receives no benefit for terrain. 
Grenades can be combined with each other in 
attacks but with nothing else. Neodogs and Combat 
Engineer Squads are not affected by grenades. If a 
Warrior is eliminated, a die is rolled on the Terran 
SW & E loss chart, using the WIA table. If he does 
not lose his grenades the unit is inverted and remains 
that way for the rest of the game, even if it had no 
grenades a t  the time of elimination. Terrans and 
Arachnids may not use Skinny grenades. 

Strongpoints are supply depots as well as 
fortifications. Warriors who move into or through 
strongpoints areimmediately carrying twogrenades 
no matter how many they had before they entered 
the hex. Workers may act as "grenade carriers." 
Each worker may carry onegrenade per strongpoint 
visit to any Warrior. They may not use the grenade 

themselves or carry more than 1 at a time. 
Humanoid workers lose any carried grenades when 
eliminated. 

Humanoid players keep track of n u m k r  of 
grenades carried on a piece of scratch paper in a 
similar manner to the Terran control sheet. 

AVAILABLE FORCES: 
Terran: 
Force A: 2 commanders, 14 marauders, 2 scouts, 4 
DAP, 2 DAR, 4 HE launchers, 1 K-9 Corps unit, I 
Neodog; Pro-Terran Skinnies: 10 Warriors, 4 
Heavy Weapon-Beams, 2 Heavy Weapon-Missiles, 
6 strongpoints, 2 workers. 
Force B: 4 commanders, 28 marauders, 4 scouts, I 
Sp Talent, 8 DAP, 6 DAR, 4 HNG, 4 LD, 3 CE, 3 
air cars, 9 HE demos, 2 NUC demos, 3 K-9 Corps 
units, 3 Neodogs, 8 HE launchers, 4 NUC launchers, 
1 Borer, I Heavy Tank, 1 Artillery, 1 Breacher 
Arachnid: 
35 Warriors, 35 workers, 7 Heavy Weapon-Beams, 
8 engineers, I repair engineer; Pro-Arachnid 
Skinnies: 15 Warriors (Nos. 11-25), 7 Heavy 
Weapon-Beam (Nos. A-G), 4 Heavy Weapon- 
Missiles (Nos. A-d), 8 strongpoints (Nos. 7-14), 9 
workers (Nos. 3-1 I),  2 COMMS, 8 decoys, 25 Demo 
points. 
.SETUP: Terran Force B enter any turn after turn 3. 
CEs and Heavy Weapons land by soft landing. 
Terran Force A and Pro-Terran Skinnies set up 
second, move first. 
Pro-ARACHNID Forces set up first, move second. 
GAME LENGTH: 15 turns. 

SPECIAL RULES: 
1. Pro-Arachnids and Pro-Terrans can stack and 
attack together regardless of race. Pro-Terran 
Humanoids may not be inverted. 
2. There are two Arachnid complexes. one was 
largely destroyed by Skinnies and Terrans and has 
only 3 functional brain cells. One has full comple- 
ment of Warriors, Workers, and Heavy Weapon- 
Beam, another has only Warriors and Workers, and 
the third has only a Heavy Weapon Beam. The 3 
functional brain cells must be adjacent in the 
complex and other tunnel Bysterns in the complex 
cannot have more than 4 hexes of unwllapsed 
tunnels in a row. 
3. The repair engineer is a mutation produced by 
the Queen before she died. During the course of the 
game the repair engineer can connect the damaged 
tunnel systems to the others in the same complex as 
part of their tunnel systems. The units in the 
complex must still return to their respective cells 
upon entering the tunnel system however. The 
repair engineer may build 5 tunnels and make a 
breach or repair 2 tunnel segments. Only the repair 
engineer may connect the tunnel systemsand only to 
the damaged complex. Other engineers must still 
remain i n e i r  respective tunnel systems. 
4. C.E.8 and Heavy Weapons Brigade must be 
retrieved before the end of the game. 
VICTORY CONDITIONS: 
Terran: Accumulate more victory points than the 
Arachnid Player at the end of the game. 
Victory points are awarded as follows: 
Terran player receives points for destroying the 
following: 
Master Brain 15 Skinny Warrior 1 
Communications Installation 10 Skinny Missilc 2 
Brain or Queen 5 Skinny Beam 3 
Rcpair Endntcr 4 Enginezr 2 

Arachnid Hcavy Weapon-Beam 3 Arachnid Warrior I 

Arachnid player receives points for the following: 

Skinny Warrior 
Skinny Beam 
Skinny Hisgile 
C.E. 
Heavy Tank 
Borer 
Breacher 
Artilltry 

HVY WIA KIA 
I marauder 2 4 5 

2 w u t  I 2 3  

3 wmmander 5 7 
4 

7 
7 
5 
5 

5 for each undestroyed communications installation 
3 for each unretrieved, undestroyed C.E. 
4 for each unretrieved, undestroyed part of the 
Heavy Weapons Brigade 

If you find that the Arachnids win too much or 
want further realism use the following optional rule. 

At the start of the scenario each M.l, unit is 
equipped with one Psychological bomb. During the 
movement or extended jump phase, this bomb may 
be dropped like DAP and DAR in any hex already 
containing enemy units but does not attack them 
until the next ranged weapon phase. The Skinny 
units are free to move in and out of the hex in their 
turn, but if they do move out of the hex no Skinny 
units may enterthat hex for the rest of the scenario. 
If they stay and accept theattack the hex may still be 
traversed normally by Humanoid units. Only one 
unit has to stay and accept the attack to fulfill this 
condition. The "Psycho-bomb" attacks aI1 skinny 
personnel units with an attack strength of 12. Units 
in strongpoints, Heavy Weapons, and Arachnids 
are not affected by Psycho-bombs although 
Arachnid Warriors and Workers in the target hex at 
the time of detonation are subject to the attack of 
the bomb. Psycho-bombs are lost if a roll on the SW 
& E loss chart destroys all SW & E. They may be 
transferred among M.I. units but each one in 
addition to the normal amount of one carried 
counts against the amount of DAP, DAR, and 
HNG that may be carried by that unit. 

@ 
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b-- 
BINDERS 

These binders are ruggedly constructed in 
attractive red leather finish vinyl, with gold 
embossed logos of the THE GENERAL and the 
Avalon Hill Game Company located on the front 
and spine. Each binder measures 9" x 12" x 1Xnand 
holds twelve (12) copies of THE GENERAL. 
Spring-steel retaining wires hold the issues firmly in 
place, yet your magazines are not damaged in any 
way, and can easily be removed from the binder at 
your desire. The binders are available from Avalon 
Hill for $5 plus 75s postage. Maryland residents 
please add 5% state sales tax. 
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he office, I confessed everything and offered to 
sign. Insteadof canning me, Avalon Hill looked 
ep into its corporate soul and came to this 

magnanimous decision. First, the public must be 
protected1 THE RISING SUN game has been 
indefinitely postponed and will not be published 
until the monster has been thoroughly tamed 
(the game is now being returned to Larry Pinsky 
for revision who may kt succeed where I have 
>failed]. Second, instead of standing in the 
unemployment lines, I am now enthusiastically 
at work on an extremely well-designed proto- 
*e which will bcar thc auspicious titlo WAR 

This game wh~ch  was designed by Mark 
Mcbughlin is an extremely playable design 
which simulates all of the major campaigns of 
the Napoleonic Wars from 1805 to I81 5. There 
will be a total of 10 scenarios encompassing the 

paigns that led tothe famous battlessuch as 
terlitz, Jena, Eylau, Borodino, Leipzig, and of 

paign game (suitable for from two to six 
ers) that recreates the entire awesome 

ruggle which was named after history's 
reatest general, Napoleon Bonaparte." 

. . . Frank Davis 

now from TRUE 

ries, we will not  
e with an empty 
some excellent 

to have at least a 

Christmas. The game is experiencing no prob- 
lems other than my intentions to include as 
much as possible. Boards, rules, scenarios, and 
counters have all doubled, presenting us 
primarily with the problem of howwe're going to 
stuff it all in the box. The added scenarios and 
rules require additional playtesting-thus the 
delay. 

Other projects such as the new BULGE 
game, TRIREME, & GUNSLINGER will not see 
fruition in 79, but should provide us with the 
basis for a good year in 1980. 

On a more immediate note, this issue also 
contains a 4scenario COI insert which we think 
you'll enjoy. The scenarios, designed by COI 
MVP Robert McNamara, are especially tailored 
to a quick play format. Featuring limited turn 
length and low piece density, Robert's creations 
are ideal for full application of the COI rules. 
Making them a special insert, separate from the 
magazine, allows you to store them with your 
SQUAD LEADER materials wirhout defacing 
your copy of the magazine and is also a gesture 
to those not having the game in that it takes no 
further space from an already gigantic feature 
presentation. 

At this point, I'd like to publicly acknowledge 
the services of various members of my SL 
playtest team who worked so hard testing not 
only McNamara's scenarios, but also in whole or 
in part those of Courtney Allen, whose "Series 
1 0 0  scenario package is advertized elsewhere 
in this issue. My warmest thanks go to Jim 
Stahlerand Jim Baker of IGB, Bill Farone and Bill 
Edwards of AHIKS, and primarily to Jon 
Mishmn, Joe Suchar, and John Kenower. 
Without their help, there is no way these 
projects could have been completed and made 
available to you. Many of these same people, 
plus others, have been active in an elite by-mail 
playtest program for the SL series and their 
contributions to the game system may equal or 
outweigh those of John Hill or myself. SL has, in 
many respects, become a game designed by a 
committee of its staunchest enthusiasts-a 
factor whose attributes should be obvious when 
we release CRESCENDO laxer this year. 

ORIGINS '79 
One of the things this issue will have, if all 

goes according to schedule, is the ORIGINS '79 
pre-registration form. After much concern about 
the lack of pre-convention publicity. the folks up 
at PENNCON seem to have gottheiracttogether 
in fine style. At thiswriting, we have not yetseen 
the pre-reg. form so to cover all bases, a brief 
synopsis of planned AH events for ORIGINS '79 
follows. Keep in mind that once again we have 
absolutely nothing to do with the running of 
ORIGINS '79. Send your questions, registration 
forms, etc. to the address printed on the Pre-Reg 
form-NOT TO AVALON HILL. 

The prize structure for all AH events at 
ORIGINS this year will be standardized as 
follows: 1st place-the ORIGINS plaque; 2nd 
place-a 815.00 credit toward the purchase of 
any AH mechandise; 3rd place-a $1 0.00credit; 
4th place-a free year's subscriprion to either 
THE GENERAL or ALL STAR REPLAY. In 
addition, any tournament wirh 100 or more 
entrants will have prizes for 5th through 8th 
place, consisting of a year's subscription to 
either journal listed above. There are  two 
exceptions to the above structure: the AH 500 
and Dipromacytournaments. Prize listsforthose 
events will be listed separately below. 

In all cases, prizes will be awarded onlyat the 
A H  exhibit booth and only upon receipt of a prize 
release form signed by the judge. Plaques will be 
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distributed at the Awards Ceremony by the 
ORIGINS committee. In no case will prizesother 
than subscriptions be mailedto winnerswhofail 
to report to the AH exhibit booth with proper 
identification. 

At this writing, we have not received 
confirmation of dates & times, so check the pre- 
reg form or convention program in planning your 
activities. In all cases, players should bring their 
own games for tournament play. 

WIN, PLACE& SHOWreturnsto ORIGINS for 
the second straight year. A limited field of 36 can 
play in this one round, three hour event where 
players buy their own thoroughbreds, ride them 
to victory, and bet on the outcome. No prior 
experience necessary. Sports editor Bruce 
Milligan calls the clubhouse turn. $2.00 Fri 

SPEED CIRCUIT, our popular grand prix 
racing game returns for its third ORIGINS 
competition. Up to 60 people may participate in 
the initial round with the place finishers moving 
on to another grand prix track and the second 
round where the field will once again be 
narrowed for the final round which will be 
conducted on a specially printed scale course of 
the Grande Prix de France. All entrants will 
receive a free copy of the new track. No prior 
experience is necessary. Bruce Milligan once 
again does the honors. $2.00. Sat 2PM 

USAC INDIANAPOLIS 500 is our other racing 
game entry and despite its newness to the line 
will be making its second tournament appear- 
ance at ORIGINS, albeit in an improved form. 
The field will be limited to 33 drivers in a 1 round 
race to the finish. No prior experience neces- 
sary. Jim Skinner is the starter. 82.00 Sunday 
10 AM. 

WAR A T  SEA returns for its third year in a 
row with a maximum field of 128 in single 
elimination 2 hour rounds. Special rules in 
effect: All tie games are Allied wins; American 
reinforcements enter on progressively lower die 
rollasgamecontinues. Jim Skinner will officiate 
with a special panel to adjudicate games over 
the time limit. 51 -00 Friday 11 A.M. 

CROSS OF IRON makes its first appearance 
at ORIGINS in a five round, single elimination 
event for 32 players. A strict time limir of 3 
hrs./round will be enforced. Each roundwill use 
a different quick-play scenario. Don Greenwood 
handles any necessary adjudications. $3.00 
Saturday 10 A.M. 

RICHTHOFEN3 WAR Demo Derby is one of 
our most popular events and is back for its fifth 
straight year of drawing over 100 pilots. 
Entrants will be divided into teams of 3 and 
loosed on a board from which there is no escape 
against a similarly matched team. Only one 
team may survive and only those members of 
the team not shot down may move into the next 
round. Pilots will be given credit for kills gained 
along the way soas to be abletogain acestatus. 
Randy Reed rules the aerodrome. $1 .OO Sunday 
10 A.M. 

FOOTBALL STRATEGY is another of our 
original tournament offerings with a seeded 64 
player field of single elimination, 1 hr. rounds. 
Will anyone be abletobreaktheTom Shaw/Don 
Greenwood trust which has claimed this event 
the last three years? $1 .OO Friday 7 P.M. 

DIPLOMACY is another 5 yr. veteran of 
ORIGINS which traditionally draws over 100 
participants. Run by members of the postal 
Diplomacy hobby in conjuncton with DIPLO- 
CON, actual procedures &prizes are unknown at 
this time, but may follow past guidelines of a 2 
round event wirh 7 best country performance 
plaques given out on the basis of 1 game in 
addition to the overall winner based on both 
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I NEW KINGMAKER I 
EVENT CARDS 

Are your KINGMAKER games getting a bit 
dull? You can spice them up with the new Event 
Cards descr,ibed in Vol. 14, No. 3. Avalon Hill 
is making available in a special expansion kit a new 
deck of 48 Events cards including 25 printed 
Treachery, Gales At Sea, Refuge, Vacillating 
Allegiance, Catastrophe, and Royal Death cards as 
well as 23 blanks for use in your own variants. The 
entire deck is backed by the same rich 
KINGMAKER design which makes the game such 
a joy to pIay and cards from the two decks will be 
indistinguishable from the rear. This special card 
deck is available for $2.00 plus postage. Maryland 
residents please add 5%sales tax. 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
THE GENERAL 

Did you get to your favorite hobby shop tou 
late to get the last issue of THEGENERAL? Why 
take a chance-subscribe now and have eachissue 
mailed directly to your home--and at a consider- 
able savingsover the newstand price. By opting for 
the 2 year, twelve issue subscription you save 50% 
over the $1.50 single issue cost. Charge your order 
if you like to your MASTER CHARGE, 
AMERICAN EXPRESS, or VISA credit card. 
Sorry, no COD orders accepted. 

To order ?%e GENERAL, check the proper box: 
renewal I 

l Name (Please Print) I 
I Addra- Apt. No. - I I City I 

Zip - I 
Submipiion pricc in tht U.S. 97.50 a year; $1212 years. Canada 
Mexico $10.50 a year: $1812 yearb. Fortign S 13.50 a year; $24/2 
Fan. U n i t d  Stat- 1st class dehvery-dd $3 60lyea.r. 

rounds. John Boyle is the head Diplomat. $2.00 
Saturday 10 A.M. 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is back for its second 
appearance at ORIGINS in a single elimination, 
3 hr./round event for 64players. Thescenario to 
be played is BARBAROSSA with sudden death 
victory conditions and the game ending in 
July/Aug. '43. Richard Hamblen is the judge. 
$2.00 Friday 3 P.M. 

AVALON HILL CLASSIC 500 remains the 
premier AH event at ORIGINS and is expected to 
once again fill 128 slots. This year the game list 
has been expanded to include D-DAY '77 and 
BULGE in addition to WATERLOO, STALIN- 
GRAD, and AFNKA KORPS. Players must be 
prepared to play at least3 of the above, including 
A.K. Play is single elimination in seven 3 hour 
rounds. BULGE playbalance rules in effect: 
game to end 26 PM and weather clears on 23 
PM. The event starts on Friday at 3 PM with all 
participants signed in no later than 8 PM that 
evening. Participants must completetwo rounds 
before Saturday morning. Tournament resumes 
9 AM Saturday and players must complete the 
sixth round before the finals on Sunday. Special 
prize schedule: 1 st 81 00 plus plaque, 2nd $50, 
3rd $35,4th 525, 5th-8th S10.9th-32nd a one 
year subscription to THE GENERALor ALLSTAR 
REPLAY. The experienced judging staff is 
headed by past winner Dale Garbutt, ably 
assisted by Doug Burke and Bob Beyma. $5.00 
Friday 3 P.M. 

KINGMAKER returns for its 4th year of 100+ 
entrants for a three round, single elimination 
event with 5 players per board-the winner 
advancing to the second round. Frank Davis is 
the judge. $1 .OO Saturday 10 A.M. 

RAIL BARON merits a repeat performance 
based on last year's highly successful maiden 
voyage in the form of a 2 round, single 
elimination event for afield of 36. Each roundto 
last 4 hours with rhe winner advancing to the 
finals. Mick Uhl is again the conductor. $2.03 
Saturday Noon. 

WS & I M  is always a popular event and this 
year has an expanded field of 96 to accomrno- 
date a new format which will emphasize team 
play. Players may pre-register individually or in 
teams of 3. Those without teams will be 
assigned to a 3 man team at the start of the 
tournament. Winning teams pass complete into 
the next round-each player commands one 
ship with multi-player communication rules in 
effect. Wes Coates leads the boarding partiesfor 
the 4th straight year. $2/individuaI or $S/team. 
Friday 7 P.M. 

ANATOMY OFA GAME: THELONGESTDAY 
is the title of our only seminar this year. Randy 

THEGENERAL I 
Reed will head a participatory discussion about 
the research and design methodologies and 
conclusions. Participants are urged to bring any 
boob, notes, materials and questions that they 
may have with them. $1 .OO Saturday Noon. I 

Time8 
Rank Name 
1.  K.  Kombs 8 SJP2566 1 
2. W. Dobson 10 RJ02386 2 

3 .  D. Barker 15 F 
14. L. Newbury 10 E 
IS. S. Packwoot 15 HHLI928 6 

J. Angiolillo 10 DG11871 I I 
' J. Sunde 9 HINISI8 1 :  

N. Cron 

I F- Preidc 5 HJQ1729 ?O 
. . . -- 3reenwod EF1729 L 
25. n. dlanch 
26. P. Dobson 6 DEF1718 23 

14 HIR1715 21 

L. Kelly 1 QSR1690 - 

B. Munsell 3 ECH168l 36 
W. Kna 
K, MacDonaId 9 Dm1664 24 

. F. Sebastian 3 WK1657 21 
dart. I . ;:- ,. . scot. 

%!ELy 
J. Kenower 3 CEF1605 35 

45. D. Fuller 3 CEG1600 38 

PBM EQUIPMENT 
T~red of playing solitaire or humiliating Each kit sells for $6.90 postpaid and 

the same opponent day after day? You may includes enough materials (4 pads) to play 
be good in your game room but what can virtually dozens of games, including adden- 
you do against a good player from another durn sheets which list grid-coordinates for 
part of the country? There's only one way those games not already possessing them. 
to find out - play them by mail1 PBM is  an Half kits consisting of two pads and all the 
easy-to-learn and convenient-to-use system of pertinent instructions sell for $3.50 post- 
playing fellow garners across the nation. A paid. 
special CRT and combat resolution system Kits are available for the following 
makes it impossible to cheat1 PBM I S  an games: 
entirely different experience from face-to- *AFRIKA KORPS "KRIEGSPIEL 
face play. I t  has made better garners of 'ANZIO *LUFTWAFFE 

many who have tried it, and a l l  those who *BLITZKRIEG *PANZERBLITZ 

have mastered it. PBM is  the only way to 'BULGE "STALINGRAD 
*D- DAY "RUSS CAMPAIGN participate in the many national tourna- 

ments held regularly for Avalon Hill games. 
*WATERLOO 
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Dear Readers, 

WcE. I've screwed up again Somhow the 
100% red platc didn't print on pmge 25 of Vol. 15, 
No. 5 of THE GENERAL and as a result h e  
number o f f o r m  in Bill MacLaren's STARSHIP 
TROOPERS EXPANSION wag omitted. The 
actual f o m  allotment should rsnd as follows: 

ARACHNIDS: 24 warriors, 50 workers, 10 
heavy weapow 

FORCE A: 6 commanders, 42 mraudcra, 6 
swuts, 12 DAP, 12 DAR, 6 LD. 6 HNG 

FORCE B: 6 commandera, 42 marauders. 6 
scouts, 12 DAP, 12 DAR, 6 LD, 12 HNG 

FORCE C: 6 wmbat  t n g i n m .  6 aircars, 6 
HE k m o .  18 NUC Demo, 2 S-T, 3* r&al 
boats, 2* beacons 

My ~pologies for the error. 
THE EDITOR 

h r  Readers: 
An a follow-up to the PAClnC THEATRE 

via MIDWAY p h  in Vol. 15, No. 5. 1 offer the 
following 

Somc basts arc Limed i n c o r d y  on the 
sample map printed in THE GENERAL. Tht 
corrcn loeationn, a8 listed in the rules and printed 
on the full size map provided with the d i m t  
counters. Ire: Egpiritu Santo (16G), and Gasmata 
(833). In addition, Buka, while in the c o r n  
square, should be located on the island in thc 
northwegt corner. 

In the Easttrn Solornone Sansrio, American 
 shin^ San J m  and AtIanra should have three hit 
boxes, not two a6 shown. Likewk, the Chokniin 
both thc Fastern Solomoris and Santa Cruz 
should take 4 hitg instead of 3. 

In the Santa Cnre Somario, the Jmpanese 
ndditiond p l a m  (re~eived if American ships 
Bightd in rows 1.2 or 3) should be F15 awl BtO, 
not B15 and Dl0 as listed. 

Clarification: CVs, CVLs and AVs with 
p l a w  on deck gink with one less bit than normal. 
CAVs (fine and Chikuma) do  not. 

Clarii~ation: Gili-Gili can only be reached by 
naval forces by passing through squart B4i first. 
since the bast is on the eagt coast, and not the 
south. APs could not movc B5B to B4H and then 
land (for in~tance). 

OPTIONAL RULES 
Naval Rambardment 
1. S h i p  must be in the =me squnce as the h s e  tc 
bombard. 
1 For each battleship present two dice are 
thrown and for each two cruim prcscnt, ont  dit 
i s  thrown. 
3. CLs, CVs, CVLs, AVs, and APs may not 
bomkrd. 
4. Aroll of 5 or6eaus~onchitonthLbast.ThLst 
hits count towards knocking out the b w .  In 
addition, otct plane k dcntroycd (if present) for 
every two hits. 
5. ONLY the followina base6 mmy be bombarded: 

I. Htndtrson in afsotnarios' 
2. Port Moresbv in Coral Sea Scenario. 

1. Ship6 passing through c t m i n  partial-land 
squares will be spotted by wastwatcbers. 
Z Any idand that touchcr three nquam or more 
has coastnatchers for both sides. Ships wiU be 
aighted in any d every square of guch idmds. 
3. At the end of the turn (after all air OPE), the 
playtr must state which square or s q u m s  bc bas 
been sighted in, and if his ships are still present or  
not. If thc mhiw have wrud through a pightiw 
aquare and not ended their move in another such 
quare, their present location isnot revenled. Only 
tht q u a r t  whtrr thty MTC sighted must bc given. 

Carrlcr Plans , 

I .  Only planes that begin the scenario on carrim 
may land on carriers. Plancs that h g i n  thc 
scenario rrs land-bmsed plmnep mny not land on 
carriers during the scchnrio. 
Z Thig will newitafe,bookkeeping when. mnd if. 
Farricr planes start landing at k s ,  sincc thcy 
mum be kept sqramfromtheotherpknesifthey 
will be landing on canicrs again. 
3. Carrier and I d - b a d  planes destroyed 
would also Ix kept in separate piles so thc p r o p  
rep lnwnau  can be taken. 

ADDlTIONAL SCENARIO 
Cundakanal 
0500 Nov. 11-1700 Nov. 14 

AMERICAN SHIPS: CV Enterprise; BBa Wash- 
ington and South Dmta: CAs San Francisco, 

Letters to the Editor  ... 
Ptnsacol& Portland, and Northampton; CLE 
Helena, Juneau, Sari Diego, and Atlanw AW 14. 
AMERICAN PLANES Enterprise-I 3F. IOD, 
3T 
Land-had-678, 12D, 15T, 43F 
A-n Bweb as in Santm Cnu 
AMERICAN STARTING POSITIONS: South 
Edge 
JAPANESE SHIPS: CVs Juriyo a d  Hiyo ( m u  
cap-16, 4 hits, 8 pts, SF-2, AA-2): BBs Hiei, 
Kirishjma, Kongo, and Haruna; C h  Atago. 
Takuo, Cbokaii Kmugasa. Suzuya, and Maya; 
CLs Nagara, Scndai, Isum, and Tcnryu; CAV 
Tone; APs 1-5. 
JAPANESE PLANES: Juny+7F. 6D. 3T 
Hiyo-7F, 6D. 3T 
Tonc--1F 
Land-Based-37F, 20B, 9D, 1 IT 
Japame  Bases as in Sank  Cruz 
JAPANESE STARTING POSI'IZONS: North 
Edge 
ADDITIONAL PLANES: American-IZF, 4T, 
6B 
Japan--MF, 10B 
VlCTORY CONaITIONS: 1 Point for every 
t h m  p l a m  destroycdPoints for sh ip  slunk. 
Jmpanese get 10 Point6 if they land more APs a n  
Guadalcanal (any aquare) than the Americnns. 
APs must remain stationary for two turns afttr 
WI'iv~l. 
Americans get 10 Points ifthty land more APn on 
Gudalcand (Henderson square) than the Japan- 
tst. APn munt remain rtationary for two turns 
after arrival. 
Japanere get 5 Poinu if both sides I d  the same 
amount of AW, or Mitbtr d d t  landn any APs. 

Denr Sm: 
You make the comment in the Deaember'78 

bcld In abeyam-pending furthe; sdes w l u n -  
tion." 1: take it that thig mtans vour n a h  arcnY un 
to expc~tnfions. 

I know of nine club mcmlxrn locally who 
would buv a corn of C O I ~ f t h w  muld find it. Our 
1 4  warbme &der bas bceGrying to  obtaii 25 
couicr 6inw ORIGINS was o w  without sumess. 

1 realize that direct mail sales brim in more 
cmsh to y o 4  but  you^ gel1 many morc W ~ g a m e r  
if you'd kt tht retailers have a fcw to sell. LncaUy, 
we can buy yourgamegwith m l O Z d i ~ ~ u n t ( C 0 I :  
S11.25kfmm vou bv m i l  COImsts 513.75. To 
anrc t k  S2.M mast people choose to wait--thus 
your sales are sl-. 1 sugg~%t you Ell1 the 
retailers orders as fast as possible and I believe 
your pales will bt nurprkin& 

Y o u k  got a good thing going with SL and 
COI but you may just screw it up enoughto ruin it 
for good. Flew don't. Spxd up theprduction of 
t k  futurt mmettes and w t  out additional 
scenarios in ?HE GENERAL (which you haven't 
done vet1 md vou'U makc vourxlf wcalthjeranda . .  * 

lot of garners happier. 
Michatl Mahoney 
Shrewport. LA 

Firsr, 8n.k for CROSS OF IRON m not 
d l m v w i i i t ~ .  Rather, fhev kuve exceeded my .. . 
fondest expecrmriom. m e  #@rip& will canrinw 
a h - r  in &ridred form 7he o ~ u l n l ~  for six 
gmerres h m - b e i  s h r e n e d  r o j o u ; b y i n ; i ~ d i ~  
more 14 P4dl W v i d w a l  ganierte. 

Secondly, rhe game was re/&-for retait 
disrriburion in March. 7% wm nor bemuse we 
were rwim t o " ~ l k r h e m a i I o r & m ~ r ~ r s t  us 
mmy indkidwi  deaier~ willarre~r, b~ rarkr  due 
to rhe lack ofar~rai lmles  @&lionn. Our rerailsoles 
of# titieare at h t  30 ttmes thur of rhemafIorder 
wriery, and a? a consequence we musr be as 
cerrain QS posurbie regard@ the grrallty of a 
pr&r hfare ir releaased reroll. WAik we can 
foresee the probkm wlfh 4 ruiebook as compIt- 
#ted a9 CROSS OF IRON and make good o w  
offer far frm 2nd edirion m r c f r t w  rule# ro a 
h i l e d  sd order audience we m n  ha& afford 
to be sogenero~lr with 304,aW rcrmi cusromers. 
M, whm we haw a game ar cktuiled as rhe SL 
series it behoow~ us ro sir hack and wair a while, 
rhw correct rhe inevt tahleWa,  Wore oflcrlng 
the tirk to the generaIpubIic. misneed ro waif on 
the r @ t a i t r e w o f C O I w  doubly iniporlanl due 
lo the new concept of a gome bawd on a prior 
game. i'7w b u y  had $0 own SQUAD LEADER 
lo # l i ke  CROSS OF IRON. '. m i !  order 

wmiori did nor haw a boxwrap salespitch which 
warned the mrnitmtedagaiwt makingan rmprop 
er purchase. 7his boxart was nor awilabie until 
r@c@nrly, andnow8erucs to &form ~ h @ p r o s p c t l w  
rerail cuslmer whether or nor CROSS OFIRON 
would be u wise pwchaw for him. 

LautIy, wky SI3.75? U y o u  we G W E R 4 L  
subscriber urilixing rhe fraepwrag~ coupom, you 
CM obtain rhe game f i r  $12.00. . $11.00 g 
yodre a h  an Elire Club member. As ro the 
addirionaI scenarios, this k u e  should & p w k  for 
irw& k r y t h r n g  comes 10 he who waits. 

**** 
Dear Sin: 

I am writing I-ly in mponse to criticisms 
leveled a t  the GENERAL recently. 1 would like to 
defend m n t  pohcies. 1 do not oonnidtr m y d f  a 
bardcore wargamer, although this is largely m 
matter ofpsychology. I o m  13 of your gamer and 
bmlf a dotcn of your competitor's. As 1 said, I do 
not myself ar bard core. 

I enjoy the GENERAL much more than S & 
Tkcauuc it relates to  my game bctter. I am an 
avid r m d e ~  of hinory, end thus the bitorical 
artides nrc not really "M." Many of tht a r t i c h  
arc f m t  rate. 

I strongly favor the current policy. In most 
issue&. I do not own the game which is featured, 
but I am able to gef R good idea of whether or not 
Fd like to  havt it by mdii the aniclcm. For 
instance, afkr  mreading the fenturwl&rtidcs, and 
tb t  #tics replay, I bought VITP, and enjoy it 
immenwb. I haw ken hoping for m articlt on 
F m m  1940 on the PANZER LEADER game, 
and the feature w k l c  was exactly what I wanted. 
THIRD RHCH absorbs moat of my time 
cumntly, and my group of players have bem 
incorporating'Corract Third Reich"endUAnoth- 
t r  Look at TbLd Ruth" into our rulm not ta 

working in them, but, ifwe areto pypmfessional 
vriceg for the mamum. we dmwc a wofe~biond 
job. This is a plG for a full-timc cdiior for THE 
GENERAL. 

The regponEto your gumy b included in this 

mention using the other aniclcn. 
They help mt play the I haw, Yhcy 

help m decide to buy additional p m e s  ( w b i  
aurely must bc a wry important consideration for 
YOU). 

1 am not in favor of including variant 
counttrs with the mmgazinc, cspocially at a h i i r  
price. If I don't havc the game, w d  don't want it, 
having th t  uttra w u n t e r s  is anuiwna.  Sofar, l'm 
c o k t i n g  a disorganized heap of " p m e  of the 
month" counters, none of which havt k n  
punchtd out. If I want thc varianB, 1 am certainly 
willing to pmy $2.03 for them. 

My mein quarrel with Avnlon HiU at the 
momtnt is simply the r a n g  of games. On the 
whole, I have enjoyed AH games more t h m  thonc 
of the m p c t i h o n .  I wish you bed mort on the 
ishndfampaigmin thtPaafiqanddmmabout  a 
THIRD REICH covering both Atlantic and 
M i c  thcatrrs(whiisounds liken rcalrnonster). 
1 wish you had morc on the campaips of 
Napoleon, on 0 THIRD REICH level or  RUS- 
SIAN CAMPAIGN level that in, coalition, 
continental wrrr and on tht grand s t r a t em1 level 
(Napoleon'r -test sbzngth wan hi s t r a w ,  so 
p g  tbc there: bi tactics be& to leave 
something to bc d&red after Eylau.) 

Daniel W. Bhckmon 
Miami, FL 

We w e  work la  on agmndsrmegic game 01 
the Napolmnic wars which we'll call WAR AND 
PEACE tr should be our by Chrisrmar. Lookfor 
more details in rhe Phrlmophy secrion. 

r.----. 

Dcar Mr. Greenwood: 
Your answers to lcttas of criticipm in your 

monthly column are interesting exccpt that your 
constmt emphasis on wmplainta conveys the 
impression that you never p W  anybody any- 
time. W b i  a constant stream of compliments 
would be tgomn* there must be a balance 
nomewhere. 

I do  havc a wmplaint, though, and tbcn a 
compliment. 

The mmplaint in about the semi-amteurish 
nature of THE GENERAL as shown by the 
erratic schcdule and lack of m table of conttnte. 
Some rrspecta are very profmional, guch as  the 
layout, printing, and g e m 1  quality ofthc futicles. 
Thi complaint is d k c t t d  not so much to you, but 
to  your bassea. I understand tht conrtrrrints you 
opcratt within and you are doing a g o d  job 

ktter-but I do want to comment on one quation. 
I fully supgon your major lead article format. 1 
find the anielcaon new game& mostinformalivc. It 
helps me d m d e  about new Mles since I cannot 
afford to buy all of them. The major article is 
almost always mort inttrtating than tht short 
articles, even if I have neither game. 

It sKms to mtthat a goadaourct d g a m a l o r  
your replay series should be the finals a d  semi- 
h L s  of toumamcnts at major urnventions. 
Surely, these ought to  be legally, well-played 
gamcs. 

Michael P. Barnes 
Gambrills, MD 

I have long reshred rhe urge lo  include atuble 
ofconrenrs in the mogaziw. Whiie rhey cerrainly 
d o  add a touch of c h  to any magarlm. I don't 
lee1 one is jwrrfiedin a36page magazine, andrhr 
the space can bepur to bertcr use. As ro themarrsr 
of r o l r r n m e n ~  p r o d - n g  the basis for potential 
r~plays, I'd venture t omy  rhatkcy areuchdiy the 
w s f  possible h i s  forsuchafeawre. %ployem 
a n  usuuily A r  great rimepreuurr and in such 
circurnsrmces there b no rime ro record uriir 
pwiriow, ler alone srroregiea. Ithinkyou'dalso be 
s u r p r l ~ d  ar the number of il&B(Il mows  whlch 
esmpe detection in face ro lace p l a p e w n  in 
rwmamwr  comptlrion. 

Dtar Mr. Grccnwood: 
Over the years I've mentally composed 

doeem of letmrb to THEGENERAL but alwayg 
without actually gcttingthtm down on paper. This 
time I seem to have made it all the way to the 
typnvrittr (yq Vol. IS. No. 5 anivtd within the 
w s t  hour). 

0efok I cornmenct hurling g 1 o w  or pcrhapa 
ptbbls ,  allow mt to statt that in my opinion 
Avalon Hill is a bealthy head and shoulderaabove 
thc rcnt of tht wargaming industry. Whcms  my 
PANZERBLITZ boards are held togetber with 
tape. m d  the terrain hap been e n h a d  with 
generahons of coffee, beer and potato c h ~ p  stains, 
imitative offerings from othcr manufanurcrs 
remain at bcst half-played. 

A& for the pebbleg (I only want to gn your 
attention, not draw blood), let me add my voice to 
tbmt ancient c h o w  w h i i  plends for the creation 
of new munkrs, boards and "oflicial" scenarios 
for guch old (but good) warhorm a8 PANZER- 
BLITZ STALINGRAD, erc. 

Yes, they aceexpensive. But surely additions 
to such huge #elle~-s as  PANZERBUTZ m n d  a 
much better chana  of paying back production 
cmts, as o p p w d  to games wbib  only a small 
fraction of GENERAL rtadcn own. AE for that 
$2.M price tag on a set of variant countera. Hell, 
I'd gladly pay five bucks for a sheet of fresh 
counttrs, much as thm which apptartd in Vol. 13, 
No. 3. 

The PANZERBLIKZ 1P40 counterg and 
scenarios injscted new hie into a p n x  which I 
had begun to ignorc a bit. A new 
mapboard, even if unmountcd, and a Wlls 
revision incorporating the evolutionary improw 
mcnts of ARAB ISRAELI WARS would put PL 
back into the front rank. Come to think of it, even 
AIW could stand additions, where are the Israeli 
Wmm a m d  M4B's, tht Jordnnian M47'6 and 
MWs, the Egyptian h b m  and Shermans of 
1956, not to mtntion thc Anglo-French f o r m  of ..," 
301 

All moaning and whining abide, you're still 
the leader of the pack, and long may you reign! 

Douglas Dwin 
Edmonton, Alberta 

manks for fhe par on fhe back. I hope rhe 
rcaderdhtp wlIl understad when I prrnr o f w  
lertcrs ofpraise ro give equal rime to rhose wlshing 
ro prurec1 AwIun Hill from it6@~(orshould Jsoy 
me, given mypredilection forprlnring c#?iplaMts 
instead of complimenrs). Ax ra your poinr abour 
PANZERBU7Z addltloiu. we're way ahead of 
you. We havefor a long while been plunrring rk 
re1eo.w of an &red r@t ofrules adscemr ios  for 
our allrime best selkr. H ~ f u I l v ,  t h e  wtll 
u a c ~ h  an @xpamion o f r twgA; l s  ioWllwltz us 
wII .  IwonY sromhe anv date which wmirh tnar  
keep, bur mir assured r h r  such apmJect .6 In the 
warkr 
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READER BUYER'S GUIDE 
TITLE CROSS OF IRON 
SUBJECT Tactical Combat on the Russian Front, 1941-45 

CROSS OFIRON was Ihc 42nd gamc to bc o l  thcbc problems should be corrected in  the 
rated and posled the best cumulative ranking yet future, it was surprising lo ste thc apparcnuy 
atuintd in  thc RBG by topping THERUSSIAN nqll@blccfIect it had on theratings. Thesesnafus 
CAMPAIGN by -07. It should he statcd at the have been far and away the leading compkinls 
outsct, howcrcr, thal CROSS OF IROWs fine against tht game. 
raIing is somewhat biasd solely because it is a COI did set two new "best-ever" marks lor 
gamtttc b d  ona prcexistlng game. Those who "Realism" and 'Excitcmcnt Lcvcl", although we 
dtdn'l care for the original SLgarne system would wcrc more pleased with the second best ranking 
have no reason lo purchasc COI. Conscqucntly, a for "Overalt Value." The % 12 pricelag had raiscd 
form of natural sclcction was at work in eltmtnat- many tytbrow at thc timc of first release. Your 
~ n g  a high proponlon or thowmistakenpurchases ranklng o l  the game In "Overall Value" second 
that inevitably occur. For the most pan. COIwas only toSQUAD LMDERwouldseem Loindimlc 
sold cxcluaivcly lo a mail order aud~ence which you think you got your money's worth. The 
had already approved olits gamesystem. Despite increased playing time varies according to the 
this. the numhtr of rtvicwcrs was quitc high and scenario in play, of coursc, but still rcflccts thc 
thc numbcm achieved most flattering. lradcoli or playability lor increased realism. 

The game fared strongly in almost all 
categones. rankingin the top 10 inall but'hseof 
Undersmnding" and that would havtundoubtedly P h ~ s i c a I  Quahty ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' - 2'09 
k t n  improved by the 2nd edition rulebook which 2. Mapboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.04 
ts now available. The strong"Cornp0nents"rating 3. Components . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.88 
was surprising in  light of thc difliculttta we had 
with thc counters. The first 30,OM coptes o l  the '' Ease of - ' ' ' . 3'37 
German vehicularcounterswereprintd inadark 5. C ~ m p l e t e n e ~  of Rules . . . . . 2.52 
blue a Full two shadcs o l l  thc spcclficd color 6. Play Bslance.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.44 
making thcm quite dimcult to read. This error was 
funher compounded by a distressing lcndency lor 

" . ' ' . ' ' ' . ' ' - ' ' ' ' ' ' . 
the fountcrs to bc diccut "backwards" sothat the Excitement . + + . . - . . - . 
wreck side received the ckan cut whik the fronl 9. O~erftll Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.94 
bore the brunt of thc wcight of the d~e-hardly 10. Game Length , + , , . 3 hr., 25 min, 
conducive toan attractivecounter Although both 

b 

I l  

NEW SQUAD LEADER BOARDS 

Allhough production of the SQUAD LEAD. broad expnses of orchard-a new terrain feature 
ER gamettes has laggd behind schedule we do Boards 7 and 8 fcaturc widc rivers (an average of 
havc threeadditional boardscompltted which will fivt hcxcs across) with accompanying marshland 
be uotd in future gamettes. Thosc SL:COI and urban xitin@. 
enthusiasts who can? wait for additional terrain 
can purchase these beards xparately from our 
Mait Ordcr Dept. for $2.00 each plus thc usual The boards will not come with any dimtlons 
pstagecharges ~orpartsorders(lO%olthedollar pertaining to the new krrain types nor will any 
amount lor American. 20% lor Canadian, and qucstlons pertaining to thcm bc answered The 
30% for oremeas customers). Thc boards can be boardsak bciw offered strictly on a "as they are" 
ordered undcr thc litleSQOAD LEADER boards basis for those individuals who =n't wait to add 
6. 7 or 8 Board 6 is scheduled for use in the oexl n ru  terratn to their SL gamng and don't mind 
gameltc in thc series, CRESCENDO OFDOOM, making UP their own rules as they go along. 
and features a la r~c  French chalet surroundd by 

UP A'CVT TImAe 

THE GENERAL 

IMPORTANT CORRECTION FOR 
BISMARCK 
On allvisibility tracks on thcPlaycrA~dcards. the 
modthers a1 the extreme visibility levels should 
have their signs changed, i.e.. theu-"ischangcd to 
"+*and thcY+"urcchanged to6'-*. The function of 
themodtfiersis todrive thestorrn back to theother 
extreme and no1 lo hold i t  at thc samc Icvcl. 

CROSS OF IRON: 
4.7 May infantry units scheduled to enter play on a 
turn delay entry until the Advance Phar? 
A. Yes. 
6.1 & 29.2 Do portage points and passenger 
carrying capacities of vehicles count against hex. 
&tacking limits? 
A. No-as long as infarnry or weapons are in  a 
passenger mode they are treattd as part of tht 
vehicle. 
6.3 Assume three broken squads occupy a hex with 
a MG. Couldanolhcrfritndly squad cntcr thc hex 
duringthe Advance Phaseand eliminate one ofthe 
broken rquado to maintain stacking Ilmlts? 
A. No. 
7.1 Assumc a whitc dot is judged to not Ile in the 
exact center of the  he^. Should LQS be traced to 
the white dot or thc hcx center? 
A. The white dot--any dot not exactly ccntcrtd 
~hould still bt dosc cnough to avoid this type of 
annoyance. 
7.2 If the whitedot in a building hcx iscomplctcly 
outside of any building (uz In 4P6,6C4, and 6K2). 
can a LOS be traced from the dot through the 
portion of the building in  lhc hcx without bttng 
blocked? 
A. Yes. 

l3.4&53.4Maya broken unit rout inloa wire htx? 
A. No. 
13.4Can brokcn unitsrout offthe boardilit is part 
of the~r Victory Conditions to leave thc board? 
A. Broken units may ntvm rout off the playing' 
surfact unlcss spec~fically allowed by the scenario 
in play. 
134 I f  a unit is brokcn In an open hex which is 
NOT ln  an enemy LOS but all rout rouls art 
prohibited, may the unit stay in that hex? 
A. No-it v clirninated for Failure to rout. 
13AI C 42.5 What happens whcn a broken unit 
trim to rout into a building or woods hcx 
containing a Hiddcn Unit? 
A. It would be eliminated and the hiddtn unit 
would lose ils hiddcn statua. 
13.44 Is a broken unit on the xcond l tvt l  of a 
building hex nor conncctcd by stairs cons~dered 
adjaccnl to a unit in the hex below? 
A. No. 
16.3 Agsumc a quad C leader move 6 hexes 
during the Movement Phase. During tht Dtkn- 
sive Fire Phase, they art rtturncd to the third hex 
of their path and fired upon resulting in  the leader 
braking. Is the squad still returned to itsintcndtd 
ending hex which msts b MFs? 
A.No-the squad could utili7eonly onemorc MF 
from the point where it wasfircd at, however, due 
to its IossolMFsit nednotmoveinto the4th hex 
of its carher path if it choms tolakt an altcrnatc 
mute. 
17. Can leadm apply their leadership modifier to 
t h e 7 0  KILC' rollof MGsbeingwd undtrthtir 
direction against AFVs? 
A. No. 

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART 
The games are ranked by their cumulative scores whlch is an average of the 9 categories for each 
game. While rt may be fairly argued that each cetegoryshould not weigh equally agalnst theothers, 
we use i t  only as a generalization of overall rank. By breakingdown a game's ratings into individual 
catugories the gamer is able to discern for himself where the game isstrong or weak in thequalities 
he velues the most. Readers are reminded rhatthe Game Length category is measured in  multiples d 
ten minutes end that a rating of 18 would equal 3 hours. 

I. CROSS OF IRON 2 . 1 7 i . 0 ~  2.m 1.88 3.37 2-52 244 I 80 1-69 194 20.5 
2. RUSSIANCAMPAIGN 2.24 1.98 1.85 202 2.24 3.07 2.78 2.41 1.78 2.07 28.5 
3. SQUAD LEADER 225  1.97 1.85 1 8 2  35R 2.94 236 2 0 7  1R7 197 I ? =  

19. VICTORY-PACIFIC 
20 NAPOLEON 
21. FRANCE 1940 

25. AFRIKA KORPS 2.90 3.W 3.10 2.92 2.12 2.29 3.39 3 5 7  2.91 2.77 1: 
26. ALEXANDER 2.93 2.99 3 2 1  3.19 2.55 2.98 3.43 2.76 2.43 2.86 1: 1 27. ORIGINS OF WW 1 2.98 2.69 2,5B 2,HO 2.00 2.22 4-00 4-06 3 11 3.40 i 
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Vol. 1 5, No. 4 polled a cumulative rating of 

3.31 making it our best effort since the twin 
successes of the SQUAD LEADER and VlTP 
features of a year ago which ranked 2.53 and 
2.77 respectively. As expected, Mick Uhl's 
Strategic Submarine feature took top article 
honors handily. The rest of the article ratings 
based on our 200 random sample scoring 
system of 3 points for 1 st, 2 for 2nd, and 1 for 3rd 
was as follows: 

STRATEGIC SUBMARINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  349 
MORE SUBMARINE SCENARIOS ............. 237 
SERIES REPLAY: CAESAR'S LEGIONS . . . . . . . .  167 
PANZERBLln SITUATION X .................. 148 
EAST OF WATERLOO ........................ 80 
AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  74 
EARLY YEARS: REBUTTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 1 
IN DEFENSE OF LINEAR TACTICS . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 
SQUAD LEADER PLAY-BY-MAIL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 

As mentioned elsewhere in this issue, we 
are currently developing WAR & PEACE. a 
strategic game on the Napoleonic Wars. If you 
are interested in participating in  the prepublica- 
tion playtesting of this game and can devote a 
jood amount of time to the game this summer, 
please drop us a note including your name, 
address, age, phone number and a little back- 
ground information concerning your experience 
in the hobby. We hope to have the playtest kits 
available by early June, so don't delay1 

If you thought your latest wargame cost a lot 
take a gander a t  Chris Gammon's latest war- 
game purchase. Chris is the first gamer we've 
seen who resorted to vanity license plates to 
procalim his hobby dedication. No doubt it's 
found him a few prospective opponents in his 
travels. 

Most readers will be pleased to know that the 
survey in Vol. 15, No. 5 backed up the editor's 
existing policies with overwhelming support. 
85% of the readership was opposed to the 
printing of variant wunters on a special insert 
for cut out use if it meant a possible price 
increase. 94% were in favorof thecurrent policy 
of offering full color, die-cut variant countersfor 
separate mail order sale. 86% approved the 
current major feature policy as opposed to a 
"shotgun" approach of more and shorter 
articles. Having voiced the gripes of the minority 
I will now cease bothering the majority with 
their complaints. I will, however, be ever on the 
watch for a way to please both when it is 
possible, and given a good supply of gualify short 
articles will be most eager to use them. 

Our apologies to the virtually hundreds of 
people who submitted requests to playtest the 
BULGE and FORTRESS EUROPA prototypes. We 
would like to answer each and every one of you 
but in sodoing we'd nevergetthe games out. We 
have never had a more encouraging, and 
apparently qualified, response to a playtest 
opponunity. Almost all of you did a great job of 
selling yourselves and it will be exceedingly 
difficult for our project heads to choose their 
playtesters from among the many applicants. 
We'd like to include you all but have found that 
the inclusion of more than 20 "blind" playtest 
groups in  a project is actuaIlycounterproductive 
as the developer can't possibly keep up with the 
volume of repetitious reports. Those of you who 
were chosen will eventually get a letterfrom the 
developer prior to sending out the prototypes to 
determine if you are still interested atthat point. 
Our thanks to the rest of you who volunteered 
and heard nothing in reply. Hopefully, wewill be 
able to work with you in the future on another 
Avalon Hill release. Please don't give up trying- 
there are just too many of you out there for usto 
handle all at once, which is really a nice problem 
when you think about it. 

More goodies for our trophy case have 
arrived from the distant shores of Great Britain 
in the form of the Silver Hexagon Awards which 
are sponsored by World Wide Wargamers. 
These awards which are apparently the British 
equivalent of the Charles Roberts Awards were 
announced at Battlefield I (apparently the British 
version of ORIGINS) which got off to a small but 
enthusiastic start last September. Reaping the 
honors for Avalon Hill were STARSHIP TROOP- 
ERS in the Sci Fi & Fantasy category, GETTYS- 
BURG in the 181 5-1 939 category, and SQUAD 
LEADER for WWll Tactical. 

The Jersey Wargamers Association is 
another group with its act together. For monthly 
dues of 81.00 the 55 members enjoy bi-weekly 
meetings, prize tournaments, a club game 
library, and a monthly newsletter. Interested 
parties should contact Alan Moon at 437 Elmora 
Ave., #33, Elizabeth, NJ 07208. 

A new group, the Chicago Wargarner's 
Association with sponsorship from the Layola 
University History Dept. is promising the best 
convention ever in the Chicago area. They call 
their two day affair CWA-CON and will be 
holding it July 21st and 22nd in Mertz Hall on 
Loyola Ave. in Chicago. Admission is listed at 
82/day or $3/weekend. Tournaments in RUS- 
SIAN CAMPAIGN, MIDWAY, PANZERBLITZ- 
LEADER, WAR AT SEA and SPEED ClRCUtTare 
among the many planned events. For further 
information contact Tonv Adams at 3605 
Bobolink, Rolling ~eadows; IL60008 (31 2-394- 
561 8).  

Those in the Chicago area might also be 
interested in the CWA's planned bus trip to 
ORIGINS. If all goes well, a 48 passenger 
Trailways touring bus will leave DesPlainesat 7 
a.m. on Thursday, June 21st and return on 
Monday the 25th. Total cost is 860, but if that's 
too much of a dent in your wallet you can buy a 
raffle chance for 51.00 to win a free trip1 
Interested parties should once again contact 
Tony Adams with a SSAE. 

Congratulations are due Neil Shannon 
whose Denver Broncos bested Ken Vane's 
49ers in the Sixth Annual Avalon Hill FOOT- 
BALL STRATEGY League Super Bowl. Shannon 
ended the season with a total record of 14-5 and 
took possession of the league's rotating Super 
Bowl trophy as well as $100 in prize money. 
Those wishing to join the long waiting list for 
entry into the 28 member league should contact 
Don Greenwood c/o Avalon Hill. 

The solution to Contest #87 was strictly 
tactical but could not be arrived atwithout giving 
due consideration to the strategic situation. To 
guarantee sinking at least 16 pointsof Japanese 
ships, the American player had to sink the 
Yamato and both light ships or forego the 
Yamato and sink both the Mutsu and Nageto as 
well as the two lighter vessels. 

Given competent application of the heavv A& 
armament of the three battleships, this was not 
possible in one attack due to the availabilitv of 5 
ships for screening purposes and only 10 
torpedo planes in the attack force. Three ships 
could definitely be sunk in an all-out attack, but 
not the Yamafo. and thus only 14 points could be 
gained. 

The trick, therefore, is to make two attacks 
and thereby take advantage of the American 
preponderance of dive bombers by holding back 
sufficient bombers during the 1500 attack to 
enable a follow-up attack during the next (and 
last daylight) turn-after the two light vessels, 
Hosho and Sendai, have been sunk and the 
Japanese screening possibilities accordingly 
reduced. Due to the Japanese location on the 
search board and the American four area search 
capability, detection on the 1700 turn is certain 
and Japanese CAP will still be too far away to 
interfere. Therefore, the American should hold 
back 15 D and his 10 T bombers for a second 
strike, trusting in the remaining 26dive bombers 
to sink the lesser targets by hitting each of the 
five vessels with enough dive bombers to 
sink it if it tries to aid the Hosho or Sendai. Any 
ship which attempts to aid another is therefore 
automatically sunk by a 5-1 attack. Ten dive 
bombers are needed against the Yamato to 
prevent the two light ships from concentrating 
their fire on the Yamato-thus freeing the 
battleship tosave the carrier in turn. Only 3dive 
bombers are necessary against the lesser 
vessels which are sunk regardless of die roll by a 
3-1 attack. 

Thus deprived of two screening vessels, the 
battleships for all their awesome firepower, may 
now only defend against three concentrationsof 
5 or more bombers. By saving his torpedo planes 
for the second attack, the American guarantees 
elimination of the Yamato unless the Japanese 
player sacrifices both the Nagato and Mutsu to 
save it as all ships are once again "pinned" by 5 
D factors, leaving no one to take on the two 
groups of 5 T factors attacking the Yamato on 
both beams. 

Only one person was able to give an entirely 
correct solution to the SUBMARINE contest in 
Vol. 15 No. 4. Congratufations are in order for 
Clark Ochikubo of Walnut Creek, CA. It tooka lot 
of work to come up with the correct answer so 
we gave him a double prize. The remaining 9 
winners were contestants who sent in partially 
correct results: Jim Heard, Evansville, IL; 
Warren Auryong, Los Angeles, CA; Charles 
Blornquist, DeKalb, IL; Bob Lathrup, Hagerman, 
NH; David Townsend. Hampton, VA; John 
Rirnrnele, Union, NJ; Francois Fortin, Lac St. 
Jean, Quebec; Richard Logue, Lancaster, CA; 
and John Dollerschell, St. Louis Park, MO. 
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EDITOR'S CHOICE AWARDS 
This issue concludes Vol. 15 of THE GENERAL; meaning it is time 

to vote once again for the best articles of the past year. The winner 
receives a lifetime subscription to the magazine plus a %to0 bonus. 
Eliminating those articles written by paid staff members we have the 
following listed articles placed in nomination by the editor. Please vote 
for only one of the nominees and vote only if you have read all of the 
nominated works during the past year. 

The nominees are: 
CI PANZER LEADER, 1940 By Ramiro Cruz Vol. 15, No. 2 

CREATING A PARATROOPER'S HELL By Mark McLaugh- 
lin 
Vol. 15, No. 3 
INVASION OF MALTA By John D. Burtt Vol. 15, No. 3 
MORE SUBMARINE SCENARIOS By James A. Wirth 
Vol. 15, No. 4 
PANZERBLlTZ SITUATION X By Robert Chiang & Tom 
Oleson Vol. 15, No. 4 
PACIFIC THEATRE VIA MIDWAY By Alan R. Moon Vol. 
15. No. 5 
ANOTHER AFRIKA KORPS GAMBIT By Stephen S. 
Packwood 
Vol. 15, No. 5 
CROSS OF IRON; FIRST IMPRESSIONS By Robert Medrow 
Vol. 15, No. 6 

Opponent Wanted 2 5 ~  
1. Want-ads will be accepted only when printed on thisform orafacsimllc and must bc accompanied by a 
2% token Fee. No refundb. 
2. For Salc. Tradc, or Wanted to Buy ads will bc acccpltd only whcn dealing with collector's items(garne8 
no longer available from AH) and are accompanied by a Sl.00 token fee. 
3, Insert copy on lincsprovided (25 word maximum)and print name, address and phone number on the 
appropriate lints. 
4 PRINT-if illegible your ad will not be printed. 
5. So  thalas many adscan bc printed as possible within our limited space werequmthat youuseofficial 
stale abbreviations aa well as the game abbreviations listtd below: 
Arab lgraeli Wars AIW; Afrika Korpp = A K  Alexander = Alex; Anzio = Anz: Assault on Crete = AOC: 
Bsttie of the Bulge = BB; Bismarck = Bis: Blitzkrieg = BL; Caesar's L c ~ o n s  = CL Caesar =CAE, 
Chancellorwille = Chan; Cresando o f b m  = COD, C r m  of Iron = COI; D-Day = DD; Diplomacy = 
Dip: Dunc: France 1940 = Fr 40, Face to Face = FTF; Forlnss Europa = FE Gettysburg = Get '64 or '77; 
Iutlaod = Jut; Klngmaktr = KM. Kriegbpiel = Krieg: Lufnvaffe = LW; Msgic Rcalm = MR: Maroon = 
MarMidwy = Mid: Napoleon = Nap; Origins of WWII = Orig: Paruerblite = PB, Panzcr Lcadtr = PL; 
Play By Mail = PBM; Richthofen's War = RW; 1776: Squad Leadtr = SL; Swlingrad = ' G d ;  Starsbip 
Trmperp = SST: Submarine = Sub; Tactics I1 = Tac; Thc Longest Day = TLD: The RlsingSun = TRS; The 
Russian Campign = TRC: Third Reich = 3R: Tobruk =Tab; Tnrcme = Tri; Victory I n  the PaciFw = VITP: 
War at Sca = WAS: Wmterloo = Wat; Wooden Ships Iron Men = WSIM. 

NAME PHONE 

ADDRESS 

CITY S T A T E Z I P  

CONTEST NO. 88 
It is the last player turn of a scenario in CROSS OF IRON utilizing 

all rules. To win, the German player must clear the roadentrance hex Q1 
of the LOS of all enemy units, both good order and broken, at game end. 

It is now the German Prep Fire Phase. Basing your turn on the 
assumption that all German dice rolls will fall within the"58%spectrum 
of most favorable results" and all Russian dice rolls will fall within the 
"72% range of least favorable results" plot your turn on the following 
chart. All entries must rate the issue as a whole as well as list the three 
best articles in order to be considered valid. 

Ten winning entries will receive certificates redeemable for free AH 
merchandise. To k valid an entry must be received prior to the mailing of 
the next GENERAL and include a numerical rating for the issue as a whole 
as well as list the best 3 articles. The solution will be announced in the next 
issue and the winners in the following issue. 

ISSUE AS A WHOLE-. . . . . . . . . .(Ratefrom I to 10: with I equatlng excellent. 10: terrible) 

ssst 3 nrtkla: 
1 NAME 
2 ADDRESS 
3 CITY S T A T E Z I P -  



THEGENERAL 

BISMARCK 
She was the mightiest wanhip afloat, the 

crowning achievement of German military exper- 
tise, Hitler's pride and joy. She symbolized the 
invincibility of the new reichand was the instrument 
by which Germany hoped to finally defeat its only 
remaining enemy-Great Britain. At 50,000 tons of 
fighting trim, the battleship Bismarck was indeed 
the greatest single threat to Britain's survival. What 
happened in that final week in May, 1941 is still 
being discussed and analyzed. That the loss of the 
Bismarck ended Hitler's ambition to gain control of 
the Atlantic is not disputed. Yet the verycloseness of 
the operation point4  out how near victory 
Germany really came. 

BISMARCK has been organized into three 
games of increasing complexity. The Basic Game is 
rated Intermediate Level I1 on the Avalon Hill 
complexity scale and can be played within 2'A 
hours. The Basic Game concentrates on the British 
attempt to locate, track and finally comer the 
Bismarck. Each side is able to use the ships and 
planes historically available. All movement is done 
secretly. Search patterns and patrols must be 
organized to locate the enemy ships in the far 
reaches of the Atlantic. When enemy ships do meet, 
battle is conducted witheach ship rated individually 
in accordance with its actual capabilities. 

The Intermediate Game builds upon the Basic 
Game with a series of optional rules designed to 
incorporate every significant factor that influenced 
the BISMARCKoperation. Players now must plan 
convoy routes and submarine attacks. Fuel conser- 
vation becomes a critical factor in keeping ships a t  
sea. Weather plays a significant role in a ship or 
plane's ability to search. Carrier operations are 
handled realistically as all planes must procas to 
take off. Destroyers can attempt to penetrate an 
enemy ship's defense to launch torpedoes, and 
much, much more including, among other things, 
attempts by the Luftwaffe and U-boats to aid the 
hard pressed Bismarck. 

Expanded orders of battle includingships which 
were available and could have participated in the 
action make for an endlessassortment of hypotheti- 
cal naval engagements. These are incorporated into 
additional scenarios which speculate upon alternate 
but still probable situations that could have 
occurred at the time. For example, what would have 
happened if the Free French or American navies 
entered into battle? What if Iceland had remained 
neutral? What if the Sckamhorst and Gnehenau 
were able to sortie with the Bismarckas planned? In 
all there are eight additional scenarios which can be 
played. 

The Advanced Game is a rniniatures-oriented 
approach to naval combat. Every ship is rated 
according to the number and size of its guns, the 
strength of its armor in all critical areas, its 
compartmentalization, fire control and special 
capabilities. To score damage, a shell must be able 
to penetrate the armor in the area hit. Movement is 
conducted on any flat surface using special 
maneuver gauges. Special counters are also pro- 
vided to use in the Advanced Game. These give a 
detailed overview of each major ship provided in the 
game. 

BISMARCK is packaged with two 11" x 14' 
search boards of the North Atlantic and a special 
22" x 14" Battle Board on which the battles are 
fought. Also included are multicolored counters 
representing every ship, plane and submarine that 
was available, over 300 in all; a Hit Record Pad on 
which players record damage, fuel and ammunition 
expenditure for their ships; a set of six player-aid 

cards which allow the game to be played without BISMARCK is now available for $12 plus 10% 
reference to the rules plus special gauges to move postage charges (or GENERAL postage coupons) 
and determine range of ships in the Advanced from Avalon Hill. Maryland residents please add 
Game. 5% state sales tax. 

Bismarck Counters 

Cairo 29 

B~smarck 
BE Patrol 

London 

Fl Gibraltar 



HILL 253.5 
Scenario B 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
Germans win if at the end of the game they solely occupy, with unbroken 
squads or functioning AFV's, four of the level 3 hexes of Hill 621 and there 
are no Russian unbroken squads or functioning AFYs on the remaining 

40 MILES NORTH OF KURSK, July 9,1943: Operation Citadel had begun, but 
instead of the desired lightning breakthrough, the fighting had taken on the 
characteristics of World War I trench warfare. In four days of grueling combat 
the XLI Panzer Corps had managed to penetrate the defenses of the Soviet 13th 
Army to a depth of only about five miles. The Corps, now being slowly forced 
onto the defensive by increasing enemy pressure, needed to secure a strong 
position on which to anchor its left flankand free its mobileelements; such a spot 
was the commanding height of Hill 253.5 near the village of Ponyri, where some 
of the most intensivefightingof the entire Eastern campaign was taking place. On 
July 9th the Germans stormed and captured Hill 239.8 and to exploit this success 
an assault on Hill 253.5 was ordered. 

Board Configuration 

level 3 hexes. "Functioning" is defined as having an unbroken, unstunned 
crew and any working armament. Russians win by preventing the German 
victory conditions. 

TURN RECORD CHART 
* Pwim sets up lird 

+ German moves lirsl 1 2 ' 3  4'5 6 7 8 END * Elements of the 307th RIFLE DIVISION set up south of road QI -Y 10: 

#& A W"7 ffll +. #!" &% hb 2-3-7 =m zW BIO+ +Z 

6 2 4 2 2 3 

MECHANIZED BRIGADE elements enter on turn 4 via south edge: 

%b 12 b -  S 11 ;++ #1 

3 3- 

Elements of the 18th PANZER DIVISION and the PANZERJAGER BATTALION 653 set up north of  road Ql-Y10: 

4-6- A 
,- 

8 4 4 2 2 
2 2 

2 

SPECIAL RULES 
B.5.The German player may not inspect the contents of entrenchment 
counters prior to his initial set-up. 

B.1 Wire and mines may be placed in the hexes whichcontain road QI-Y 10. 
B.2 Both sides have one 80+mrn artillery module. 
B.3 Both sides receive random air support. 
B.4 German engineer units may make unlimited smoke. 

AFTERMATH: The German units, decimated and exhausted by five daysof incessant 
fighting, attacked doggedly but didn't have the strength to seize or hold the hill. The 
panzergrenadiers were soon actually on the defensive as continuous Soviet 
counterattacks forced the Germans to employ their last reserves merely to hold their 
own positions. 



Scenario A 
BURZEVO 

BURZEVO, 27 MILES S.W. OF THE KREMLIN, Dec. 2,1941: By the end of 
November, Operation Typhoon had broken down; resolute Soviet resistance, 
exhaustion, and sub-zero temperatures had almost completely halted the 
Germans. Along the Minsk-Moscow highway, the fastest and most direct route 
to the Russiancapital, von Kluge's Fourth Army made alast desperateattempt to 
dislodge the defending Russians by an encircling attack from thesouth. The only 
real progress was made by the 258th Infantry Division, whose spearheads 
managed to capture the village of Burzevo on the afternoon of Dec. 2. The 3rd 
Battalion of the 478th Regiment was ordered to hold there, its men anticipatinga 
brief respite from the -30°F. night. But at 200 hours the Russians counterat- 
tacked . . . 

Board Configuration 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
The Russians win by eliminating three 4-6-7 squads and destroying or 
immobilizing all German vehicles and the 88 or keeping them out of the 
confines of the village (rows I through Y inclusive) at game, end. la 

TURN RECORD CHART 
+ German gets up first 

* Rux5ian moves first 1 2  3 4 5 E N D  
Elements of the 3rd BATTALION, 478th REGIMENT, 258th INFANTRY DIVISION: setup first, between hex rows Land Z inclusive. All 
infantry units must set up in buildings, one squad maximum per hex (or level per hex). Leaders and crews may stack freely. 

i 78*ms 1sfiw -/- I4  

8 2 2 2 - 
3 

SPECIAL RULES AFTERMATH: Amid blazing buildings and tanks theinfantry tackled theT-34's with 
demo charges and grenade bundles, and by dawn the attack had been defeated, but 

A.l There is no road movement for any units. with heavy losses to the defenders. That same day Fourth Army suspended the 
A.2 Night Rules (49) are in effect. offensive and ordered iu units to withdraw back across the Nara River. The trials of its 
A.3 All buildings are considered wooden. A burning wooden building men however, were far  f r o m  over; the Russian Winter Offensive was only days away. 
illuminates all hexes within a two hex radius as per 67.5. 
A.4 All hills are considered flat open ground. Woods/hills hexes remain 
woods. 
A.5 STG's may not set up in woods or building hexes. AFV's may not enter 
bldg. M2. 
A.6 Russian tank commanders may use starshells (49.6) if the tank is CE. 

QUICK PLAY CROSS OF IRON SCENARIOS 

Printed as a special insert for VoI. 15, No. 6 of THE GENERAL; $2.00 if 
ordered with or separate from the magazine. 
SCENARIO DESIGN: Robert McNamara 

PLAYTESTING: Jon Mishcon, Joe Suchar, John Kenower, Jim Stahier, 
Jim Baker, Bill Farone, Bill Edwards 

Copyright. 1979 The Avrlon Hill Gamt Co. 



DELAYING ACTION 
Scenario D 

TURN RECORD CHART 

WESTERN LITHUANIA, the end of October, 1944: After failing to halt the 
onslaught of Bagramyan's 1st Baltic Front, scattered units of the Cross 
Deutschland Division were ordered to fall back to the northwest and regroup. 
One evening during the course of this retreat some three hundred of its men were 
surprised by a cautiously advancing Russian infantry regiment. After a short 
firefight the Russians decidd to dig in for the night and initiated their attack at 
dawn by advancing a column of tanks from a just arriving armored unit. The 
Germans however, seeing the tanks, immediately withdrew, leaving only a small 
delaying force to cover their rear. 

Board Configuration 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
To win the Russian player must exit allseven tanks off the North edge road. 
Each German unit eliminated counts as a tank successfully moved off the 
board. Germans win by avoiding the Russian victory conditions. 

SPECIAL RULES 
D.1 There is no road movement bonus for any unit. 
D.2 Treat wheatfields as open ground. 
D.3 Hexes E8 and U8 are marsh (7.5) hexes; U8 does not contain woods. 

AFTERMATH: The delaying force set up three ambush points and straight into them 
rumbled the tank column, without supporting infantry. Each ambush group knocked 
out several tanks but there was never any doubt as to the ultimate outcome of the 
encounter, as each was successively and literally overrun and wiped out. 

(A few terror-stricken survivors wereshortly thereafter rescued by acounterattack 
Id by two S.S. armored regiments against the Russian flank, which inflicted heavy 
losaes and recaptured the immediate area for a few days, after which the retreat was 
resumed.) 

# German sets up first 

* Russian, rnovex first - 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 E N D  

Elements of the 5th GUARDS TANK ARMY: enter via south edge road on turn 1: 



Scenario C 
THE BUKRIN BRIDGEHEAD 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
The Russians win if at the end of their lOthphyer turn there is no unbroken 
enemy squad or AFV with functioning armament within normal range and 
clear LOS of the Russian objective hexes. The normal range of infantry 
squads may be extended by functioning MGs. See Special Rule C.3. The 
Germans win by preventing the Russian victory conditions. 

TURN RECORD CHART 

50 MILES S.E. OF KIEV, Sept. 24, 1943: In mid September 1943 Manstein's 
Army Group South initiated a full scale retreat dong  the entire length of its 600 
mile front. The plan was to fall back to the west bank of the Dnieper and redeploy 
for defense before the Russians could form any bridgeheads across tho river. One 
spot where the race was won by the Red Army was near the village of Bukrin, 
where the Third Guards Tank Army with the help of partisans crossed in 
company strength, during the first hours of Sept. 22; reinforoement of the 
bridgehead was begun forthwith. The Germans immediately rushed the advance 
elements of the 19th Panzer Division down from Kiev to seal off this dangerous 
foothold. On the 24th the Russians pressed their attack in an attempt to break 
through the weakly held German defensive line and link u p  with a simultaneous 
paradrop of three Airborne Brigades further to the southwest. 

Board 
Configuration 

+ German sets up first 

1 2  3 4 5 * 6  7 8 9 -  n * Russian moves Arst 
END 

- 

- 75* 20LlW -/2 a t 1 6 1  -/e lmPP 20L v 8 1 # 1 ~  
4 2 5 i 

2 4 2 
CE &I 

012 m-la 
- 

2 2 4 2 2 A 

Miscellaneous reinforcements enter on turn 6 via any one west edge road hex: 

4 2 2 2 - 
Elements of the Slst GUARDS TANK BRIGADE set up on any whole or half hexes of board 2. 1 

@ i 

761 4/z 451 -m 761 
12 4 4 2 7 

CE 8-1 ma ATR A 5-7 

L 

2 4 4 

SPECIAL RULES 
C.1 No infantry units may make smoke. 
C.2 Germans have one module of 80+rnm offboard artillery commencing 
on turn 5; the Russians may use their radio only to direct on-board artillery. 
C.3 After the Germans set u p  but before the Russians do, the Russian 
player must determine his objective by inverting, mixing, and randomly 
choosing one of the artillery chits which is kept secret from the opposing 

player and set aside for end of game verification. The chit drawn determines 
the objective as follows: " 1 " :  4AS4A6-4B5; "2" 41 1-412-413; "3" 4QI4Q2- 
4R2; "4" 4Yl4Y2-4Y3. 
AFTERMATH: The combat troops of the recon battalion were hard put to contain 
the Russian push but by throwing in the supply and repair units and anyoneelse who 
could be scraped up, a near disaster was averted and the situation restored. The line 
had held, and although the Russians attempted for several more weeks to effect a 
breakout, they had kcome effectively bottled up. They would have to turn elsewhere 
to crack the Dnieper line. 




